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ABSTRACT 

 

There are numerous applications for urban area geospatial information products at 

both the local and federal government levels, as well as in the defense and intelligence 

communities.  These applications include urban area growth assessment, emergency 

response and management, national security, military combat support, and homeland 

security.  The latest generation of commercial satellite imaging sensors have a number of 

characteristics (e.g. high spatial resolution, multispectral bands, and quick revisit time) 

that make them ideal data sources for urban area applications.  The goal of this doctoral 

research was to develop advanced automated and semi-automated image analysis and 

classification techniques for the extraction of urban area geospatial information products 

from commercial high-resolution satellite imagery.  We developed two semi-automated 

fuzzy urban land cover classification approaches, as well as fully automated techniques 

for road network and 2-D building footprint extraction.  The semi-automated classifiers 

are able to classify urban land cover significantly more accurately than traditional 

classification approaches, such as maximum likelihood.  By utilizing fully automated 

feature extraction techniques for training data generation, a self-supervised urban land 

 xii



cover classification approach was also developed.  The self-supervised classifier is 

significantly more accurate than traditional classification approaches, and unlike 

traditional approaches it is fully automated.  The development of automated and semi-

automated techniques for generation of urban geospatial information products is of high 

importance not only for the many applications for which they can be used but also 

because the large volume of data collected by satellite sensors exceeds the human 

capacity of trained image specialists to analyze.  In addition, many applications, 

especially those for the military and intelligence communities, require near real time 

exploitation of image data.  Both the quantity of data and the speed with which that data 

must be analyzed illustrate the need for automated geospatial information extraction 

techniques. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

 

 

 

1.1  Geospatial Information Products and Applications 

Urban growth and economic development place heavy demands on local 

governments to seek better planning and management approaches to deal with the 

numerous socioeconomic and environmental problems associated with urbanization.  

Natural resources (greenspace, wooded areas, agriculture lands, etc.) and existing 

infrastructure (transportation networks, sewage and water utilities, parks, etc.) are 

stressed as they are utilized beyond the capacity for which they were originally designed.  

Decision makers within various local government bodies must deal with a wide range of 

issues that routinely have economic, social, and political consequences.  In addition, state 

and federal governments have issued an increasing number of regulations that mandate 

the monitoring and tracking of numerous items by local governments.  These factors are 

occurring at such a rate that city and county resources, both labor and fiscal, cannot keep 

pace.  Timely, accurate, and up-to-date geospatial information products are required by 

elected officials in these local governments to support policy decisions on issues that are 

often interrelated and can span several political boundaries.  Growth assessment, 

infrastructure inventory and planning, environmental assessment, and risk management 

impact and drive policy decisions for these managers.  Unfortunately, their decision-
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making processes are often forced to rely on inaccurate data and/or outdated baseline 

information. 

Many local governments are investing significant financial resources to 

implement Geographic Information Systems (GIS) to assist in planning and management 

activities to effectively deal with the multitude of issues caused by increasing 

urbanization.  GIS can be used for a variety of tasks including map production, 

visualization to support geographic problem solving, spatial data analysis and modeling, 

engineering studies, and inventory management.  At its core, GIS is an integrated 

database where each piece of information has a geographic location associated with it.  

The power of GIS is that the information is displayed in a spatial format and can be 

quarried by spatial location.  GIS data are organized by layers, which are collections of 

geographic entities of the same geometric type (points, lines, polygons, and 2-D raster 

imagery).  For a detailed description of GIS and its many applications see Longley et al. 

[2001].  Typical layers found in a local government GIS systems include: digital image 

basemap, land use zoning, political boundaries, parcel maps, land cover, road network, 

building footprints, utility networks (water, sewage, electricity, etc.), topography, and 

green space.  The digital image basemap is normally acquired through aerial photography 

or more recently satellite remote sensing.  The image basemap is a very important layer 

in a local government GIS as several other information layers such as the land cover, road 

network, building footprints, and green space layers can be extracted from it [Jensen and 

Cowen, 1999].  The most widely used method for geospatial information extraction from 

imagery is manual digitization, which is both time consuming and expensive.  Therefore, 
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the development of techniques for automated and/or semi-automated extraction of urban 

geospatial information products from remote sensing imagery is of great importance. 

 At the national level, the United States Geological Survey (USGS) is developing 

The National Map, which is “a database of continuously maintained base geographic 

information for the United States and its territories that will serve as the nation’s primary 

map for the 21st century” [USGS, 2001].  The National Map will provide accurate, 

current, and nationally consistent digital geospatial data and topographic maps.  It will 

contain high-resolution orthorectified digital imagery, high-resolution surface elevation 

data, several vector feature data layers, geographic names for physical and cultural 

features, and land cover classification maps.  The vector feature data includes layers for 

hydrography, transportation networks, building footprints, and boundaries for public and 

private lands.  Potential uses for the image and feature data include urban growth 

planning, land and natural resource management, environmental protection, emergency 

response and management, and homeland security applications.  

The USGS vision for The National Map includes near real time adaptation of the 

map to changes rather than cyclical inspection and revision.  The ultimate goal is that 

changes will be recorded in the map within 7 days of an event.  When a map update is 

needed, many of the feature vector layers will require new digital imagery of the area to 

be acquired and new features to be extracted.  Manual digitization of features will not be 

sufficient to realize this near real time adaptation of The National Map to landscape 

changes, highlighting the need for automated extraction of these features. 

In addition to civilian government applications, there are many defense and 

intelligence applications for geospatial information products.  The National Imagery and 
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Mapping Agency (NIMA) was formed in 1996 to combine the then separate geospatial 

mapping (DMA) and imagery (NPIC) communities into a single agency focused on 

geospatial intelligence.  NIMA defines geospatial intelligence as “the exploitation and 

analysis of imagery and geospatial information to describe, assess, and visually depict 

physical features and geographically referenced activities on the Earth” [NIMA, 2003].  

The convergence of these two communities was due to the shifting national threat 

environment, the evolving nature of conflict, and advancement of technology.  The 

applications of geospatial intelligence are informing statecraft, supporting military 

combat operations, homeland security and civil support, and intelligence collaboration.  

The discipline of geospatial intelligence utilizes a wide variety of remote sensing 

technologies such as optical imagery (panchromatic, multispectral, hyperspectral, etc.), 

synthetic aperture radar (SAR) and interferometric SAR (InSAR) data, and laser imaging 

systems on both airborne and satellite-based platforms.  Geospatial information derived 

from these sensors are an integral source of information for geospatial intelligence 

analysis. 

Following the tragic events of September 11, 2001, NIMA accelerated the 

convergence of various analytic tradecrafts (cartography, geospatial analysis, imagery 

analysis, geodesy, etc.) into a new intelligence discipline known as geospatial intelligence 

or GeoINT.  With the signing of the FY 2004 Defense Authorization Bill, NIMA 

officially became the National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency (NGA) on November 24, 

2003. The new name, NGA, is the latest step in an ongoing transformation of the agency 

to better serve the geospatial intelligence needs of the federal government to support 

homeland and national security.  The expanded use of GeoINT in battlefield preparation, 
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precision targeting, and combat support during Operation Iraqi Freedom shortened the 

duration of the war and saved military as well as civilian lives. 

 

1.2  Satellite Imagery 

 There are a variety of commercially available image sources that can be used for 

urban applications.  A brief review of these different sources is presented here.  Imagery 

of urban areas must have a spatial resolution in the meter to sub-meter range to be useful 

for many of the different types of applications described in the previous section [Jenson, 

1999].  The spatial resolution of commercially available satellite imagery did not increase 

to the level of detail required for urban analysis until recent years, so orthorectified 

digital images derived from aerial photography have traditionally been used for image 

basemaps in local government GIS systems.  Therefore, in addition to satellite-based 

sensors, several aerial photography data sources will also be reviewed. 

 

A. Aerial Photography 

 Digital Orthophoto Quarter Quadrangles (DOQQ) produced by the USGS are the 

most widely available high-resolution digital orthoimage dataset available to local 

governments in the U.S.  A digital orthophoto is a digital image generated from an aerial 

photograph or remotely sensed image in which the distortions due to terrain and sensor 

displacements have been removed giving it the positional accuracy and geometric 

qualities of a map [USGS, 1996]. Map-quality positional accuracy is crucial for imagery 

in a GIS because the basemap is of little value if the vector layers (parcel boundaries, 

road centerlines, utility lines, etc.) do not line up with the corresponding features in the 
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Figure 1-1.  Panchromatic USGS DOQQ of St. Charles, Missouri (1 m resolution). 
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agery.  DOQQs are available as either panchromatic, natural color, or color infrared 

ages with 1-m ground resolution and are derived primarily from National Aerial 

Photography Program (NAPP) imagery.  The NAPP began in 1987 with the m

acquire and archive photographic coverage of the United States at 1:40,000 scale with 

either color infrared or panchromatic aerial photography [Light, 1993].  The NAPP 

agery is acquired on an approximately five-year cycle.  DOQQs have an 8-bit per pixel 

dynamic range, and an example of a panchromatic DOQQ of St. Char

shown in Fig. 1-1.  The DOQQs are used as the base image source for the USGS National

Map over the majority of the U.S. 

im

im

ission to 

im

les, Missouri is 

 



Figure 1-2.  True color NIMA digital orthophoto of St. Charles (0.3 m (1 ft) resolution). 

 

Another source of digital orthophotos available to local governments comes from 

a joint program between NIMA/NGA and the USGS to acquire high-resolution digital 

imagery for 133 major urban cities in the U.S.  The USGS is utilizing the orthoimages as 

the base image layer for their National Map program [USGS, 2001] in these selected 

urban areas.  NIMA/NGA is also using the imagery as a base image layer in conjunction 

with classified critical infrastructure data layers for homeland security applications.    The 
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digital orthophotos are produced at 0.3 m (1 ft) resolution from natural color 

photography, resulting in a three band digital image (red, green, blue) with 8-bit per pixel 

quantization.  An example of this imagery from St. Charles is shown in Fig. 1-2. 

Both of the digital orthophoto types mentioned above are produced through 

precision digital scanning of analog aerial film photography.  The production of 

multispectral (MS) data from natural-color or color infrared photography is done by 

filtering the photograph during the scanning process to capture only the portion of the 

spectrum in the band of interest.  This process is repeated for each spectral band as 

desired.  Because of losses inherent in the photographic film, filtering, and scanning 

process, MS digital orthophotos produced in this manner are of a lower quality than data 

from a MS digital imaging sensor, where separate data is collected for each spectral band.  

As digital aerial imaging sensors are a relatively new technology, they are not yet in 

widespread use. 

 

B.  Landsat 

 The first widely available source of satellite-based remotely sensed imagery was 

the Landsat Program, which began in 1972 with the launch of the Landsat 1 satellite 

[USGS, 2003].   The program currently has two operational satellites, Landsat 5, 

launched in 1984, and Landsat 7, launched in 1999.  Landsat 5 carries the multispectral 

scanning (MSS) sensor and thematic mapper (TM) sensors, and Landsat 7 carries the 

enhanced thematic mapper plus (ETM+) sensor.  The TM sensor and the ETM+ sensor 

both collect data in seven spectral bands, as summarized in Table 1-1 below.   
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Table 1-1 
Spectral bands for Landsat TM and ETM+ sensors 

 
Band # Spectral Band Wavelength (µm) 

1 blue-green 0.45 - 0.52 
2 green 0.52 - 0.60 
3 red 0.63 - 0.69 
4 near infrared 0.76 - 0.90 
5 mid infrared 1.55 - 1.75 
6 thermal infrared 10.40 – 12.50 
7 far infrared 2.08 – 2.35 
8* PAN 0.52 – 0.90 

* PAN band only on ETM+ sensor. 

 

Bands 1-5 and 7 have a spatial resolution of 30 m.  The TM thermal infrared band (band 

6) has a spatial resolution of 120 m and the ETM+ band 6 has a spatial resolution of 60 m 

[USGS, 1999].  The panchromatic (PAN) band present on the ETM+ sensor has a 15-m 

spatial resolution and collects energy across bands 2-5, making it ideal for image 

sharpening techniques.  Landsat 5 and 7 both have 16-day orbit cycles, however their 

orbits are offset allowing for an 8-day repeat coverage from one of the satellites. 

 TM and ETM+ data have many applications in the areas of global change 

research, agriculture, forestry, geology, resource management, geography, mapping, 

water quality, and oceanography [USGS, 2003].  However, their use in urban applications 

is very limited due to the medium-scale spatial resolution (15-30 m).  At this resolution, 

the presence of man-made structures or built-up areas can be detected, but mapping of 

detailed features such as individual roads and buildings in the urban environment is not 

possible.  A 30-m resolution TM image of St. Charles, MO is shown in Fig. 1-3. 

 

 



Figure 1-3.  False color 7,5,3 band combination Landsat TM image of St. Charles (30 
m resolution). 

 

C.  Commercial High Resolution Satellites 

 High-resolution satellite imagery was not commercially available until 2000 when 

Space Imaging’s IKONOS satellite became operational after its launch in late 1999.   

IKONOS data contain four MS bands with a 4 m spatial resolution and a PAN band with 

1 m resolution as summarized in the Table 1-2 below [Space Imaging, 2003]. 
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Table 1-2 
Spectral bands of IKONOS commercial remote sensing satellite 

 
Spectral Band Wavelength (µm) Spatial Resolution (m) 

blue 0.45 - 0.52 4.0 
green 0.51 - 0.60 4.0 
red 0.63 - 0.70 4.0 

near infrared 0.76 - 0.85 4.0 
PAN 0.45 – 0.90 1.0 

The PAN band collects data across all four of the MS channels, making it ideal for pan-

sharpening techniques.  The IKONOS satellite allows up to 30 P

0
P off-nadir viewing, 

resulting in quick revisit times of approximately 3 days, depending on latitude.  The data 

Figure 1-4.  False color infrared IKONOS MS image of Columbia, Missouri (4 m 
resolution). 
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is stored with an 11-bit per pixel dynamic range allowing increased discrimination of 

subtle spectral differences between objects.  The 1-m spatial resolution of the PAN band 

is the same as that of the DOQQs, however the 11-bit dynamic range provides superior 

image contrast and quality.  The high-resolution, quick revisit times and large dynamic 

range of IKONOS data make it ideal for urban applications.  In addition, it has been 

shown that this imagery is a cost effective alternative to aerial photography for the 

generation of digital image basemaps for use by local governments [Davis and Wang, 

2003].  An IKONOS image of Columbia, Missouri is shown in Fig. 1-4.  IKONOS is the 

primary data source utilized in the analyses presented in the following sections of this 

dissertation. 

 Data acquired by the QuickBird satellite currently provide the highest spatial 

resolution satellite imagery commercially available.  DigitalGlobe, Inc. launched the 

QuickBird satellite in 2001 and it became operational in early 2002.  Like IKONOS, 

QuickBird consists of four MS bands and a PAN band, as summarized in Table 1-3 

[DigitalGlobe, 2003]. 

Table 1-3 
Spectral bands of QuickBird commercial remote sensing satellite 

 
Spectral 

Band 
Wavelength (µm) Spatial Resolution (m) 

(nadir) 
Spatial 

Resolution (m) 
(25 P

0
P off-nadir) 

blue 0.45 - 0.52 2.44 2.88 
green 0.52 - 0.60 2.44 2.88 
red 0.63 - 0.69 2.44 2.88 

near infrared 0.76 - 0.90 2.44 2.88 
PAN 0.45 – 0.90 0.61 0.72 

 

As seen in Table 1-3, the spatial resolution of imagery available from QuickBird varies 

according to the satellite viewing angle.  As was the case with IKONOS data, the PAN 



band captures energy over the entire spectrum contained in the four MS bands, making it 

ideal for use in pan sharpening applications.  QuickBird allows for up to 300 off-nadir 

viewing, resulting in quick revisit times of at most 3.5 days, depending on latitude.  The 

data is stored with an 11-bit per pixel dynamic range.  Like data from the IKONOS 

satellite, the bit-depth, resolution, revisit times and spectral coverage make QuickBird 

imagery ideal for urban applications. 

 In addition to operating the QuickBird satellite, DigitalGlobe was awarded the 

$500 million NextView contract by NIMA/NGA on September 30, 2003.  The NextView 

contract will enable the development of a next-generation commercial, high-resolution 

imaging satellite and represents a new level of partnering between U.S. government 

agencies and the U.S. commercial remote sensing industry [Barnes, 2003].  Through this 

contract, NIMA/NGA and its military customers will have greater access to and priority 

acquisition of imagery, in addition to participation in the development cycle of the next-

generation sensors.  Although the exact specifications of DigitalGlobe’s new satellite 

sensor, WorldView, have not yet been announced, the spatial resolution will be between 

0.25 - 0.5 m and it will have eight MS bands, reaching into the low end of the infrared 

spectrum.  WorldView will have the ability to acquire two to four times the daily amount 

of imagery compared to the QuickBird satellite. This is accomplished by flying the sensor 

at a higher altitude and increased onboard storage capacity.  In addition, the system will 

be able to deliver an image to customers in less than 90 minutes from the time of 

acquisition.  The NextView contract demonstrates the commitment of both NIMA/NGA 

and the intelligence community to the operational use of commercial satellite imagery for 

GeoINT applications. 
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D.  Image Pan Sharpening 

 In the discussion of the Landsat, IKONOS, and QuickBird satellites, it was 

mentioned that the PAN bands of these sensors can be used for pan-sharpening 

applications.  Pan-sharpening (also referred to as data fusion) is the process of increasing 

the spatial resolution of lower resolution MS bands using the higher resolution PAN 

band.  This produces imagery with the spatial resolution of the PAN band and the spectral 

characteristics of the MS bands.  The fact that the spectrum of the PAN band covers the 

range of the MS bands is crucial for the success of pan-sharpening techniques, because 

the PAN band must contain information from each of the MS bands if it is to accurately 

sharpen them.  There are a variety of pan-sharpening algorithms, including wavelet-based 

techniques [Ranchin and Wald, 2000], principle components analysis, and arithmetic 

methods such as color normalization [Vrabel, 1996].  Wavelet-based techniques extract 

the high-frequency content from the PAN band with a wavelet transform and inject this 

information into the MS bands.  Pan sharpening based on principle components analysis 

is accomplished by computing a transform to uncorrelate the MS bands, resulting in an 

uncorrelated dataset with the same number of bands as the MS data [Jenson, 1996].  The 

first principle component, representing brightness, is then replaced with the PAN band 

and a reverse principle components transform is applied.  The color normalization 

technique multiplies each of the MS bands by the higher resolution PAN band, and these 

values are normalized by the sum of the MS bands.  The MS bands must be resampled to 

the resolution of the PAN band before any of these techniques can be applied.  The color 

normalization transformation from Vrabel [1996] is calculated as 
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where PSMSBi B is band i of the pan-sharpened MS (PS-MS) imagery, MSBi B is band i of the 

lower resolution MS imagery, and b is the number of MS bands in the dataset.  Because  

 

of its simplicity and the high quality results of 

method is used to produce PS-MS images from

 

a) b) 

c) 
Figure 1-5.  a) PAN IKONOS image 
of Columbia (1 m resolution), b) false
color infrared IKONOS MS image of 
Columbia (4 m resolution), and c) 
false color infrared PS-MS IKONOS 
image of Columbia (1 m resolution). 
the sharpening, the color normalization 

 the IKONOS datasets analyzed in this 



research.  An example of the construction of a PS-MS image from IKONOS data of 

Columbia, MO is shown in Fig. 1-5. 

 

E.  Urban Area Imagery 

 Due to varying spatial and spectral characteristics, the appearance of urban areas 

in images from airborne and satellite-based sources varies significantly.  The spatial 

resolution, spectral content, and noise levels of the different image sources impacts their 

utility for urban area analyses.  Figures 1-6 through 1-9 show images of a commercial 

area from Landsat ETM+ PAN, DOQQ, NIMA/NGA, and IKONOS data sets, 

respectively.  It is clear from Fig. 1-6 that the 15-m Landsat image is of little use for 

detailed urban analysis.  While the DOQQ (Fig. 1-7) and IKONOS PAN (Fig. 1-9a) 

images both have a 1-m spatial resolution it is clear that the increased dynamic range and 

decreased noise levels in the IKONOS imagery make it much more suitable for image 

processing and analysis.  The fine spatial resolution of the NIMA/NGA imagery (Fig. 1-

8) makes it possible to clearly identify very small features, such as automobiles, in the 

imagery.  In addition, the presence of the RGB spectral bands allow for further analysis 

such as classification to be performed.  The NIR band in the IKONOS MS data (Fig. 1-

9b) greatly facilitates the automatic identification of vegetation in the image (see Section 

4.4-A). Finally, as was discussed in sub-section 1.2-D above the MS and PAN bands can 

be fused to produce a 1-m resolution PS-MS image.  The IKONOS PS-MS imagery (Fig. 

1-9c) have distinct advantages over all other image types discussed thus far because they 

have the combined benefits of high-spatial resolution, 11-bit per pixel dynamic range, 

and 4-band multi-spectral content. 
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 Figure 1-6.  Landsat ETM+ PAN image of commercial land use area (15 m resolution). 

Figure 1-7.  DOQQ orthophoto of commercial land use area (1 m resolution). 
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 Figure 1-8.  NIMA orthophoto of commercial land use area (0.3 m resolution). 

 Figure 1-9a.  IKONOS PAN image of commercial land use area.  Note the difference in 
image quality between the IKONOS data and the DOQQ image (both 1 m resolution). 
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 Figure 1-9b.  False color IKONOS MS image of commercial land use area (4 m 
resolution). 

 Figure 1-9c.  False color IKONOS PS-MS image of commercial land use area (1 m 
resolution).  
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1.3.  Satellite Image Analysis and Classification 

 A large number of image processing and classification techniques have been 

developed and successfully applied to remotely sensed imagery for a wide variety of 

applications.  Image processing techniques generally seek to either suppress or remove 

noise from the imagery, or to accentuate certain characteristics in the imagery to ease 

interpretation or further analysis of the imagery.  The description of techniques to 

accentuate specific image characteristics will make up the bulk of the image processing 

techniques reviewed here.  Classification techniques seek to classify objects, in this case 

image pixels or features extracted from them, into a number of distinct categories or 

classes.  A variety of classification techniques commonly used with remote sensing data 

are reviewed.  A common problem encountered in remote sensing image analysis is that 

of mixed pixels, i.e. the presence of more than one land cover type within a single image 

pixel.  One approach for dealing with this problem is to use fuzzy classification 

techniques, where each pixel can be classified as more than one land cover type.  A brief 

review of fuzzy set theory and fuzzy classification is also presented. 

 

A.  Texture Analysis and Smoothing Filters 

 An important and easily visible attribute of remotely sensed images is that they 

are highly textured. The amount and properties of the texture varies significantly 

throughout the imagery, depending on land cover type.  Therefore, texture features 

extracted from the imagery can be used to help discriminate between various land cover 

types.  This is especially useful when analyzing images from urban areas where many of 

the land cover types exhibit similar spectral signatures.  Texture can be defined as the 

 20
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spatial distribution of tonal variations within a band of data [Haralick, 1973].  Texture 

features measure properties such as smoothness, coarseness, regularity, and randomness 

in the image.  While there are a variety of techniques for the extraction of texture 

features, including first and second order statistical approaches, Fourier spectrum 

techniques, and wavelet-based approaches, statistical texture features are the simplest and 

most common.  Statistical texture features are calculated from the pixel values within a 

window surrounding the pixel of interest.  When statistical texture features are calculated, 

the output is a new image with the same dimensions as the input image where the digital 

pixel values represent the strength of the texture feature being measured.  These 

transformed texture images can then be used for further analysis or as input into a 

classification algorithm. 

 First order statistical texture measures are calculated from the normalized gray-

level histogram, p(zBi B), of the pixel window w(zBi B), where 0 ≤ i ≤ L-1, L is the number of 

gray levels in the image, and z is a random variable denoting image gray levels [Gonzalez 

and Woods, 2002].  These first-order texture measures are calculated as follows: 
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where µ is the mean value of the gray levels in the window, i.e. 
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The size of the pixel window, w(zBi B), is variable and has a significant impact on the 

calculation of the texture features.  A larger pixel window allows for a better 

quantification of the texture present in a region because there are more samples for the 

calculation.  However, larger windows lead to an increase in the “edge effect” where 

erroneous texture values are calculated along the edges between regions with differing 

textures.  This problem is considered in depth in the work of Ferro and Warner [2002]. 

 Noise suppression or image smoothing is an important image-processing task in 

many applications.  As was the case with the statistical texture measures discussed above, 

smoothing filters are implemented by passing a window, or kernel, over the image.  The 

value of each pixel in the output image is a function of the pixels in the kernel.  The 

amount of smoothing is determined both by the type of filter employed and by the size of 

the kernel.  Larger kernels remove more noise, however they may also result in 

significant blurring of the image.  The simplest smoothing filter is to simply take the 

average of the pixels in the kernel.  More advanced smoothing filters such as Butterworth 

and Gaussian lowpass filters can also be used. 

A smoothing filter that is particularly useful in many situations is the median 

filter.  The median filter is a type of order-statistics filter.  Order-statistics filters are 

nonlinear filters where the response is based on the sorted order of the pixels contained in 

the kernel.  As the name suggests, the output of the median filter is the median value of 

the pixels in the kernel.  The unique property of the median filter is that it preserves edges 

in the image, resulting in significantly less blurring.  The median filter effectively 

removes objects from the image that are smaller than the kernel.  This is particularly 
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useful when processing high-resolution images of urban areas because it can be used to 

remove small objects such as automobiles from the image.  For a more detailed 

description of the smoothing filters reviewed here see Gonzalez and Woods [2002]. 

 

B.  Classification Techniques 

 Classification techniques can be divided into supervised and unsupervised 

approaches.  Supervised classification approaches seek to exploit a priori knowledge 

about the data to identify which of the M predefined classes, ωB1 B, …, ωBM B, each data point 

belongs.  This a priori knowledge typically takes the form of training data, a collection of 

data points for which the class labels are known.  The training data are then used by the 

classifier to identify the class labels of the unknown data points.  However, there are 

many situations in which there are no training data available, or even the classes present 

in the data are not known, in which case unsupervised approaches must be used.  

Unsupervised classification techniques seek to identify the underlying divisions in the 

data and then group similar data points together into clusters.  For a more detailed 

description of a variety of classification techniques see Jenson [1996] and Theodoridis 

and Koutroumbas [1999]. 

 Three of the most commonly used supervised classification algorithms for 

analysis of MS remotely sensed imagery are the parallelpiped, minimum distance to 

means, and maximum likelihood classifiers.  Both the parallelepiped and minimum 

distance to means algorithms are non-parametric (i.e. no statistical distribution of the data 

points is assumed), whereas the maximum likelihood classification algorithm is 

parametric.  Before the classification algorithms are described, it is necessary to define 
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the notation that will be used.  Here we define the vector x as an MS data point, and xP

c
P is 

a training data point from class c, where c = 1, …, M, and M is the number of classes.  xBi B 

is the scalar value of band i in sample x, i = 1, …, b, where b is the number of bands in 

the MS data.  µP

c
P = [µP

c
PB1 B, …, µP

c
PBb B]P

T
P is the mean vector of class c and µP

c
PBi B is the mean of band 

i of the training data from class c, and NBcB is the number of training samples from class c. 

The parallelepiped classification algorithm is based on a simple Boolean logic 

decision rule.  First, the mean vector, µP

c
P, and standard deviations,σP

c
PBi B, are calculated for 

each class from the training data.   
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where xP

c
PBi,j B is the value of band i of the jP

th
P sample of the training data from class c.  A 

standard deviation threshold, sBσB, is set by the user.  Sample, x, is classified as ωBcB if and 

only if  
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In effect, the classifier defines M b–dimensional parallelepipeds around each of the mean 

vectors, the size of which is defined by sBσB.  Each sample is classified as the class of the 

parallelepiped into which it falls.  If the sample does not fall into any of the 

parallelepipeds, it is labeled as unclassified. 

 The minimum distance from means classification algorithm classifies samples by 

determining the closest class mean to the sample.  There are a variety of distance 
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measures that can be used, but the most common is the Euclidean distance, dBeB(x,y), 

calculated as 
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Or, in vector notation as 

 dBeB(x,y) = ((x-y)P

T
P(x-y))P

1/2 
P (1-11) 

For each sample, x, the distance to each of the class means, µP

c
P, is calculated and the 

sample point is classified as belonging to the class to which it is the closest.  The sample 

x is classified as class ωBcB if 

 dBeB(x, µP

c
P) < dBeB(x, µP

k
P)   ∀  k ≠ c (1-12) 

Unlike the parallelepiped classifier, all data samples are assigned a class, and the 

minimum distance to means classification algorithm does not utilize the variance of the 

training data during the classification process. 

 The most commonly used classification algorithm for remotely sensed imagery is 

the maximum likelihood classifier.  Maximum likelihood classification assumes that the 

training data statistics are Gaussian distributed, which for many data sources is a valid 

assumption.  This classification scheme is based on Bayes decision theory, and makes 

full use of both the mean and covariance statistics from the training data.  The Bayes 

classification rule is to classify sample x as the class that has the maximum a posteriori 

probability given the sample, P(ωBkB | x).  So, x is classified as ωBcB if and only if 

 P(ωBcB | x) > P(ωBkB | x)  ∀  k ≠ c (1-13) 

The a posteriori probability, P(ωBcB | x), is calculated using Bayes rule  
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where p(x|ωBcB) is the class-conditional probability density function (pdf), P(ωBcB) is the a 

priori probability of class ωBcB , and p(x) is the pdf of x, calculated using 
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Assuming the data follows the multivariate normal density distribution 
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where µP

c
P is calculated using Eq. (1-7) and ΣBcB is the covariance matrix of the training data 

from class c, calculated as 
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Eq. (1-16) can be simplified to ease the computational burden, deriving the likelihood 

function for class ωBcB, gBcB(x) 
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The classification rule is the same as Eq. (1-13), except the likelihood functions for each 

class are compared instead of the a posteriori probabilities.  Often times, the a priori 

class probabilities are not available during classification, in which case the ln(P(ωBcB)) term 

would be left out of Eq. (1-18).  Because maximum likelihood classification is such a 

commonly used technique for classification of remotely sensed imagery, it is used as a 

benchmark with which to compare other classification techniques developed in this 

research.  Results of maximum likelihood classification of IKONOS data for urban land 

cover mapping are presented in Chapter 2. 
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 Two commonly used techniques for unsupervised classification of remotely 

sensed imagery are clustering and segmentation.  Clustering techniques seek to identify 

natural divisions in the data and group the samples into clusters based on a similar 

spectral response or similar values of features extracted from the data.  Segmentation is 

very similar to clustering, with the added constraint of connectivity in the image.  

Segmentation techniques attempt to subdivide an image into regions or objects consisting 

of similar pixels.  Both clustering and segmentation are iterative techniques where the 

clusters/segments are formed through a series of repeated steps until convergence is 

reached. 

 There are many different types of clustering algorithms and we refer the reader to 

Theodoridis and Koutroumbas [1999] for a more detailed discussion.  Here, we present a 

review of the k-means clustering technique because of its widespread use and simplicity.  

Before the algorithm begins, the number of clusters to be identified in the dataset, k, is 

selected by the user.  Initially, the mean vectors, µP

1
P, …,µP

k
P are randomly distributed 

throughout the dataset.  For each sample x, the distance to each of the cluster mean 

vectors is calculated, and x is classified as belonging to the cluster to whose mean vector 

it is closest.    The mean vectors are then recalculated based on the data points now 

assigned to each cluster.  The classification of the data samples and recalculation of the 

cluster mean vectors is repeated until there is no change in the value of the cluster mean 

vectors in two successive iterations.  While Euclidean distance is the most common 

distance measure used, other distance measures such as the Mahalanobis distance, which 

takes into account the covariance matrix can be used.  The Mahalanobis distance, dBmB, is 

defined as 
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If dBmB is used for the classification, the covariance matrices for each cluster must also be 

recalculated after each iteration. 

 As mentioned above, segmentation is an unsupervised classification technique 

that seeks to subdivide in image into constituent regions or objects.  There are many 

approaches to segmentation such as thresholding, edge detection, region 

growing/merging, and morphological watersheds.  For an extended discussion of 

segmentation techniques and their application to different types of images we refer the 

reader to Gonzalez and Woods [2002].  A variety of segmentation techniques have been 

applied to remote sensing imagery with varying degrees of success.  Segmentation of 

remotely sensed images is a difficult problem due to mixed pixels, spectral similarity, and 

the textured appearance of many land-cover types.  Many segmentation algorithms are 

based on a region growing/merging approach where pixels are iteratively grouped into 

regions based on predefined similarity criteria.  Region growing techniques begin with 

‘seed’ pixels that meet some criteria and then from these points allow regions to grow by 

adding pixels that meet a similarity criterion.  Region merging techniques begin with 

every pixel in the image defined as a segment and segments are merged together which 

meet a similarity criterion.  Both of these techniques require the definition of the 

similarity rules that the constituents of a segment must meet and the definition of a 

stopping criterion to determine when the algorithm should stop the growing/merging 

process.  A detailed description of the region merging technique used in this research is 

presented in Chapter 3. 
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C.  Fuzzy Set Theory and Classification 

 The classification techniques reviewed above all produce crisp classifications, i.e. 

each pixel is assigned to only one class.  However, remote sensing images are imprecise 

in nature since they contain mixed pixels and many land cover types with 

similar/overlapping spectral signatures.  These problems are particularly severe in urban 

environments where much of the land cover is composed of roads, buildings, and other 

types of impervious surface that often have similar spectral signatures.  The urban 

environment also contains many small sub-pixel features leading to large numbers of 

mixed pixels.  Although high-resolution sensors help to alleviate the problem of mixed 

pixels, they are still present to some extent.  Fuzzy classification techniques allow pixels 

to have membership in more than one class and therefore better represent the imprecise 

nature of the data Wang [1990].    

Fuzzy classification approaches are based on fuzzy set theory.  Here we present a 

very brief overview of fuzzy set theory and fuzzy systems; for a detailed description see 

Klir and Yuan [1995].  Let X represent the universal set with elements x, i.e. X = {x}.  In 

classical set theory elements are viewed as either belonging entirely to a set or not at all; 

sets of this type are referred to as crisp sets.  Membership of an element x in crisp set A 

can be represented by a characteristic function, χ BAB, such that χ BAB(x) = 1 if x ∈A and χ BAB(x) 

= 0 if x ∉A.  No other values of set membership are possible in classical set theory.  

However, elements in fuzzy set theory can take on partial membership in a set, allowing 

for the representation of imprecise or vague data.  The characteristic function χ BAB of 

classical set theory is generalized to the membership function fBAB of fuzzy set theory, such 

that fBAB(x) is equal to a real number in [0,1] indicating the degree of membership of 
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element x in fuzzy set A.  Values of fBAB(x) close to 1 indicate a high degree of membership 

of x in A. 

The three basic operations used for the manipulation and combination of crisp sets 

are union, intersection, and complement.  The union of two sets, A ∪ B, consists of all 

elements x that belong to either A or B.  The intersection of sets A and B, A ∩ B, consists 

of the elements x that belong to both A and B.  The complement of set A, A , consists of 

all elements x that are not in A.  These operations all have extensions to fuzzy set theory.  

While there are many ways to generalize these set operations to fuzzy sets, one group is 

used most often and referred to as standard fuzzy set operations.  They are the standard 

fuzzy union, standard fuzzy intersection, and standard fuzzy complement:  

 f BA ∪ BB(x) = max[f BAB(x), fBBB(x)] (1-20) 

 f BA ∩ BB(x) = min[f BAB(x), fBBB(x)] (1-21) 

 ( ) ( )xfxf AA −=1  (1-22) 

These operators can be combined into fuzzy logic rules to perform reasoning operations 

on imprecise data in a fuzzy system.  When utilized in this fashion, the fuzzy union, 

intersection, and compliment operators are referred to as OR, AND and NOT, 

respectively.  Fuzzy systems have been applied to a wide variety of problems including 

both supervised and unsupervised classification.  The outputs of a fuzzy logic rule base 

are fuzzy membership values, however for most classification applications a crisp value 

is desired.  For example, the desired output of a classification of a remote sensing image 

is a land cover map, which requires a crisp value for each pixel.  The process of 

converting fuzzy membership values to crisp values is called defuzzification.  Even 

though the final output of many fuzzy classifiers is a crisp output, there is still value in 



using a fuzzy system for classification.  This approach allows the imprecision inherent in 

remote sensing imagery to be accounted for during the classification process.  The final 

classification of a pixel is not made until the very last step in the system, allowing 

different pieces of evidence from different sources to be evaluated to determine the class 

label.  This is a distinct advantage in a classification framework that seeks to utilize both 

spectral and spatial information (e.g. texture) to discriminate between various land cover 

classes. 

 

1.4 Summary of Related Work 

 In this section, we review previous work done in the areas of analysis and 

classification of remotely sensed imagery.  The works reviewed here are subdivided into 

four categories.  First, work pertaining to general techniques of classification and 

segmentation of a variety of remote sensing data sources and are presented.  Second, 

work that has been done specifically on analysis of high-resolution imagery from urban 

areas is reviewed.  Next, a review of research on the extraction of roads from remotely 

sensed imagery is presented.  Finally, a review of research on the extraction of buildings 

from remotely sensed imagery is presented. 

 

A.  Fuzzy Classification and Segmentation Techniques 

A supervised fuzzy classifier was introduced by Wang [1990] and applied to 

Landsat MSS and TM data.  Wang’s classifier used the maximum likelihood algorithm in 

conjunction with a fuzzy mean vector and fuzzy covariance matrix.  This classification 

technique was able to identify and determine the content of mixed pixels, and also 
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resulted in an overall accuracy increase when compared to traditional maximum 

likelihood classification.  Another supervised fuzzy classification approach was proposed 

by Melangi et al. [2000] and applied to Landsat TM data.  Membership functions are 

represented by normalized Gaussians, and classification is performed using a MIN fuzzy 

reasoning rule.  While this technique was able to identify and determine the content of 

mixed pixels, the overall classification accuracy was less than the traditional maximum 

likelihood classification.  Bardossy and Smaniego [2002] developed a fuzzy logic rule-

based classifier and applied it to Landsat TM data.  Triangular fuzzy sets were used, and 

the rule base was generated via the simulated annealing optimization technique.  This 

technique produced a slightly more accurate classification than the maximum likelihood 

algorithm, and like the other fuzzy classifications techniques reviewed, mixed pixels 

were successfully identified.  In addition, a fuzzy rule base was generated that could be 

analyzed to better understand the unique properties of each land cover class. 

A number of segmentation techniques have been developed and applied to remote 

sensing imagery with varying degrees of success.  A segmentation technique based on a 

combination of region growing and spectral clustering was presented by Tilton [1998] 

and applied to Landsat MSS data.  This approach alternates between region growing and 

spectral clustering in each iteration and produces a pre-specified number of hierarchical 

segmentation results.  The hierarchy of segmentation results ranges from very course, 

with only several large segments, to fine where small details in the image are 

distinguished.  Baatz and Schape [2000] developed a region merging approach for multi-

scale hierarchical segmentation based on local homogeneity criteria that take into account 

both spectral and shape information.  This technique was able to successfully segment 
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textured regions and each individual segmentation in the hierarchy consists of image 

objects of similar size.  The algorithm was tested on several different data sources, and 

positive results were reported for each.  This approach is described in greater detail in 

Chapter 3, and results of its application to IKONOS imagery are presented. 

A segmentation approach for Landsat TM data was presented in the work by 

Evans et al. [2002].  This technique is a hybrid boundary/region-based approach where 

seeds for region growing are extracted from the MS imagery with a local canonical 

transformation that identifies region boundaries.  This technique was tested for imagery 

from agricultural regions and successfully discriminated fields with little over or under-

segmentation.  A combined segmentation and classification approach for MS imagery 

based on a Markov random field model was presented by Sarkar et al. [2002].  The image 

is initially over-segmented with a standard segmentation technique, and these segments 

then are merged using a Markov random field optimization approach.  Training data is 

then used to identify the class labels for the image objects identified during the 

segmentation step.  The proposed combined segmentation and classification approach 

significantly outperformed maximum likelihood classification when tested on data from 

the IRS-1B and IRS-1C Indian satellites.  A similar combined approach is described in 

this research in Chapter 3. 

 

B.  Analysis of High-Resolution Imagery from Urban Areas 

 Pesaresi [1999] conducted a study on the use of texture features for urban-area 

classification.  5-m spatial resolution PAN imagery from the IRS-1C Indian satellite was 

analyzed to determine the relationship between classification accuracy and the window 
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size used for the calculation of texture features.  The land cover classes were general 

urban classes such as ‘built-up’, and were classified using maximum likelihood 

classification.  Large window sizes of 91 and 181 pixel squares were found to give the 

highest classification accuracy.  In the work by Tatem et al. [2001] a Hopfield neural 

network was used to perform sub-pixel classification of MS IKONOS imagery.  In this 

approach, a fuzzy classification was first performed to identify mixed pixels.  The 

Hopfield neural network then used the class proportions identified in the fuzzy 

classification to produce a classification at increased resolution by dividing the mixed 

pixels into multiple classes.  The results of applying a contextual classification technique 

to MS IKONOS imagery were presented by Van Teeffelen et al. [2001].  The imagery is 

initially classified into detailed urban land cover classes before being analyzed by the 

contextual filtering algorithm, which reclassified the image into land use categories based 

on spatial context of the classified pixels.  This technique was able to successfully 

identify different land use types such as industrial sites, commercial areas, and new 

settlements in the imagery. 

An object-oriented classification approach was applied to MS and PAN IKONOS 

data by Kressler et al. [2001].  Initially, the image is segmented with a multi-resolution 

segmentation technique.  The image objects are subsequently classified with a fuzzy rule-

base classifier.  It was found that this technique was able to more accurately classify large 

objects than small objects in the imagery.  A technique for building extraction from 

IKONOS imagery was introduced by Lee et al. [2003].  Supervised classification was 

performed to find initial building candidates, followed by segmentation and squaring 

based on the Hough transform for the building extraction.  Using this technique, 
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approximately 64% of the buildings present in the test imagery were extracted.  Pesaresi 

and Benediktsson [2001] developed a segmentation approach for high-resolution imagery 

based on geodesic morphological operators.  A differential morphological profile is 

constructed from geodesic opening and closing images calculated with an increasing 

structuring element size.  The differential morphological profile is used to characterize 

the size and contrast of homogenous regions in the imagery.  This technique was tested 

on several high-resolution datasets of urban areas and found to work well in complex 

scenes where other segmentation techniques have difficulty.  A neural network 

classification approach based on the differential morphological profile was presented by 

Benediktsson et al. [2003].  Here, urban areas are characterized by a differential 

morphological profile.  A decision boundary feature extraction algorithm was used to 

reduce the dimensionality of the profile before classification was performed by a 

conjugate gradient neural network.  This classification technique was able to classify 

detailed urban land cover classes with a high degree of accuracy. 

 

C.  Road Extraction 

 A technique for the detection of curvilinear structures was presented by Steger 

[1998].  Detection of line points in the imagery was accomplished by convolving the 

image with discrete two-dimensional partial derivative kernels.  A linking algorithm then 

groups these line points together.  After the initial line detection has been completed, the 

width of the lines is determined.  This technique was applied to aerial photography and 

obtained good results for roads in rural areas.  Couloigner and Ranchin [2000] introduce 

a semi-automated approach for road extraction that makes use of multi-resolution 
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analysis and a wavelet transform.  Here, the user provides start and end points for each 

road, and the algorithm then extracts road edges and topology.  This method successfully 

extracts urban streets laid out in a rectangular grid.  A technique to extract road networks 

from a classification of high-resolution IKONOS urban imagery was presented by Shi 

and Zhu [2002].  A ‘line segment match method’ was used to detect long linear groups of 

pixels classified in the road class.  These road pixels are then simplified into the road 

centerlines through the use of morphological operators.  Accuracies of approximately 

90% are reported for a small test site.  In their review of mathematical morphology 

applications for remote sensing imagery, Soille and Pesaresi [2002] present an example 

of extracting roads with directional morphological profiles.  The directional profiles are 

found by computing morphological openings and closings with linear structuring 

elements of varying orientations.  These measurements are used to determine the 

orientation of the roads. 

A road extraction technique based on a rotating texture filter was described by 

Haverkamp [2002].  Potential road points were selected by identifying the directions of 

the minimum response obtained from the texture filter.  These points are then joined 

together to construct the road network through the use of a network model.  Road 

extraction accuracies of 49% to 66% were reported.  Hinz and Baumgartner [2003] 

presented a complex road network extraction approach that attempts to accurately map 

both the road network and the road edges through the use of snakes.  This approach 

utilized multiple very high-resolution aerial images, detailed scene models, and error self-

diagnosis to perform the road extraction.  This technique results in a road extraction 

accuracy of 95%.  Doucette et al. [2001] introduced a self-organizing road map algorithm 
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to extract roads from high-resolution MS imagery.  The self-organizing road map, a 

specialized version of the self-organizing map neural network, performs spatial clustering 

to identify and group together elongated regions.  The algorithm operates on a supervised 

classification image.  In addition to optical imagery, road network extraction can also be 

performed on synthetic aperture radar (SAR) data.  An example of this was presented by 

Dell’Acqua and Gamba [2001] where fuzzy clustering algorithms were used for road 

extraction.  After the data were classified with an unsupervised fuzzy clustering 

algorithm, roads were extracted via fuzzy shortest path extraction. 

 

D.  Building Extraction 

A technique for building extraction from supervised classification of IKONOS 

imagery is presented by Lee et al. [2003].  First, a supervised classification of the MS 

data is performed, focusing on identification of different types of building roof materials.  

The classification is then used to define a window within the PAN imagery within which 

to search for buildings.  Buildings are then extracted using unsupervised clustering 

followed by a polygon squaring technique based on the Hough transform.  Building 

detection rates of 64%-72% and quality values of 30%-51% are reported.  Croitoru and 

Doytsher [2003] presented a model-based building extraction technique that relies on the 

detection of right-angle building corners.  Buildings are detected using pose clustering, a 

voting technique, where right-angle corners are used as voting elements.  The voting 

process is constrained by detection of shadowed regions.  This approach is limited by the 

necessity of a model for every building shape that is to be detected.  Building detection 

rates of 79%-81% and quality values of 32%-34% are reported.  A technique for 
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detecting small objects, such as house plots and vegetation patterns, in 4.5-m PAN 

satellite imagery based on combining supervised shape classification with unsupervised 

image segmentation was presented by Segal and Kaufmann [2001].  This approach 

utilizes a thresholding segmentation technique that has been modified to identify specific 

shapes on which it has been trained.  Extraction completeness values of 61%-97% and 

correctness values of 58%-94% are reported.  Jaynes et al. [1994] present a task driven 

perceptual organization approach for extraction of building polygons.  This approach has 

three steps: low-level feature extraction of line segments and orthogonal corners, 

perceptual grouping of those features into chains, and polygon hypothesis generation 

from the chains.  The building extraction algorithm was tested on high-resolution aerial 

photography and resulted in the detection of 87% of the buildings, however the accuracy 

of the extracted buildings was not reported.  A technique based on extracting buildings 

from high-resolution PAN aerial photography by first identifying their cast shadows was 

developed by Irvin and McKeown [1989].  Building hypotheses are initially generated by 

grouping detected edges and corners into polygons.  Shaded regions are then identified 

using a variety of image processing techniques, followed by identification and 

simplification of the shadow edge.  The shadow edges are then combined with the 

building hypotheses to identify buildings.  Building extraction accuracy measures for this 

approach were not reported. 

 

1.5 Summary and Research Objectives 

In this chapter a variety of background material was presented on geospatial 

information products, high-resolution satellite imagery, and image processing techniques 
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and methods.  The utility of these for urban area applications was discussed.  Geospatial 

information products developed from commercial high-resolution satellite imagery have 

numerous government applications at both the local and national level.  For example, the 

USGS’s National Map integrates a variety of geospatial information products 

(topography, roads, land cover, etc.).  In addition to civilian government applications, 

there are many defense and intelligence applications for urban area geospatial 

information products.  NIMA/NGA has integrated the previously disparate areas of 

mapping and imagery to produce a new intelligence tradecraft called geospatial 

intelligence or GeoINT.  

Several earth image collection methods were discussed, including both aerial 

photography and satellite based digital sensors.  In particular, high-resolution imagery 

from commercial satellites such as IKONOS and QuickBird are well suited for use in 

many urban area applications.  Following the discussion of the image sensor systems, a 

number of relevant image analysis techniques were reviewed.  A brief review of texture 

analysis, focusing on first-order texture measures, and image smoothing techniques was 

presented.  Both supervised and unsupervised classification techniques were reviewed, 

and several techniques, such as maximum likelihood, were discussed in detail.  This was 

followed by an introduction to fuzzy set theory, fuzzy logic, and their application to 

remote sensing image analysis.  Finally, a summary of related work in the areas of 

classification techniques, segmentation techniques, analysis of urban areas, automated 

road extraction, and automated building extraction was presented. 

Section 1.1 discussed in detail the numerous applications for urban area geospatial 

information products. Furthermore, commercially available high-resolution satellite 
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imagery is an ideal data source from which these information products can be derived.  

Due to the fact that commercial high-resolution image data have only recently become 

available, relatively little work has been done on their exploitation for urban applications.  

The goal of this doctoral research is to develop advanced automated and semi-automated 

image analysis and classification techniques for the extraction of urban area geospatial 

information products from commercial high-resolution satellite imagery.  Specifically, 

the problems of both semi and fully automated urban land cover classification and 

automated extraction of urban infrastructure features, such as road network and 2D 

building vector features, will be addressed.  The development of automated and semi-

automated techniques for generation of these urban geospatial information products is of 

high importance not only because of the many applications for which they can be used 

but also because the large volume of data collected by these sensors exceeds the human 

capacity of trained image specialists to analyze.  Many applications, especially military 

and intelligence related applications, require near real time exploitation of image data.  

Both the quantity of data and the speed with which that data must be analyzed illustrate 

the need for automated geospatial information extraction.  While some of the techniques 

developed in this research are only semi-automated, requiring the user to input training 

data, they still speed up the process of extracting information from satellite imagery. 

The practicality and usefulness of geospatial information products generated via 

automated techniques is dependent on both the quality of the extracted information and 

the application in which they are being utilized.  Geospatial information products are 

currently extracted manually by trained image analysts, and are therefore highly accurate.  

There is no information reported in the literature on how accurate automatically extracted 
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geospatial information products must be to be usable.  The point at which the tradeoff 

between information accuracy and number of man-hours required for data production 

becomes unprofitable is unknown.  Although the required accuracy values cannot be 

quantified, it is clear that the level of accuracy required for automatically extracted 

geospatial information products is application dependent.  For example, emergency 

response and management applications would require highly accurate information as 

emergency responders on the ground might be using the information for navigational 

purposes, or to determine the areas in most need of assistance.  Other applications, such 

as urban growth modeling, can utilize extracted features with lower levels of accuracy 

and still be successful.  One of the most promising applications of automated techniques 

is in assisting image analysts in the feature extraction process.  Here, the goal is to 

produce a highly accurate, but not necessarily complete extraction of the feature of 

interest.  For example, if an automated building extraction technique is able to accurately 

identify 75% of the buildings present in the image being analyzed, then the image analyst 

only has to manually digitize 25% of the buildings, greatly reducing the time required for 

data production.  Another application where automated extraction techniques are useful 

even if they are not completely accurate is information mining of remote sensing image 

database archives.  Here, the goal is to enable a user to query the database for images 

containing certain land cover types or features.  Image archives containing feature or 

content information are needed to catalog the vast quantities of data being generated by 

satellite sensors.  Automated extraction techniques can be used to characterize the image 

content as it is acquired, increasing the accuracy of user queries.   
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The rest of this document is organized as follows.  In Chapter 2, a hierarchical 

fuzzy pixel-based classification scheme is introduced which examines both spectral and 

spatial information during the classification process and results in a significant increase in 

classification accuracy when compared to maximum likelihood.  A combined pixel-based 

and object-based approach for urban land cover classification is presented in Chapter 3.  

The results of the fuzzy pixel-based classification are combined with segmentation and 

shape analysis to produce a more detailed urban land cover map than was possible with 

the pixel-based approach.  In Chapter 4, the problem of automated road network 

extraction is addressed.  Two techniques for extracting roads from a land cover 

classification image are presented, followed by a fully automated technique for extracting 

the road network directly from the imagery.  In Chapter 5, a fully automated multi-

detector building footprint extraction technique is presented.  Next, a fully automated 

urban land cover classification approach is presented in Chapter 6.  This technique 

utilizes fully automated feature extraction techniques for the generation of training data, 

which are then fed into the classification approaches presented in Chapters 2 and 3.  

Finally, concluding remarks as well as future directions for this research are discussed in 

Chapter 7. 
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Chapter 2 

Fuzzy Pixel-Based Urban Land Cover Classification 

 

 

 

2.1  Introduction 

 As discussed in Chapter 1, there are a wide variety of applications for geospatial 

information products derived from high-resolution multispectral satellite imagery over 

urban areas.  One very important geospatial information product that can be extracted 

from this type of imagery is the land cover map, which can be generated using supervised 

classification of the multispectral image data.  Because of the complex nature and diverse 

composition of land cover types found within the urban environment, classification of 

high-resolution multispectral satellite imagery is a difficult task.  Materials typically 

found in the urban environment include concrete, asphalt, metal, plastic, glass, shingles, 

water, grass, trees, shrubs, and soil, to list just a few. Moreover, many of these materials 

are spectrally similar, and this leads to problems in automated or semi-automated image 

classification of these areas when using multispectral data comprised of only four spectral 

bands.  In addition, these materials form very complex arrangements in the imagery such 

as housing developments, transportation networks, industrial facilities, and 

commercial/recreational areas. 

Conventional methods for classification of multispectral (MS) remote sensing 

imagery such as parallelepiped, minimum distance from means, and maximum likelihood 

(see Chapter 1, Section 1.3-A) only utilize spectral information and consequently have 
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limited success in classifying high-resolution urban MS images.  As many classes of 

interest in the urban environment have similar spectral signatures, spatial information 

such as texture and context must be exploited to produce accurate urban land cover maps 

from supervised or unsupervised classification techniques.  The exploitation and use of 

spatial information is only possible because the high spatial resolution (e.g. 1 m) 

commercial satellite imagery has only recently become available (Chapter 1).  As a 

result, very little research has been done that incorporates both spectral and spatial 

information in land cover classification schemes. 

In this chapter, we first present the results of a study done to analyze the 

suitability of the traditional maximum likelihood classification approach for production 

of detailed high-resolution urban land cover maps.  Then, the use of several spatial 

features is investigated to determine their effect on the discrimination at the pixel level 

between spectrally similar urban land cover classes.  A hierarchical fuzzy classification 

technique is then presented that alleviates some of the shortcomings of conventional 

classification techniques by incorporating the spatial features along with the spectral 

information.  Finally, the results of applying the hierarchical fuzzy classifier to images 

from several urban test sites are presented. 

 

2.2  Maximum Likelihood Classification Study 

The effectiveness of traditional maximum likelihood classifiers applied to high-

resolution satellite imagery of urban and suburban scenes was assessed to provide a 

baseline for comparison with classification techniques developed in this research.  The 

imagery used for this study was acquired by the IKONOS commercial remote sensing 
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satellite.  Two IKONOS image datasets are used in this study: an image of Columbia, 

Missouri acquired on April 30, 2000, and an image of Springfield, Missouri acquired on 

September 17, 2000.  Both image datasets include a variety of urban and suburban land 

cover types making them ideal for this study.  Two separate datasets were used to provide 

multiple evaluations of the classification algorithms developed in our research and to 

ensure that the algorithms were not so highly specialized as to be applicable to only a 

single dataset. 

The panchromatic (PAN) band of the Columbia IKONOS image is shown in Fig. 

2-1.  The IKONOS images went through several preprocessing steps before 

classification.  First, the images were orthorectified to increase the planar accuracy from 

25 m RMS to approximately 3 m RMS [Davis and Wang, 2003].  Map-quality positional 

accuracy is needed so that the image data and derivative products (e.g. land cover map) 

can be effectively incorporated into GIS databases.  After orthorectification, the color 

normalization method (Eq. 1-1) was used to fuse the PAN data with the four MS bands to 

produce a four-band pan-sharpened MS (PS-MS) image with 1-m resolution.  The PS-MS 

imagery retained the 11-bit quantization of the original data. 

Both the 4-m MS and 1-m PS-MS image datasets were classified using the 

traditional supervised maximum likelihood approach.  A more detailed classification of 

the urban landscape is possible from the high-resolution IKONOS imagery compared to 

medium-resolution MS image data (e.g. Landsat).  Accordingly, the identification of fine-

scale urban features (residential houses, individual trees, etc.) in the image can be 

achieved.  The urban land cover classes used in this initial study were Road, Building, 

Grass, Tree, Bare Soil, Water, and Shadow.  The Shadow class is required to minimize 
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Figure 2-1.  One-meter resolution panchromatic IKONOS image of Columbia, 
Missouri. 

the problem of shaded pixels in the urban environment. Essentially, building shadows 

would often be incorrectly classified as Water if the Shadow class were not explicitly 

adopted.  As there are a variety of spectral responses within each land cover class, 

multiple training sites must be used for each class.  This results in a land cover 

classification map that contains multiple sub-classes for each land cover type.  After the 

classification was performed, the sub-classes within each land cover type were merged 
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together to obtain a single class for each land cover type.  An accuracy assessment of the 

resulting classification was performed using reference pixels that were independent of the 

pixels used to train the classifier.    The reference pixel datasets were generated via photo 

interpretation of the 1-m PS-MS IKONOS imagery.  Approximately 175 randomly 

distributed test site polygons were manually digitized in the imagery.  The Columbia 

dataset had 9,410 training pixels and 80,895 reference pixels, and the Springfield dataset 

had 13,602 training pixels and 184,056 reference pixels.  Although the training and test 

sites were generated from the PS-MS imagery, they were referenced via the map 

coordinates to the lower resolution MS imagery.  The resulting number of training and 

test pixels in the MS imagery are reduced accordingly.  The same training and reference 

pixel sets were used for all classification results presented in this chapter. 

Supervised maximum likelihood classifications were produced for both the 4-m 

MS and 1-m PS-MS images from both study locations.  The confusion matrix, the overall 

accuracy, and the Kappa coefficient of agreement were computed for each classification.  

The overall accuracy was computed by dividing the number of correctly classified 

reference pixels by the total number of reference pixels.  The Kappa coefficient adjusts 

the overall accuracy value by subtracting the estimated contribution of chance agreement 

between classified pixels and reference pixels [Campbell, 1996].  For a review of 

statistical techniques used to assess the accuracy of classifications of remotely sensed 

imagery see Congalton et al. [1983], Hudson and Ramm [1987], and Congalton [1991].  

The overall accuracies and Kappa coefficients are presented in Table 2-1.  The overall 

accuracies for the Springfield image were higher than those corresponding to the 

Columbia image for both the 4-m MS and the 1-m PS-MS datasets.  This is most likely 
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due to the presence of a small amount of haze in the Columbia image.  The classification 

accuracies and Kappa coefficients of the 1-m PS-MS data are several percent higher than 

those of the 4-m MS data for both datasets, indicating that the higher spatial resolution 

pan-sharpened images produced by the color normalization method can be effectively 

used for classification purposes without loss of accuracy. 

Table 2-1 
Maximum Likelihood Classification Results for 4-m MS and 1-m PS-MS Image 

Datasets 
 

Pixel 
Size Image 

Overall 
Accuracy 

(%) 

Kappa 
Coefficient 

4-m Columbia 78.6 0.731 
1-m Columbia 80.9 0.763 
4-m Springfield 85.7 0.818 
1-m Springfield 87.4 0.840 

 

The confusion matrix for the PS-MS classification of the Columbia image is 

shown in Table 2-2.  The largest source of error is due to misclassifications between the 

spectrally similar Road and Building classes, with 26% of the Road reference pixels 

classified as Building and 18% of the Building reference pixels classified as Road.  The 

other major source of error is confusion between the Grass and Tree classes, with 16% of 

the Grass reference pixels classified as Tree and 11% of the Tree reference pixels 

classified as Grass.  In addition, 26% of the Water reference pixels are classified as 

Shadow.  Suburban and urban image subsets of the maximum likelihood classification for 

the Columbia dataset are shown in Fig. 2-2. 

The confusion matrix for the PS-MS classification of the Springfield image shows 

similar misclassification characteristics.  The confusion matrix for the Springfield PS-MS 

classification is shown in Table 2-3.  As with the Columbia PS-MS classification, the  
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a) b) 

c) d) 
Figure 2-2.  Maximum likelihood classification for (b) suburban area, (d) urban area 
from the Columbia, Missouri image subsets shown in (a) and (c), respectively.  Note the 
significant misclassifications between the Road and Building land cover types. 

 

largest source of error in the Springfield classification is caused by misclassifications 

between the Road and Building classes, with 30% of the Road reference pixels classified 

as Building and 31% of the Building reference pixels classified as Road.  Unlike the 

classification of Columbia image, there is virtually no confusion between the Grass and 

Tree classes in the Springfield image.  There is more spectral variation between these 

classes in the Springfield image because the image was acquired in the early fall time 
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period, resulting in less confusion between the classes.  In addition, 24% of the Water 

reference pixels are classified as Shadow. 

Table 2-2 
Confusion Matrix for Maximum Likelihood Classification 

of 1-m PS-MS Columbia Image Dataset 
 

 Road 
Ref. 

Building 
Ref. 

Grass 
Ref. 

Tree 
Ref. 

Bare Soil 
Ref. 

Water 
Ref. Total % 

Road 8109 2682 1 0 316 23 11,131 73 
Building 3020 10,850 53 5 55 299 14,282 76 

Grass 107 23 22,567 1225 0 0 23,922 94 
Tree 54 57 4179 10,055 0 0 14,345 70 

Bare Soil 177 49 10 0 8864 0 9100 97 
Water 5 537 0 0 0 4961 5503 90 

Shadow 15 712 0 0 0 1885 2612  
Total 11,487 14,910 26,810 11,285 9235 7168 80,895  

% 71 73 84 89 96 69   
 

Table 2-3 
Confusion Matrix for Maximum Likelihood Classification 

of 1-m PS-MS Springfield Image Dataset 
 

 Road 
Ref. 

Building 
Ref. 

Grass 
Ref. 

Tree 
Ref. 

Bare Soil 
Ref. 

Water 
Ref. Total % 

Road 21,219 10,667 57 20 33 0 31,996 66 
Building 8968 24,165 82 4 1390 0 34,609 70 

Grass 54 16 48,753 47 1 0 48,871 100 
Tree 15 2 249 49,448 0 206 49,920 99 

Bare Soil 0 5 0 0 13,266 0 13,271 100 
Water 5 0 0 0 0 4009 4014 100 

Shadow 9 0 0 0 0 1366 1375  
Total 30,270 34,855 49,141 49,519 14,690 5581 184,056  

% 70 69 99 100 90 72   
 

The Road and Building classes in both images and the Grass and Tree classes in 

the Columbia image are spectrally similar and have a significant amount of spectral 

overlap.  This is the primary reason for the large number of misclassifications between 

these classes.  Traditional supervised classification methods that only take into account 

spectral information, such as maximum likelihood, are unable to differentiate between 

these classes with a high degree of accuracy.  Consequently, methods that utilize spatial 
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information in addition to spectral information are needed to produce more accurate land 

cover classifications of high-resolution image data over urban areas. 

 

2.3  Spatial Feature Extraction 

By combining spatial information and spectral information, the amount of overlap 

between classes can be decreased, thereby yielding higher classification accuracies and 

more accurate urban land cover maps.  For example, while the Grass and Tree classes 

can have similar spectral signatures, areas in the image covered with grass appear much 

more homogeneous than tree-covered areas.  This difference in homogeneity between 

regions can be used to decrease the confusion between the classes.  This is illustrated in 

Fig. 2-3 where an entropy texture measure is used to better differentiate between the 

Grass and Tree land cover types. 

  

A.  Texture 

A variety of texture measures were evaluated for different window sizes to test 

their ability to improve the discrimination between the urban land cover classes. This was 

done by adding each texture image to the four PS-MS bands as an extra channel of data 

and then performing a maximum likelihood classification.  The following first-order 

statistical texture measures were evaluated: entropy, data range, skewness, and variance.  

The texture features were calculated as defined in Eqs. 1-2 to 1-6.  Each texture measure 

was calculated with a 5 x 5, 10 x 10, and 20 x 20 pixel window.  These window sizes 

were chosen to be no larger than the objects of interest in the image from which the 

texture measures were designed to extract information.  For that reason, a 20-meter wide 
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a) b) 

c) d) 

Figure 2-3.  Effect of entropy texture measure on classification of Grass and Tree 
classes.  (a) False color image subset.  (b) 10 x 10 entropy texture measure.  (c) 
Maximum likelihood classification of (a) (light gray = Grass, dark gray = Tree).  
(d) Maximum likelihood classification of PS-MS data + entropy. 

window was the largest texture kernel size tested.  While there were areas in the image, 

such as fields and large tree covered areas, that were much larger than this, the texture 

measures needed to be applicable to urban and suburban areas where many objects of 

interest are on the order of 10 – 20 meters in size.  All of the texture measures discussed 

here were extracted from the PAN band of the IKONOS image datasets. 

The average classification accuracies for the Road and Building classes and the 

Grass and Tree classes from the Columbia image are shown in Table 2-4.  The first row 
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in the table is the average classification accuracies from the maximum likelihood 

classification of the PS-MS data with no added texture measures.  The entropy texture 

measures using both a 10 x 10 and a 20 x 20 pixel window have a significant effect on 

the average classification accuracy of the Grass and Tree classes, where the classification 

accuracy of those classes increases approximately 10% in both cases.  Although the 

classification accuracies of both the 10 x 10 and 20 x 20 entropy texture measures were 

essentially the same, the 10 x 10 window was chosen to help reduce edge effects 

associated with large texture windows [Ferro and Warner, 2002].  Several of the other 

texture measures show moderate increase in the accuracy of these classes, but not as large 

as the increase found when using the entropy texture measure.  Most of the texture 

measures actually decrease the average classification accuracies for the Road and 

Building classes, and the best result (entropy 20 x 20) only yields a 1.5% increase over 

the PS-MS classification with no texture features. 

 

B.  2-D Spatial Contextual Features 

It was found in Section 2.2 that the largest source of confusion in the 

classification of the high-resolution urban scenes is between the Road and Building 

classes.  While many structures in the urban environment are spectrally similar such as 

roads, buildings and other impervious surfaces, roads are typically oriented along a long 

narrow ribbon, whereas other urban land cover types tend to have a more compact shape.  

Thus, by exploiting the differences in shape between these spectrally similar urban 

structures, it is possible to increase discrimination between these two classes.  To provide 

a measure of shape, a feature extraction algorithm was developed to examine the context 
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Table 2-4 
Average Maximum Likelihood Classification Accuracies with Texture Information 

Included for 1-m PS-MS Columbia Image Dataset 
 

Texture 
Feature 

Window 
Size 

Road – Building 
Avg. Accuracy (%) 

Grass – Tree 
Avg. Accuracy (%) 

None N/A 71.4 86.6 
Entropy 5 x 5 70.4 87.8 

Data Range 5 x 5 68.2 90.1 
Skewness 5 x 5 70.7 90.7 
Variance 5 x 5 65.7 91.4 
Entropy 10 x 10 71.8 97.5 

Data Range 10 x 10 69.1 89.9 
Skewness 10 x 10 71.1 92.6 
Variance 10 x 10 68.0 91.5 
Entropy 20 x 20 72.9 97.3 

Data Range 20 x 20 66.0 95.8 
Skewness 20 x 20 69.9 84.3 
Variance 20 x 20 70.2 87.8 

2-D Contextual N/A 76.2 77.9 
 

around Ueach pixelU and compute quantitative estimates for the 2-D spatial extent (length 

and width) and directionality of groups of spectrally similar connected pixels.  The 

algorithm is designed to extract this information from the PS-MS imagery.  For each 

pixel in the image, the maximum and minimum length line segments passing through that 

pixel consisting of spectrally similar pixels are identified.  These lengths are found by 

searching along N equally spaced straight-line segments passing through the central pixel 

from 0P

o
P to 180P

o
P with a step size of ∆θ.  The Euclidean distance, dBeB(xP

j
P, xP

n
P) is calculated 

(Eq. 1-7) between the spectrum of the central pixel, xP

j
P, and that of the other pixels, xP

n
P, 

along the various line segments.  This calculation is performed for each of the 2N line 

segments radiating from the central pixel, beginning with the pixel closest to the central 

pixel and moving outward until dBeB exceeds a similarity threshold.  Once all of the 

directions have been searched, the maximum and minimum length line segments are 
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identified and a number of parameters are stored for each pixel j.  These are: (1) the 

maximum length value LP

max
PBj B, referred to as ‘length’; (2) the angle of the maximum length 

line segment θBj B;B B(3) the endpoints of the maximum length line segment EPP

1
PBj B and EPP

2
PBj B ; 

and (4) the minimum length value LP

min
PBj B, referred to as ‘width’.  This process is illustrated 

in Fig. 2-4. 

Two parameters control the 2-D spatial feature extraction algorithm: the step size 

of the angle between each line segment to be searched, ∆θ, and the similarity threshold, 

dBmaxB.  The similarity threshold, dBmaxB, largely determines the performance of the algorithm.  

If dBmaxB is set too small or large, the length and width values will not accurately measure 

the spatial dimensions of objects in the imagery.  A dBmaxB value of 50 was found to work 

well for 11-bit IKONOS imagery.  The azimuth sampling angle, ∆θ, must be small 

enough to capture the range of directions present in the road network, which is the most 

complex structure in the imagery.  However, as ∆θ is decreased, the number of line 

segments being searched for each pixel increases, resulting in greater computational 

effort.  ∆θ = 10P

o
P was found to provide a dense enough azimuth sampling to characterize 

Figure 2-4.  Illustration of 2-D spatial feature extraction process for the case of ∆θ = 
22.5P

o
P (N=8 search lines).  The search directions are shown in (a) and the maximum and 

minimum length line segments are identified in (b). 

b) a) 



all roads for the imagery examined in this study.  It was found that if the image data were 

median filtered before the 2-D spatial features were extracted, the algorithm was able to 

more accurately measure the spatial dimensions of objects in the imagery.  A 7 x 7 

window for the median filter was found to work well.  The kernel size for the median 

filter was chosen to be smaller than the desired objects being analyzed for contextual 

information (i.e. roads and buildings).  However, the 7 x 7 window was large enough so 

that extremely fine-scale features in the image, such as automobiles and street linework, 

were removed. 

The outputs of the 2-D spatial feature extraction algorithm applied to both an 

urban and a suburban scene are shown in Fig. 2-5.  The length values are displayed in the 

red channel of an RGB display and width is displayed in the blue and the green channels.  

Vegetation pixels have been masked out so the effect of the contextual features on road 

and building pixels can be more clearly seen.  Pixels that have large length values and 

small width values, such as road pixels, appear more red, while pixels with similar length 

and width values, such as building pixels, appear more blue.  This algorithm was applied 

to the PS-MS Columbia image and the resulting length and width values were added as 

two bands of data to the four PS-MS bands and classified using maximum likelihood 

classification.  These results are shown in the last row of Table 2-4.  The average 

classification accuracy for the Road and Building classes increased by 5% when the 2-D 

contextual features were added.  However, we note that the average classification 

accuracy for the Grass and Tree classes decreased by 9%.  Finally, after inspection of the 

length and width probability density functions, it was found that they were not normally 
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distributed.  Therefore, maximum likelihood classification is not the best choice for 

classification using this type of spatial feature. 

a) b) 
Figure 2-5.  Length-width contextual measures of (a) suburban subset shown in Fig. 
2-2a, and (b) urban subset shown in Fig. 2-2c. 

 

 

2.4  Hierarchical Fuzzy Classification 

As shown in the previous section, spatial measures extracted from the high-

resolution imagery can help to decrease the number of misclassifications between the 

spectrally similar Road / Building and Tree / Grass classes.  However, while one spatial 

feature might increase the classification accuracy between one set of classes, it might 

decrease the accuracy between another set using traditional classification methods.  For 

example, the 2-D spatial contextual features discussed in the previous section increased 

the maximum likelihood classification accuracy between Road and Building by 5%, but 

the classification accuracy between Grass and Tree decreased by 9% (Table 2-4).  The 

entropy texture measure increased the Grass and Tree maximum likelihood classification 
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accuracy by 10%, but this had almost no effect on Road and Building classification 

accuracy (Table 2-4). 

Ideally, different classes should only be classified using the spatial measures best 

suited for those classes.  Towards that end, we developed a fuzzy classification scheme 

that allows the image to be hierarchically classified using different spatial measures for 

different sets of classes.  First, the maximum likelihood classification of the PS-MS data 

is used to split the data into four initial sets: Grass-Tree, Road-Building, Water-Shadow, 

and Bare Soil.  A membership value for each class in each set is then calculated from 

membership functions generated from the PS-MS data plus the appropriate spatial 

measure.  The 10 x 10 entropy texture measure is used for the Grass-Tree set, and the 2-

D spatial contextual features are used for both the Road-Building and the Water-Shadow 

sets.  As the classification accuracy of Bare Soil is already high, and no spatial measures 

were found to increase the classification accuracy of this class, only the PS-MS data is 

used to generate the membership value for the Bare Soil class.  After membership values 

are calculated for each class in the set, the result is a fuzzy classification with each input 

pixel having a membership value in each class in the set.  A crisp classification is 

generated in a defuzzification step using the max operator.  A block diagram of this 

hierarchical fuzzy classification approach is shown in Fig. 2-6.  The membership values 

for each class are calculated in parallel, so the pair classification order has no influence 

on the final outcome.  This differs from a decision-tree approach [Theodoridis and 

Koutroumbas, 1998] where the pair-classification branching is done sequentially and the 

order of the pair branching is critical in the final classification outcome. Once divided 

into the initial sets, pixels can only be classified as one of the set members to which they 
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2-D Spatial 
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Calculation
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Fuzzy  
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Defuzzification with Max Operator 

fGrass fTreefBuildingfRoad fWater fShadow fBare Soil

Crisp Classification 
(Road, Building, Grass, Tree, Bare Soil, Water, Shadow) 

PS-MS 

Figure 2-6.  Block diagram of hierarchical fuzzy classification scheme.  Red arrows 
indicate MS data, blue arrows indicate feature extraction data, and black arrows indicate 
processing steps. 
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belong.  This does not have a negative impact on classifier performance as the sets are 

chosen to include only those classes that have the largest amount of spectral confusion. 

As in the work by Melangi et al. [2000], the membership functions used for the 

PS-MS and entropy data are Gaussian shaped functions.  The membership functions are 

defined using two parameters: the mean vector µP

c
P and covariance matrix ΣBcB, which are 

calculated from the training data (Eq. 1-7 and Eq. 1-17).  The mean vector µP

c
P is used to 

represent the ideal pixel in class C.  If an input pixel x has the value µP

c
P, then it will have a 

membership value of 1.0, and as x moves away from µP

c
P the membership value decreases.  

The covariance matrix ΣBcB governs the width of the function.  The membership value in 

class C for the PS-MS and entropy data is calculated as 

 ( ) ( ) ( )( )c
C

TcMS
C xxxf µµ vvvvv −⋅Σ⋅−⋅−=′ −15.0exp   (2-1) 

and this is a scalar value representing the degree to which input vector x belongs to class 

C.  In the case of the Grass-Tree set, x is a five dimensional vector containing the PS-MS 

data and the 10 x 10 entropy texture measure.  For the other three class sets (Road-

Building, Water-Shadow, and Bare Soil) the input vector x contains only the PS-MS data.  

If there are multiple training sites per class, as is the case here, the multiple membership 

values for each land cover class are simply combined using the standard fuzzy union 

operator (Eq. 1-20) so only the largest value of f’ BcPB

MS
P(x) is retained for each land cover 

class.  Once the membership value in each class has been calculated, a primitive fuzzy 

membership vector is formed for x  

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]TMS
N

MSMS
MS xfxfxfxF vvvvv

′′′= ,..., 21
'  (2-2) 
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where N is the number of classes.  After the membership values for the PS-MS and 

entropy data have been calculated for each class, they are rescaled to normalize the 

membership values and form the fuzzy membership vector 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]TMS
N

MSMS
MS xfxfxfxF vvvvv

,..., 21=  (2-3) 

where 

 ( ) ( )
( )∑

=

′

′
= N

j

MS
j

MS
iMS

i

xf

xfxf

1

v

v
v  (2-4) 

This normalization takes place within all classes.  The vector FBMS B(x) represents the 

degree to which x belongs to each land cover class in terms of the PS-MS and entropy 

data. 

A second membership value is calculated for the pixels in the Road-Building and 

Water-Shadow sets using the 2-D spatial contextual features.  The length and width 

values are not normally distributed, so Gaussian-shaped functions are not appropriate for 

the membership functions.  Instead, the membership functions are learned using a multi-

layer perceptron neural network with one hidden layer consisting of 10 neurons.  The use 

of a neural network allows the membership functions to be learned from training data 

without any prior assumptions about the distribution of the data.  The multi-layer 

perceptron was chosen for its ability to approximate arbitrarily shaped functions and 

because of its ease in training.  The multi-layer perceptron is trained using the standard 

back-propagation algorithm [Haykin, 1999]. 

The membership functions for all the data could have been generated using the 

multi-layer perceptron.  However this approach was not chosen because the spectral and 

entropy data were normally distributed and best represented with Gaussian-shaped 
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functions.  After the neural network learns the membership functions from the training 

data of the 2-D spatial contextual features, membership values in the Road-Building 

classes and the Water-Shadow classes are found for the pixels in those partitions resulting 

in a fuzzy membership vector 

 ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]TLW
N

LWLW
LW xfxfxfF vvvv

,...,, 21=  (2-5) 

where fBi PB

LW
P(x) is the membership value of pixel x in the length-width membership function 

(generated by the neural net) for class i.  The vector FBLWB(x) represents the degree to 

which x belongs to each class in terms of the 2-D spatial contextual features.  Because 

these contextual features contain no information useful for the characterization of the 

Grass, Tree, and Bare Soil classes, fBi PB

LW
P(x) is set to zero for those classes. 

At this point each pixel has two fuzzy membership vectors, FBMS B(x) and FBLWB(x).  

These two vectors are combined using the standard fuzzy union operator (Eq. 1-20) to 

produce a single fuzzy membership vector  

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]xfxfxfxF N
vvvv

,..., 21=  (2-6) 

where 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ }xfxfxf LW
i

LWMS
i

MS
i

vvv ⋅α−⋅α−= 1,1max  (2-7) 

and αBi PB

MS
P and αBi PB

LW
P are values between 0.0 and 1.0 representing the uncertainty in the PS-

MS data and the 2-D spatial contextual features for class i, respectively.  For the Road-

Building and Water-Shadow sets, values of 0.35 and 0.1 were used for αP

MS
P and αP

LW
P, 

respectively.  The values for αP

MS
P and αP

LW
P were initially set by examining the individual 

class accuracies achieved using the different spatial features (Table 2-4), and then 

adjusted through trial and error to achieve the best performance.  For the Grass-Tree set 

and the Bare Soil class, values of 0.0 and 1.0 were used for αP

MS
P and αP

LW
P, respectively.  
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These uncertainty values reflect the fact that the 2D spatial feature measure does not 

improve the classification accuracies for these classes.  Note however that ( )xf MS
i

v  does 

include the texture measure (Eq. 2-1) to improve the discrimination between the Grass 

and Tree classes. 

At this point, each input pixel x now has one membership value in each of the N 

classes.  Since a crisp classification is desired, the fuzzy classification must be 

defuzzified to produce a single class label for each pixel in the image.  Defuzzification is 

performed using the max operator such that x is classified as the class C with the highest 

membership value 

 ( ) ( ) ( ){ }xfxfxfClass N

N

j

vvv ,...,,maxarg 21
1=

=   (2-8) 

 

2.5  Fuzzy Pixel Classifier Results 

The hierarchical fuzzy classifier was applied to both the Columbia and 

Springfield image datasets using the same training data that generated the maximum 

likelihood classification results presented in Table 2-1.  The land cover classification map 

of the Columbia imagery generated using the fuzzy classifier is shown in Fig. 2-7.  The 

accuracy assessments of the crisp classifications using the hierarchical fuzzy classifier, 

generated using the same reference pixels used for the maximum likelihood classification 

accuracy assessments, are shown in Table 2-5.  The overall accuracy of the Columbia 

image increased by approximately 11% over the maximum likelihood accuracy when the 

fuzzy classification scheme was implemented.  Moreover, the Kappa coefficient 

increased by 0.146.  The overall accuracy of the Springfield image increased by 



approximately 8% over the maximum likelihood accuracy when the fuzzy classification 

scheme was implemented and the Kappa coefficient increased by 0.106.  

Table 2-5 
Overall Accuracies of Crisp Output of Fuzzy Classifier 

 

Image 
Overall 

Accuracy 
(%) 

Kappa 
Coefficient

Columbia 92.7 0.909 
Springfield 95.8 0.946 

 

The confusion matrix for the crisp output of the fuzzy classification of the 

Columbia image is shown in Table 2-6.  The average Road-Building classification 

accuracy increased from 71% to 86%, and the average Grass-Tree accuracy increased 

from 87% to 97%.  In addition, the Water classification accuracy increased from 69% to 

95%.  Fig. 2-8 shows the crisp classification of suburban and urban area subsets from the 

Columbia image.  As the classification maps show, the fuzzy classifier performs better in 

suburban areas than in urban areas, where the problems of spectral overlap and within 

class variance are most severe.  However, when the classification maps in Fig. 2-8 and 

Fig. 2-2 are compared, it is clear that the fuzzy classifier outperforms the maximum 

likelihood classifier in both suburban and urban areas.  The confusion matrix for the crisp 

output of the fuzzy classification of the Springfield image is shown in Table 2-7.  The 

average Road-Building classification accuracy increased from 70% to 92%.  The average 

Grass-Tree accuracy remained at 99%.  In addition, the Water classification rate 

increased from 72% to 93%.  
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Figure 2-7.  Crisp output of fuzzy classifier for Columbia, Missouri imagery 
shown in Fig. 2-1.  Note the excellent delineation of road and building features. 
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Table 2-6 
Confusion Matrix for Crisp Output of Fuzzy Classification 

of 1-m PS-MS Columbia Image Dataset 
 

 Road 
Ref. 

Building 
Ref. 

Grass 
Ref. 

Tree 
Ref. 

Bare Soil 
Ref. 

Water 
Ref. Total % 

Road 10,147 1019 2 1 231 16 11,416 89 
Building 982 12,513 52 4 140 306 13,997 89 

Grass 99 23 25,458 53 0 0 25,633 99 
Tree 62 57 1288 11,227 0 0 12,634 89 

Bare Soil 177 49 10 0 8864 0 9100 97 
Water 2 318 0 0 0 6798 7118 96 

Shadow 18 931 0 0 0 48 997  
Total 11,487 14,910 26,810 11,285 9235 7168 80,895  

% 88 84 95 99 96 95   
 

 
a) b) 

 
Figure 2-8.  Crisp output of fuzzy classifier for (a) suburban scene, (b) urban scene 
from the Columbia, Missouri image subsets shown in Fig. 2-2a and Fig. 2-2c, 
respectively.  Note the significant improvement over the maximum likelihood 
classification results also shown in Fig. 2-2. 
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Table 2-7 
Confusion Matrix for Cr  of Fuzzy Classification 

 Road Building Grass Tree Bare Soil Water Total % 

isp Output
of 1-m PS-MS Springfield Image Dataset 

 

Ref. Ref. Ref. Ref. Ref. Ref. 
Road 2  8,967 4215 12 1 423 0 33,618 86 

Bu 3  ilding 1220 0,617 127 23 1000 0 32,987 93 
Grass 54 16 4  8,755 2 1 0 48,828 100 

Tree 15 2 247 49 3 2  ,49 0 06 49,963 99 
Bar 13 6 e Soil 0 5 0 0 ,26 0 13,271 100 

Water 6 0 0 0 0 5  183 5189 100 
Shadow 8 0 0 0 0 192 200  

Total 30 0 34 5 49 1 49 9 14 0 1  ,27 ,85 ,14 ,51 ,69 5581 84,056  
% 96 88 99 100 90 93   

 

For comparison purposes, the hierarchical fuzzy classifier was also applied to the 

4-m MS Columbia dataset. The same training and reference sites used for the Columbia 

PS-MS dataset were adopted, however the number of training and reference pixels 

decreased according to the decrease in image resolution.  All feature extraction and 

classification parameters were kept the same. Also, the imagery was not smoothed with a 

median filter prior to application of the length-width feature extraction.  The entropy 

texture measure was calculated using a 7 x 7 pixel window (28 x 28 m).  This window 

size was the best compromise between minimizing edge effects and still extracting usable 

information from the objects of interest in the image.   

The classification accuracies for the 4-m MS Columbia dataset are presented in 

Table 2-8. The confusion matrices from the maximum likelihood and fuzzy 

classifications of the 4-m MS Columbia dataset are shown in Tables 2-9 and 2-10 for 

comparison, respectively.  As was the case with the 1-m PS-MS data, the hierarchical 

fuzzy classification accuracy for the 4-m MS data is higher (~6%) than the maximum 

likelihood classification accuracy.  However, the increase in accuracy from the maximum 

likelihood classification to the fuzzy classification was larger (~12%) for the 1-m PS-MS 
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data.  The confusion between the Road and Building classes is decreased, however there 

is little change in the classification accuracies of the Grass and Tree classes.  The most 

likely explanation for this is that the texture information useful for discrimination 

between these two classes is contained primarily in the 1-m resolution PAN band.  Thus, 

it is clear that the 1-m PS-MS imagery is better suited for urban land cover mapping than 

the 4-m MS imagery by itself. 

 

Table 2-8 
Classification Accuracies for 4-m MS Columbia Image Dataset 

Accuracy (%) Coefficient 

 
 Overall Kappa 

Fuzzy Classifier 83.5 0.791 
Max. Likelihood 78.6 0.731 

 
 

Table 2-9 
Confusion Matrix for Maximum Likelihood 

Classification of 4-m MS Columbia Image Dataset 

 Roa
Ref. Ref. Ref. Ref. Ref. Ref. Total % 

 
d Building Grass Tree Bare Soil Water 

Road 727 72 521 135 11 0 57 3 
Building 183 765 23 46 36 18 1073 71 

Grass 6 6 1  560 2  73 0 0 1845 85 
Tree 0 2 47 412 0 0 461 89 

Bare Soil 9 4 0 0 4  87 0 500 97 
Water 0 30 0 0 0 2  69 299 90 

Shadow 0 29 0 0 0 1  73 202  
Total 7  1  7  19 971 641 31 5  80 463 5105  

% 72 79 95 56 84 58   
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Table 2-10 
Confusion Matrix for Crisp Output of Fuzzy 

Classification of 4-m MS Columbia Image Dataset 

 Ro
Ref

 Total % 

 
ad 

. 
Building 

Ref. 
Grass 
Ref. 

Tree 
. 

Bare Soil 
Ref. 

Water
Ref. Ref

Road 696 80 559 79 0 16 39 3 
Building 145 821 34 30 54 18 1102 74 

Grass 6 6 15 9 7 2  78 0 0 1869 84 
Tree 0 2 28 407 0 0 437 93 

Bare Soil 9 4 0 0 4  87 0 500 97 
Water 0 47 0 0 0 4  09 456 90 

Shadow 0 12 0 0 0 33 45  
Total 7  1  7  19 971 641 31 5  80 463 5105  

% 78 85 96 56 84 88   
 

 majority filter was implemented to operate on the Water, Shadow, Road and 

Buildin

ter pixels, the Shadow pixels were majority filtered next.  The pixels 

were re

 

A

g classes to increase the accuracy of the fuzzy classification result and clean up 

the appearance of the classification image.  A majority filter operates by extracting a 

window of pixels around the pixel of interest and reclassifies the central pixel as the class 

with the largest number of pixels in the window.  The majority filter was first applied to 

the Water class, but instead of allowing the Water pixels to be reclassified as any class, 

the Water pixels were only allowed to be reclassified as Water, Shadow, Road, or 

Building.  This was done to keep Water pixels from being reclassified into one of the 

vegetation classes. 

After the Wa

classified as Water, Road, or Building thus removing the Shadow class from the 

image.  It is important to remove the Shadow class, as it is not a real urban land cover 

class.  Finally, the Road and Building pixels were majority filtered and reclassified as 

Road, Building, Water, or Bare Soil.  As was the case with the other majority-filtered 

classes, Road and Building pixels were not allowed to be reclassified as one of the 
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vegetation classes.  The result of the majority filter post processing is a modest increase 

in classification accuracy of 1-2% and a more spatially coherent classification image. 

 

2.6  Summary 

lts presented in this chapter demonstrate the usefulness of high-resolution 

satellite

utilized 

both th

the number of misclassifications between spectrally similar classes. 

The resu

 imagery for urban land cover mapping and some of the shortcomings of 

conventional classification techniques such as maximum likelihood.  It was found that 

maximum likelihood classification of high-resolution MS imagery over urban areas 

produced significant misclassification errors between spectrally similar classes such as 

Road and Building classes.  Different spatial measures such as texture and contextual 

methods were investigated and found to increase the discrimination between certain 

spectrally similar classes.  In particular, entropy first-order statistical texture measure (10 

x 10 window) and the 2-D spatial contextual features were found to increase 

discrimination between the Grass-Tree and Road-Building classes, respectively.  

Finally, a hierarchical fuzzy classification method was developed that 

e spectral and spatial information to classify the data.  The fuzzy classification 

approach is based on a framework that allows for different groups of classes to be 

classified using the features best suited for discrimination between those classes.  This 

alleviates the problem of features simultaneously decreasing the confusion between one 

set of classes and increasing it for another set.  The classification accuracies of the fuzzy 

classifier were approximately 10% greater than the maximum likelihood classification 

results for 1-m PS-MS image datasets.  Accordingly, there were significant decreases in 
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The classification techniques and results discussed in this chapter were presented 

at the 2002 International Geoscience and Remote Sensing Symposium [Shackelford and 

Davis, 2002] and were published in the IEEE Transactions on Geoscience and Remote 

Sensing - Special Issue on Urban Satellite Remote Sensing [Shackelford and Davis, 

2003c].  The main contributions of this research to the body of literature on classification 

of high-resolution satellite imagery of urban areas is the introduction of the 2-D spatial 

contextual features for shape characterization and the fuzzy classification framework, 

where features are selectively applied only to those classes for which they are useful.  

The only other work on per-pixel land cover classification of high-resolution satellite 

imagery over urban areas [Benediktsson et al., 2003] reported an overall classification 

accuracy of 95%, which compares well with the results presented here.  However, many 

of the land cover classes used in the study were not true land covers (Open Spaces, 

Wastelands, Open Areas, etc.).  Thus, our results while comparable in overall accuracy 

are more appropriate for true land cover mapping.  
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Chapter 3 

Combined Pixel and Object-Based Fuzzy Urban Land Cover 

Classification 

 

 

 

3.1   Introduction 

Automated and semi-automated land cover classification can be accomplished 

using either pixel-based or object-based approaches.  Pixel-based classification schemes 

seek to identify the class of each pixel in the imagery by comparing the n-dimensional 

data vector for each pixel with the prototype vector for each class.  The data vectors 

typically consist of a pixel’s gray-level values from multispectral (MS) channels and/or 

textural and contextual measures that have been computed from those channels.  Object-

based approaches do not operate directly on individual pixels but on objects consisting of 

many pixels that have been grouped together in a meaningful way by image 

segmentation.  In addition to spectral and textural information for pixel-based 

classification methods, image objects also allow shape characteristics and neighborhood 

relationships to be used for the object’s classification.  However, the success of object-

based classification approaches is very dependent on the quality of the image 

segmentation. 

The fuzzy pixel-based classification approach presented in Chapter 2 produces a 

land cover classification map that is more accurate than the maximum likelihood 
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classifier by allowing different sets of classes to be classified using different spatial 

features in a hierarchical format.  However, there are still significant classification errors 

in dense urban areas (see Fig. 2-8).  In the urban land cover map generated from that 

technique, all man-made structures are classified as either Road or Building.  This 

classification scheme is appropriate in suburban areas where residential homes and streets 

dominate the landscape.  However, in dense urban areas there are significant amounts of 

non-road, non-building impervious surface land cover, such as parking lots, concrete 

plazas, and large sidewalks, and it is very desirable to differentiate between these 

surfaces, roads, and buildings.  The fuzzy pixel-based classifier is unable to correctly 

identify these areas because they are spectrally similar to both the Road and Building 

classes, and the information extracted by the 2-D spatial contextual features is not 

detailed enough to discriminate between the Building and Impervious Surface classes.  

Consequently, even though the average classification accuracies reported for the fuzzy 

pixel-based classifier are around 86% for the Building class, this is not the true accuracy 

in dense urban areas as many parking lots, for example, are incorrectly classified as 

Building.   

In this chapter, we adopt a segmentation and object-based classification approach 

to further refine the fuzzy pixel-based urban classification by adding an Impervious 

Surface class to identify non-road, non-building impervious surface.  Because this land 

cover class is not found to a large extent in residential areas, and the fuzzy classifier 

performs well in those areas, the rest of this chapter will focus on the classification of 

dense urban areas only. 
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The classifier presented in this chapter is a combination of both the pixel-based and 

object-based approaches.  Individual image pixels are first classified using the 

hierarchical fuzzy classifier introduced in Chapter 2.  The imagery is then segmented and 

features are derived from the resulting image objects.  The pixel class labels and object 

features are used together to classify the image objects using a fuzzy logic rule base.  By 

using an object-based fuzzy logic approach in addition to the per-pixel fuzzy 

classification, additional information that was not available in the pixel-based 

classification can be identified and used to improve the overall urban land cover 

classification result. 

 

3.2  Segmentation 

Before object-based classification can be performed, the imagery must first be 

segmented into image objects.  Segmentation of remotely sensed images is a difficult 

problem due to mixed pixels, spectral similarity, and the textured appearance of many 

land-cover types.  A variety of segmentation techniques have been applied to remote 

sensing imagery with varying degrees of success (see Section 1.3-B).  The image 

segmentation algorithm used in this study follows the approach of Baatz and Schape 

[2000] where the segmentation is accomplished by region merging.  The segmentation is 

initialized with each pixel in the image as a separate segment, and as the procedure 

progresses, segments are merged together.  The decision to merge two segments together 

is based on the increase in heterogeneity of the new segment, hBdiff B, when compared to its 

constituent segments.  A merge is only allowed when the increase in heterogeneity is less 

than a user set value,ε, called the scale parameter.  As ε is increased, the size of segments 
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found in an image will increase.  The procedure stops when there are no possible merges 

with a value of hBdiff B less than ε.  The method used for finding two potential segments for a 

merge is local mutual best fitting.  For a segment A, a neighboring segment B is found 

that has the smallest value of hBdiff B with A.  For segment B, the neighboring segment C is 

found that has the smallest value of hBdiff B with B.  If segment C and segment A are the same 

segment then segment B is the local mutual best fit for A.  If not, then segment B replaces 

segment A and segment C replaces segment B and the procedure is repeated until the two 

local mutual best fitting segments are found.  All segments in the image are examined in 

random order for each iteration to determine the local mutual best fit for each image 

segment.  This procedure ensures even segment growth over the image. 

Different measures of heterogeneity can be used that take into account both 

spectral and shape heterogeneity.   Here, the spectral variance of each MS channel in the 

segment is used to measure spectral heterogeneity, hP

b
P.  The heterogeneity of channel b in 

segment j, hBj PB

b
P is 

 ( )
2

1
,

2 1 ∑
=

−==
in

i

j
b

j
bi

j
j

b
j x

n
h µσ  (3-1) 

where nBj B is the number of pixels in segment j and µBj PB

b
P is the mean of band b in segment j.  

The shape heterogeneity, hP

c
P is measured by comparing the length of the segment’s 

perimeter, lBj B, to the length of the perimeter of a square containing the same number of 

pixels.  Thus, hP

c
P quantifies the compactness of the segment.  The shape heterogeneity of 

segment j is  

 
j

jc
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l
h

⋅
=

4
 (3-2) 
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These heterogeneity measures favor segments with minimal spectral variance and 

compact shape.  The increase in heterogeneity when two segments are merged is 

calculated as 

 ( ) ( )( )∑
+

=

−+−=
1

1
2211

m

k

kk
m

kk
mkdiff hhnhhnwh  (3-3) 

where hBmPB

k
P is the resultant heterogeneity of the merged segment for heterogeneity measure 

k, hB1 PB

k
P and hB2 PB

k
P are the heterogeneities for the two segments being merged for measure k, nB1B 

and nB2 B are the number of pixels in each of the two segments being merged, and wBkB is the 

weight for each heterogeneity measure.  The weight determines the influence of each 

heterogeneity measure to the total increase in heterogeneity hBdiff B.  For the specific case of 

IKONOS image data with four spectral channels, m = 4 for the heterogeneity measures 

described above.  The parameters hBmPB

k
P, hB1 PB

k
P, hB2 PB

k
P, and wBkB for k = 1-4 are the spectral 

heterogeneity measures and weights, and hBmPB

5
P, hB1PB

5
P, hB2 PB

5
P, and wB5 B are the spatial heterogeneity 

measures and their weight. 

The region-growing segmentation algorithm was applied to the IKONOS image 

and a subset of this showing the segmentation of a dense urban area (Fig. 3-1) is shown in 

Fig. 3-2.  These results were obtained using a scale parameter ε = 700,000 and weights wBk B 

= 1 for k = 1-4 and wB5B = 400.  Although the weight for the shape heterogeneity measure is 

much larger than the weights for the spectral heterogeneity measures, shape heterogeneity 

has less of an impact on hBdiffB than spectral heterogeneity because the increase in spectral 

heterogeneity when two segments are merged is much larger than the increase in shape 

heterogeneity.  IKONOS imagery has very low contrast, and it was found that if the 

image is histogram equalized before segmentation, the segmentation results were greatly 

improved.  While many of the road and impervious surface regions in the image are 



broken into multiple segments, the segmentation successfully segments most of the 

buildings in the image as single segments.  From this segmentation image it is then 

possible to use an object-based classification approach to differentiate between the 

Building and Impervious Surface classes. 

Figure 3-2.  Segmentation of dense 
urban image shown in Fig. 3-1. 
Figure 3-1.  One meter resolution PS-MS 
IKONOS image subset of dense urban area. 
 

3.3  Fuzzy Logic Object Classification 

Once a successfully segmented image is obtained, it is then possible to apply an 

object-based fuzzy logic classification to the segmentation image to assign a class label to 

each of the segments.  Because we are dealing with image segments instead of pixels, 

object features such as shape and neighborhood information are available for use in the 

classification that were not available for the pixel-based fuzzy classifier.  In addition, 

spectral statistics such as the mean and variance of the pixels in each segment can be 

calculated.  Because the image has already been classified on a per-pixel basis, an initial 
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fuzzy classification of the image segments can be performed by analyzing the classes of 

the constituent pixels in each segment. 

The goal of using an object-based approach at this stage in the processing is to 

improve the urban land cover classification in dense urban areas by discriminating 

between buildings and non-road impervious surface. This was not possible with the 

maximum likelihood or the fuzzy pixel-based approaches.  The strategy employed for the 

discrimination between the Building and Impervious Surface classes is to label all pixels 

classified as Building from the fuzzy pixel-based classification as Impervious Surface and 

use subsequent object-based classification techniques to identify Building segments from 

within the Impervious Surface class.  The object features used to identify Building 

segments are: (1) the classes of the constituent pixels that make up the segment, (2) 

morphological shape information, (3) location of potential Building segments with 

respect to Shadow segments, (4) mean panchromatic (PAN) brightness values of the 

segment, and (5) MS mean and variance values from the PS-MS data in each segment.  

Based on these five object features, a fuzzy logic rule base is used to discriminate 

between Building and Impervious Surface segments. 

 

A.  Fuzzy Membership of Image Objects from Pixel Classes 

Initially, fuzzy membership values in each class are calculated for the segments 

based on the proportion of each class present in the segments from the per-pixel image 

classification.  The class labels of all pixels classified as Building from the fuzzy pixel 

classification are changed to Impervious Surface so the segments initially have no 

membership in the Building class.  Subsequent object-based processing is utilized to 
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identify Building segments from segments with a high membership value in the 

Impervious Surface class.  An S-function [Klir, 1995] is used to calculate the membership 

values of a segment in each of the classes.  First, the percentage, pBi B, of each class present 

in the segment is calculated from the classification image, where i = 1,…, M and M is the 

number of classes.  The membership value in each class, fBc,i B(pBi B), is calculated from the S-

function as, 

 ( ) ( )0.1,5.0,0.0;, iiic pSpf =  (3-4) 

where 
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Segments consisting of pixels primarily from one class have membership values 

close to 1.0 in that class and membership values close to 0.0 in the other classes.  

Segments containing proportionately large numbers of pixels in several classes have no 

membership values close to 1.0 in any of the classes, reflecting the ambiguity of the 

information extracted from the constituent pixel classes in the segment.  The subscript c 

in fBc,i B(pBi B) indicates that these membership values were calculated from the per-pixel 

classification of the image segments. 

 

B.  Morphological Shape Processing 

Shape information for each segment is measured using the morphological skeleton of 

the segment.  Morphological skeletonization is a process for reducing a binary shape, in 



this case a single segment, to a graph that largely preserves the extent and connectivity of 

the segment while discarding the foreground pixels in the segment.  While a wide variety 

of skeletonizing algorithms exist, all do not however guarantee the production of a 

connected skeleton [Gonzalez and Woods, 2002].  The skeletonizing algorithm used here 

is based on a morphological thinning procedure and is guaranteed to produce a connected 

and one pixel thick skeleton [Jang and Chin, 1990].  The skeleton is found by cyclically 

applying morphological thinning operations to the segment until no further thinning is 

possible.  The segment is iteratively thinned with eight structuring elements during each 

thinning cycle.  The structuring elements used for the thinning are: 

0 0 0
 1  
1 1 1

 

 0 0
1 1 0
 1  

 

and their 90o rotations.  The 1’s are the foreground and the 0’s are the background 

elements of the structuring elements.  During each thinning iteration, all eight structuring 

elements are individually passed over the segment as a convolutional mask, thereby 

removing the pixel at the center of the structuring element if the pixels of the segment 

exactly match the background and foreground elements of the structuring element.  The 

thinning operations iterate until no further changes occur.  This skeleton is very sensitive 

to small variations in the boundary of the original segment.  In order to minimize the 

sensitivity to boundary variations, the original segments are initially smoothed by 
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After the skeleton has been extracted from the segment, the endpoints of the 

skeleton are identified.  Line segments are then found to connect the skeleton endpoints, 

and the angle between the two line segments connected to each endpoint is calculated.  

This process is illustrated in Fig. 3-3.  The angles and line segment lengths are used as 

shape information to help classify the segment.  Buildings are modeled as segments that 

are approximately rectangular in shape and also have a large membership value in the 

Impervious Surface class.  An ‘approximately rectangular’ segment is modeled as a 

segment with the following attributes: about four endpoints with angles close to 90P

0
P and 

large separation, about two or less endpoints with angles much larger than 90P

0
P, and about 

two or less endpoints with angles much smaller than 90P

0
P.  Because the attributes of an 

‘approximately rectangular’ segment are imprecise and the shapes of buildings vary, 

fuzzy membership functions are used to measure how closely the endpoint angles and the 

line segment lengths between the endpoints match the different criteria. 

First, three fuzzy membership values are calculated for each skeleton endpoint 

angle θBi B: about 90P

0
P, f B~90 B(θBi B), larger than 90P

0
P, fB>90 B(θBi B), and smaller than 90P

0
P, f B<90 B(θBi B), where 

i = 1…nBeB and nBeB is the number of endpoints in the segment skeleton.  First, fB~90 B(θBi B) is 

calculated using a π-function [Klir, 1996] as 

 ( ) ( )110,100,95,85,80,70;90~ iif θπθ =  (3-6) 

where 
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Both f B>90 B(θBi B) and fB<90 B(θBi B) are calculated using S-functions as 
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 ( ) ( )110,100,95;90 ii Sf θθ =>  (3-8) 

 ( ) ( )85,80,70;190 ii Sf θθ −=<  (3-9) 

The angle values controlling the shape of the membership functions in Eqs. 3-6, 3-8, and 

3-9 where chosen so that angles matching the description of the membership functions 

would have membership close to 1.0, while angles deviating from the descriptions would 

have membership values approaching 0.0. 

A membership value to quantify ‘large separation’ between the skeleton 

endpoints, fBLS B(eBi B), i=1,…nBeB, is calculated for each line segment connecting the segment 

skeleton endpoints as  

 ( ) [ ]( )7,5,3;,min 1+= iiiLS ddSef  (3-10) 

where eBi B is the i P

th
P endpoint and dBi B is the distance between endpoints eBi-1 B and eBi B.  ‘Large 

separation’ is defined in this case as being significantly larger than 5 meters.  To identify 

endpoints that have both angles near 90P

0
P and large separation, the standard fuzzy 

intersection (Eq. 1-22) of f B~90 B(θBi B) and f BLS B(eBi B) is calculated using the min operator, 

 ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]iLSiiLS effef ,min 90~,90~ θ=  (3-11) 

Fuzzy quantifiers [Klir, 1996] are used to calculate membership values for fuzzy sets 

describing ‘about four’ or ‘about two or less’.  The membership value for a segment 

having about four endpoints with angles close to 90P

0
P and large separation, fB4 B, is calculated 

as 

 ( ) ⎟
⎟
⎠
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1
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The membership values for a segment having about two or less angles much larger than 

90P

0
P, fB2> B, and having about two or less angles much smaller than 90P

0
P, fB2< B, are calculated as 
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Finally, the membership value for a segment being ‘approximately rectangular’, fBrct B, is 

calculated using the standard fuzzy intersection of f B4 B, fB2> B, and f B2<B with the min operator,  

 f Brct B = min[f B4B, f B2>B, f B2<B]  . (3-15) 

 

C.  Segment Neighborhood Analysis 

A common feature that buildings possess is that they cast shadows on the ground.  

The amount of shadows present in a high-resolution image will vary depending on the 

sun azimuth and elevation angles and the satellite sensor acquisition azimuth angle.  As 

the sun elevation angle decreases from 90P

o
P, the length of the shadow buildings cast along 

the ground grows, and as the sun and sensor azimuth angles get further apart, the amount 

of shadows visible to the sensor will increase.  If shadows are present in the image, they 

can be used to help identify Building segments.  The IKONOS image used in this study 

had a sun elevation angle of 61 P

o
P, a sun azimuth angle of 139P

o
P, and the sensor azimuth 

angle of 352P

o
P.  As a result, building shadows are prominent as seen in the image subset 

shown in Fig. 3-1.  Also note that the shadows are for the most part well segmented (Fig. 

3-2), thereby allowing for successful neighborhood analysis. 

The process for identifying segments as Building using neighborhood analysis of 

Shadow segments is as follows.  First, segments with membership value of at least 0.5 in 

the Shadow class are identified. Then the segments bordering the potential Shadow 

segments in the direction of the sun azimuth angle are extracted.  Segments with high 
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membership in the Impervious Surface class that share a border with these potential 

Shadow segment are likely Building segments.  The search direction for segments 

neighboring potential Shadow segments must be quantized into one of eight directions 

because we are working on a digital image grid.  Because of this, segments that are as 

much as 45P

o
P off the direction of the sun azimuth angle will be identified as potential 

Building segments.  To avoid misclassifications, segments sharing a larger border along 

the direction of the sun azimuth angle with the potential Shadow segment are given 

higher membership values.  The length of the border of each segment neighboring the 

Shadow segment in the direction of the sun azimuth angle is calculated and normalized 

by the largest border length.  The membership value of the i P

th
P segment, sBi B, bordering a 

Shadow segment is calculated as 

 ( ) ⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
= 8.0,6.0,4.0;

maxl
lSsf i

iS  , (3-16) 

where l Bi B is the length of the border shared with the Shadow segment and l BmaxB is the length 

of the largest border shared with the Shadow segment.  The fBS B membership value is 

calculated for all segments bordering a segment in the direction of the sun azimuth angle 

with membership in the Shadow class of at least 0.5. 

 

D.   Spectral Object Features 

While many buildings are spectrally similar to various impervious surface ground 

covers, some do have unique spectral signatures and can be identified from spectral 

features calculated from the constituent pixels within a segment.  The spectral features 

calculated for the iP

th
P band of the pixels in the segment are the mean, µBi B, and the variance, 
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σ Bi PB

2
P.  A number of the buildings in the image have very bright spectral responses, and a 

fuzzy membership function quantifying the brightness in the PAN band, fBPAN B(µBp B), can be 

used to identify buildings of this type.  Here µBp B is the mean value of the PAN band of the 

pixels in the segment and, 

 ( ) ( )700,550,400;ppPAN Sf µµ =  (3-17) 

Image segments with a large mean value in the PAN band will have membership close to 

1.0 in f BPAN B.  The values governing the fuzzy membership function that identify a bright 

response in the PAN band were chosen by examining the spectral response of typical 

buildings that could be identified in this manner.  Although these values were set 

manually, they could easily be calculated from training data. 

Some buildings in the imagery, while they do not have a bright response in the 

PAN band, do have a unique spectral response in the MS bands, and this enables 

discrimination between the Building and Impervious Surface classes for these segments.  

Fuzzy membership functions for each MS band are defined using the mean, µBt,i B, and 

variance, σ Bt,i PB

2 
P, calculated from Building training data, where i = 1, …, b and b is the 

number of MS bands. The membership value, f BMS,i B, for the segment in each band is 

calculated using 

 ( ) ( )fedcbaf iiiMS ,,,,,;, µπµ =  (3-18) 

where a = mBt,i B- 0.8 σBt,i B, b = mBt,i B- 0.5 σBt,i B, c = mBt,i B- 0.3 σBt,i B, d = mBt,i B+ 0.3 σBt,i B, e = mBt,i B+ 0.5 

σBt,i B, and f = mBt,i B+ 0.8 σBt,i B. 

The parameters controlling the shape of the membership function were chosen 

such that segments with a mean value within one-half a standard deviation of the training 

data mean will have membership greater than 0.5.  The membership values, fBMS,i B, indicate 



the degree of similarity between a segment and the Building training data for each MS 

band.  These values are combined to form a single fuzzy membership for the segment, 

fMS, by calculating the standard fuzzy intersection of the b membership values for the 

individual bands, 

 fMS = min[fMS,1, …, fMS,b] (3-19) 

Both fPAN and fMS are calculated for each image segment, indicating the degree of 

membership in the Building class in terms of the PAN and MS data, respectively. 

 

E.  Fuzzy Logic Classification of Object Features 

 The object membership values for the different Building attributes, frct, fS, fPAN, 

fMS, and fc,i, i = 1, …, M, are calculated for each segment in the image.  Segments that do 

not border a potential Shadow segment have fS set to 0.0.  The identification of Building 

segments is accomplished with the use of a fuzzy logic rule base.  The rule base used to 

calculate the membership value in the Building and Impervious Surface classes for the ith 

segment in the image, si, is defined as follows: 

R1:  If si Impervious Surface membership is high AND si is 
approximately rectangular, then si membership in Potential 
Building is high. 
 
R2:  If si Impervious Surface membership is high AND si borders 
Shadow AND Shadow membership of bordering segment is high, 
then si membership in Potential Building is high. 
 
R3:  If si Impervious Surface membership is high AND si has 
bright PAN response, then si membership in class Potential 
Building is high. 
 
R4:  If si Impervious Surface membership is high AND si has 
Building MS response, then si membership in class Potential 
Building is high. 
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R5:  If R1 OR R2 OR R3 OR R4 is high, then sBi B membership in 
class Building is high. 
 
R6:  If sBi B Impervious Surface membership is high AND sBi B 
Building membership is NOT high, then sBi B membership in 
Impervious Surface is high. 

 
The standard fuzzy intersection and union operators are used for ‘AND’ and ‘OR’, 

respectively, and the standard fuzzy compliment is used for ‘NOT’.  The fuzzy rule base 

is implemented as 

 f BR,BB(sBi B) = min[f Bc,I.S.B(sBi B), f Brct B(sBi B)] (3-20) 

 f BS,BB(sBi B) = min[f Bc,I.S.B(sBi B), f Bs B(sBi B), fBc,S B(sBsdwB)] (3-21) 

 f BPAN,BB(sBi B) = min[f Bc,I.S.B(sBi B), f BPAN B(sBi B)] (3-22) 

 f BMS,B B(sBi B) = min[f Bc,I.S.B(sBi B), f BMS B(sBi B)] (3-23) 

 f Bc,BuildingB(sBi B) = max[f BR,BB(sBi B), f BS,BB(sBi B), f BPAN,BB(sBi B), fBMS,B B(sBi B)] (3-24) 

 f Bc,Imp. Surf. B(sBi B) = min[f Bc,I.S.B(sBi B), 1 – fBc,BuildingB(sBi B)] , (3-25) 

where fBc,S B(sBsdwB) is the membership in the Shadow class of the segment bordering the 

segment being examined in the direction of the sun azimuth angle.  The result of this 

processing is a fuzzy classification of the image segments, with each segment having 

membership values, fBc,j B, in each of the eight classes: Road, Building, Impervious Surface, 

Grass, Tree, Bare Soil, Water and Shadow.  Since a crisp classification is desired, the 

fuzzy classification must be defuzzified to produce a single class label for each image 

segment.  Defuzzification is performed using the max operator such that segment sBi B is 

classified as the class c with the highest membership value 

 ( ) ( ) ( ){ }iMcic

M

j
i sfsfsClass ,1,

1
,...,maxarg

=
=  . (3-26) 

 



3.4.  Fuzzy Object Classifier Results 

The object-based fuzzy logic classification scheme was applied to a subset of the 

IKONOS image of Columbia, Missouri (Fig. 2-1).  The test site is shown in Fig. 3-4 and 

consists primarily of dense urban land cover.  The inputs to the classifier were the pixel-

based fuzzy classification, and the PAN and PS-MS images.  The prototype vectors used 

for training the Building MS fuzzy sets were the same used in training the pixel-based 

classifier (only those which fell within the test site were used).  After the image was 

segmented, the object-based classification proceeded as described above.  An accuracy 

assessment of the resulting classification was performed making use of reference pixels 

that were independent of the pixels used for training.  The reference pixel datasets were 

generated via photo interpretation of the PS-MS IKONOS imagery.  Because the test site 

is a subset of the image analyzed in Chapter 2, new reference pixels were identified.  

Approximately 130 randomly distributed test site polygons were manually digitized in 

the imagery.  The dataset had 1,291 Building class training pixels and 51,368 reference 

pixels.  Because this classification scheme was designed for the analysis of urban areas, 

the reference sites used for the accuracy assessment were all drawn from dense urban 

areas in the imagery.  The test site had very few Bare Soil and no Water land cover, so no 

reference pixels were identified for those classes. 

When each of the four object features was used separately to identify Building 

segments, only a fraction of the buildings were correctly identified.  However, when all 

four were used in conjunction, 76% of the Building reference pixels were properly 

identified, while still correctly identifying 81% of the Impervious Surface reference 

pixels.  Table 3-1 summarizes the effect of using different combinations of the object  
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Figure 3-4.  One m resolution PS-MS IKONOS image of urban area test site. 
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features on the accuracy of the Building and Impervious Surface classification.  The 

single most effective object feature for discrimination between the Building and 

Impervious Surface classes is MS information, which correctly classifies 32% of the 

Building reference pixels.  The Building class accuracy does not rise above 50% until at 

least three of the information sources are used.  The results in Table 3-1 show that all four 

object-based features contribute to the identification of Building segments and each 

provides complimentary information.    As the number of features is increased, the 

accuracy of the Impervious Surface class decreases.  This occurs because the number of 

Impervious Surface pixels that are misclassified as Building increases as the number of 

correctly identified Building reference pixels increases.  However, the average accuracy 

of the Building and Impervious Surface classes increases with the number of features, 

increasing the overall accuracy of the classification. 

 

Table 3-1 
Classification Accuracies for Different Combinations of Object-Based 

Features 
 

 
Feature 

Combination 

Building 
Accuracy 

(%) 

Impervious 
Surface 

Accuracy 
(%) 

Average 
Accuracy of 
Building and 

Imp. Surf. (%) 
Shape 24.9 87.4 56.2 

Shadow 30.2 91.4 60.8 
Pan 10.8 92.0 51.4 
MS 32.0 84.4 58.2 

MS + Pan 38.9 84.4 61.7 
Shape + MS + Pan 54.9 81.0 68.0 

Shadow + MS + Pan 64.5 83.8 74.2 
Shape + Shadow + MS + Pan 76.1 81.0 78.6 
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The confusion matrix for the object-based classification of the urban area test site 

utilizing all four object-features is given in Table 3-2. The confusion matrix for the fuzzy 

pixel-based classification of the test site utilizing the reference pixels described in this 

section is given in Table 3-3.  The Road class is very accurate with 99% of Road 

reference pixels correctly classified as Road.   The Road class accuracy is slightly 

increased when using the object-based classifier as compared to the fuzzy pixel-based 

classifier.  Because membership values of a segment calculated from the pixel-based 

classification are based on the proportional numbers of pixels of each class present in a 

segment, the segmentation operates as a majority filter if the segment is dominated by a 

single class.  Misclassifications between the Building and Impervious Surface classes are 

Figure 3-5.  Object-based classification of dense urban area shown in Fig. 3-1 
using segmentation image shown in Fig. 3-2 and fuzzy-logic pixel-based 
classification. 
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the largest source of error with 19% of Building reference pixels misclassified as 

Impervious Surface, and 11% of Impervious Surface reference pixels misclassified as 

Building.  Comparing this to the pixel-based fuzzy classifier accuracies, the Building 

class accuracy appears to have decreased, dropping from 92% to 76%.  It should be noted 

however that for dense urban areas, like the one shown in Fig. 3-1, the Building class 

accuracy reported for the pixel-based fuzzy classifier is an overestimate as there is no 

Impervious Surface class included in that classification scheme and non-road, non-

building impervious surface makes up a significant portion of the landscape in dense 

urban areas.  The object-based fuzzy classifier produces a more detailed urban land cover 

classification by including both a Building class and an Impervious Surface class.  The 

classification image of the dense urban land cover subset image (Fig. 3-1) generated 

using this technique is shown in Fig. 3-5.  The land cover classification map of the entire 

urban test site (Fig. 3-4) is shown in Fig 3-6.  For comparison purposes, the hierarchical 

fuzzy pixel-based classification (Fig. 2-7) of the urban test site is shown in Fig 3-7. 

 

Table 3-2 
Confusion Matrix for Object-Based Classification of Urban Area Test Site 

 
 Road 

Ref. 
Building 

Ref. 
Imp. Surf. 

Ref 
Grass 
Ref. 

Tree 
Ref. Total % 

Road 10164 499 826 0 0 11489 88.5 
Building 0 7845 1137 0 0 8982 87.3 

Imp. Surf. 86 1959 8343 0 13 10401 80.2 
Grass 0 0 0 9330 0 9330 100.0 

Tree 0 0 0 887 10279 11166 92.6 
Total 10250 10303 10306 10217 10292 51368  

% 99.2 76.1 81.0 91.3 99.9  89.5 
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Table 3-3 
Confusion Matrix for Pixel-Based Classification of Urban Area Test Site 

 
 Road 

Ref. 
Building 

Ref. 
Grass 
Ref. 

Tree 
Ref. Total % 

Road 10029 808 0 31 10868 92.3 
Building 194 9309 0 248 9751 95.5 

Grass 19 1 9540 112 9672 98.6 
Tree 0 0 561 9901 10462 94.6 

Total 10242 10118 10101 10292 40753  
% 97.9 92.0 94.5 96.2  95.2 

 

Due to the methodology used to identify the Building class, buildings in the 

suburban areas along the edges of the test site are labeled as Impervious Surface.  This 

object-based classification scheme was developed to discriminate between buildings and 

non-road impervious surface in areas of dense urban land cover, and accordingly is not 

suitable for classification of areas with suburban land cover.  To address this issue, the 

Building class was subdivided into Urban Building and Suburban Building.  The 

Suburban Building class is identified as image objects labeled as Impervious Surface with 

size less than 450 pixels and with vegetation comprising at least 25% of the land cover 

surrounding the segment.  The percentage of vegetation surrounding the segment is 

determined by examining the class labels of the pixels within 10 m of the segment.  The 

identification of the Suburban Building class is performed before the object features are 

examined for the identification of the Urban Building class, as described in Section 3.3 

above.  The land cover classification map of the urban test site (Fig. 3-4) with 

discrimination between the two building classes is shown in Fig 3-8.  The results of 

applying this classification technique to an area with suburban land cover (Fig 3-9) are 

shown in Fig. 3-10. 
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Figure 3-6.  Fuzzy logic object-based classification of urban area shown in Fig. 3-4. 
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Figure 3-7.  Hierarchical pixel-based fuzzy classification of urban area shown in 
Fig. 3-4. 
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Figure 3-8.  Fuzzy logic object-based classification of urban area shown in Fig. 3-4 
with differentiation between urban and suburban buildings. 
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Figure 3-9.  One m resolution PS-
MS IKONOS image of suburban 
area. 

Figure 3-10.  Fuzzy logic object-based 
classification of suburban area shown in Fig. 
3-9 with differentiation between urban and 
suburban buildings. 

 
3.5.  Summary 
 A combined fuzzy pixel-based and object-based approach for urban land cover 

classification of high-resolution MS image data is presented in this chapter.  The 

hierarchical fuzzy classifier presented in Chapter 2 classified the image on a per-pixel 

basis.  Although this technique proved to be significantly more accurate than maximum 

likelihood classification, the pixel-based classification approach was only able to 
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successfully distinguish between the Road and Building classes in the urban environment.  

However, these classes are not sufficient to represent all land cover types present in dense 

urban areas.  Accordingly, a non-road, non-building Impervious Surface class is also 

needed to represent features such as parking lots, concrete plazas, etc.  To distinguish 

between these urban land cover classes, an object-based classification approach is 

introduced to examine features such as object shape and neighborhood and then classify 

the image objects using a fuzzy logic rule base. 

To facilitate object classification, the imagery is first segmented with a region 

merging segmentation technique based on minimizing the increase in spectral and shape 

heterogeneity for each merge.  The measure of spectral heterogeneity is the spectral 

variance of the object, and the compactness of the object quantifies the shape 

heterogeneity.  This segmentation technique is able to correctly delineate buildings 

without over or under segmenting them.  Several features are extracted from the image 

objects and used by the object-based classifier along with the fuzzy pixel-based 

classification.  These features are the class labels of each segment’s constituent pixels, 

shape information from the image objects, neighborhood analysis, and spectral statistics 

of the object.  A shape model for the Building class, based on the skeleton of the image 

objects, is constructed using fuzzy membership functions, and the neighborhood analysis 

consists of examining the relationship between Building and Shadow segments.  The 

image objects are classified with a fuzzy logic rule base.  The fuzzy logic rule base 

classification approach is flexible in that more object features and rules can be easily 

added to the rule base.  This classification approach produces an urban land cover map 

with a 76% accurate Building class and an 81% accurate Impervious Surface class. 
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 The material presented in this chapter was published in the IEEE Transactions on 

Geoscience and Remote Sensing [Shackelford and Davis, 2003d].  The major 

contributions of this research are the combination of both pixel-based and object-based 

approaches into a single classifier, discrimination between very specific urban land cover 

classes (Road, Building, Impervious Surface), and the use of fuzzy sets to quantify shape 

information of image segments through the use of morphological skeletonization.  While 

there are very few other works in the literature on object-based urban land cover 

classification, the overall accuracy of 90% obtained here (Table 3-2) is significantly 

better than the work by Kressler et al. [2001], where an overall accuracy of 71.5% was 

reported.  In that study, the software package eCognition was used to perform 

segmentation and classification of a PS-MS IKONOS image.  Ten detailed urban land 

cover classes were identified (Water, Trees, Grassland, Fields, Sand, Buildings, Asphalt, 

Gravel, Gravel of Railtracks, Hardcourts). Although buildings and several different types 

of road surfaces were classified, the classification scheme did not discriminate between 

roads and non-road impervious surface. The object-based classifier presented in this 

chapter is able to discriminate between these classes, producing a very detailed urban 

land cover map. 
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Chapter 4 

Automated Road Network Extraction 

 

 

 

4.1  Introduction 

In the previous two chapters, techniques for classification of high-resolution 

imagery from urban areas were presented.  A pixel-based hierarchical fuzzy classifier 

was presented in Chapter 2, and an object-based fuzzy logic classifier was presented in 

Chapter 3.  Both of these techniques were shown to produce accurate urban land cover 

maps, and to be significantly more accurate than traditional maximum likelihood 

classification.  In this chapter, the problem of automated road network extraction from 

high-resolution imagery of urban areas is addressed.  As was discussed in Chapter 1, 

there are many applications for these features, such as urban growth management, 

transportation planning, emergency response, and automated navigation.  Currently, the 

extraction of road networks from high-resolution imagery is done mostly by manual 

digitization, and this is both time consuming and expensive.  Thus, automated and/or 

semi-automated methods for identification and extraction of road networks are therefore 

of great interest. 

Automated extraction of roads from high-resolution imagery is a difficult task 

because of the complexity and the spatial and spectral variability of the road network.  

Roads can exhibit a variety of spectral responses due to differences in age and/or material 

and vary widely in physical dimensions.  In addition, road networks in dense urban areas 
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typically have different geometric characteristics than those in suburban and rural areas.  

There are at least two general approaches for the automated/semi-automated extraction of 

road networks.  Roads can be extracted directly from the digital imagery, or the road 

network can be extracted from a crisp or fuzzy classification of the data.  Both 

approaches are examined in this chapter.  Several techniques for extraction of the road 

network from a classification image are presented, followed by a fully automated method 

which extracts the road network directly from the digital imagery.  All of the road 

network extraction algorithms presented here seek to extract a single pixel wide 

curvilinear response for each road estimating the location of the road centerline.  The 

estimated centerline can be used for initialization of road edge detection techniques, or 

input directly into a GIS database as a vector line layer.   

 

4.2  Accuracy Assessment 

Because the outputs of a pixel land cover classification and a vector road network 

extraction are fundamentally different, the confusion matrix technique used to assess the 

accuracy of the classification results presented in the previous chapters is not applicable 

here.  To assess the road extraction accuracy, the length of the extracted road network 

that falls within a predefined distance of the centerlines of the reference road network is 

used for the calculation of several accuracy measures.  The centerlines of the roads in the 

test sites are manually digitized to form the reference road network.  This is more 

complete than the reference data used to test the classification results in Chapters 2 and 3, 

where randomly distributed reference polygons, independent of the training data, were 

selected in the image.  The reference road network used to evaluate the road extraction 
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covers nearly all roads present in the image, providing a very accurate measure of the 

road extraction quality.  A buffer is set up around the reference road centerlines, and the 

length of the extracted road network that falls within the buffer, LBCEB, is determined.  The 

length of the correctly extracted reference road network, LBCRB, is determined in the same 

manner.  The radius of the buffer, dBbuffB, is chosen to match the typical width of roads in 

the test site.  Three measures are used to evaluate the accuracy of the extracted road 

network [Heipke et al. 1997], and these measures are defined as follows: 
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where LBRB is the total length of the reference road network, LBEB is the total length of the 

road extraction, and LBURB is the length of the unextracted reference road network.  The 

completeness statistic is the percentage of the reference road network which has been 

extracted, and is a measure of producer’s accuracy.  The correctness statistic is the 

percentage of the extracted road network which falls within the reference buffer, and is a 

measure of user’s accuracy.  Quality is a composite measure providing an overall 

assessment of the accuracy of the extracted road network.  By using three road extraction 

accuracy measures, we are able to get a complete picture of the performance of the road 

extraction algorithm.  For example, a completeness value of 1.0 can be obtained by 

simply identifying the entire image as a road, however this will result in many false 

positives and a very low correctness value.  Conversely, a correctness value of 1.0 can be 



obtained by correctly extracting only a single road, however most of the road network 

will be unextracted, resulting in a very low completeness value.  The quality measure is 

useful as an overall accuracy measure to compare the results of several different road 

extractions. 

 

4.3  Road Extraction from Land Cover Classification 

Due to spectral variation in the roads and noise present in the imagery, automated 

road network extraction directly from digital imagery is a difficult task.  The problem can 

be simplified by extracting the roads from a classification image.  The road network 

extraction techniques examined in this section follow this approach.  For the road 

network extraction to be successful, an accurate classification of the imagery is 

necessary.  The classification used here for road extraction is the combined fuzzy pixel 

and object-based approach described in the previous chapter. Once an accurate urban 

land cover map has been generated, the road network and road centerlines can be 

extracted.  Two different techniques for road extraction from a land cover classification 

image are presented in this section.  The first technique examined was to simply 

skeletonize the Road class pixels.  This approach was found to produce a large number of 

false positive responses, and does not have the ability to identify roads in areas where 

there are errors in the initial classification.  The second road extraction technique 

examined was an iterative identification and growth process where road segments are 

identified and added to the road network, beginning with the longest roads in the imagery 

and subsequently adding shorter length road segments as the algorithm progresses.  This 

technique greatly reduces the number of false positives and has the ability to identify road 
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segments in areas where there are errors in the initial classification.  To analyze the 

performance of these two techniques, two test sites, containing both urban and suburban 

land cover, were chosen from the IKONOS image dataset of Columbia.  The test sites are 

the same as those shown in Figs. 3-4 and 3-9.  Subsets of the test sites are shown in Fig. 

4-1. 

a) 

b) 
Figure 4-1.  False color infrared IKONOS PS-MS images: a) 
subset of urban test site, and b) subset of suburban test site. 

 

A.  Skeletonization 

The initial technique used for extraction of road centerlines from an urban land 

cover classification is based on morphological thinning of the Road pixels to produce a 

skeleton.  The skeletonization algorithm described in Section 3.3-B is used.  After 

producing the skeleton from morphological thinning, it was pruned to help decrease the 

number of spurs in the skeleton.  Pruning is a morphological technique that removes any 

line segments shorter than a predefined length from the skeleton [Gonzalez and Woods, 
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2002].  Skeletonization and pruning was applied to the land cover maps of both the urban 

and a suburban test sites.  The road extraction performance measures calculated from the 

skeletonization are shown in Table 4-1.  Subsets of the road centerlines extracted from 

the test sites are shown in Fig. 4-2.  Most of the road centerlines are correctly identified, 

however there are significant amounts of non-road objects identified as road centerlines.  

The completeness measures for the dense urban area and the suburban area are very 

similar, however the correctness measure for the dense urban area is significantly lower 

than for the suburban area.  This is because there are significantly more non-road objects 

identified as road centerlines in the urban area test site than in the suburban test site. 

Table 4-1 
Road Extraction Performance from Skeletonization and Pruning  

 
 Completeness Correctness Quality 

Urban 0.759 0.537 0.476 
Suburban 0.764 0.755 0.641 

 

a) 
 b) 

Figure 4-2.  Road network extracted from land cover 
classification by skeletonization.  a) subset of urban test site 
(Fig. 4-1 a), and b) subset of suburban test site (Fig. 4-1 b). 
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B.  Iterative Road Segment Identification and Growth 

As seen in Table 4-1 and Fig. 4-2, the skeleton of the Road pixels overestimates 

the road network resulting in false positives and a poor value for the correctness measure, 

especially in the urban test site.  A more accurate road network can be obtained using an 

iterative process to extract and grow the road centerlines from the urban land-cover map.  

Roads are identified as long linear segments of Road pixels, with longer segments having 

a greater confidence of belonging to the road network than segments with short length.  

Long line segments are iteratively added to the road network and a buffer is set up around 

them to exclude any line segments that are similar in angle to the identified road network 

segments.  This helps to avoid overestimation of the road network.  As line segments are 

added to the road network, the algorithm examines the endpoints of the line segments 

and, using parameters set by the user, allows the newly added line segment to grow 

through small gaps and around corners in the road network.  The algorithm continues to 

iterate, adding new line segments to the road network, until no line segments larger than 

the minimum length set by the user are available.   

Before the extraction of road segments can begin, linear segments of Road pixels 

must first be identified.  The classification image is converted to a binary image with the 

pixels classified as Road set to ‘1’ and all other classes to ‘0’.  Line segments are then 

identified by applying the 2-D spatial contextual feature extraction algorithm, described 

in Section 2.3-B, to the binary classification image.  The road centerlines are then 

extracted, as summarized above.  For a detailed description of the iterative identification 

and growth of road segments from the spatial features, see Section 4.4-B below. 

The road extraction performance measures obtained when applying this algorithm 
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to the two test sites are shown in Table 4-2.  A subset of the road network obtained in the 

dense urban area using the iterative algorithm is shown in Fig. 4-3a.  As can be seen in 

Figure 4-3 and by examining the correctness measures, the iterative road network 

extraction algorithm removes most of the false positives and produces an accurate road 

network.  Consequently the correctness values increase to 87-93%, which is a significant 

improvement over the results in Table 4-1 based on skeletonization of the Road pixels 

from the initial land cover map.  However, the completeness measures for both the urban 

and suburban test sites decrease by about 5% compared to the results in Table 4-1. The 

completeness values of approximately 70% indicate that a significant amount of the roads 

are presently not being detected.  There is an increase in the quality measure of 6–17%, 

indicating an improvement in overall accuracy for both test sites. 

Table 4-2 
Road Extraction Performance Measures from Iterative Algorithm 

 
 Completeness Correctness Quality 

Urban 0. 705 0.868 0.643 
Suburban 0.708 0.933 0.702 

 

 

4.4  Road Extraction from High Resolution Imagery 

 In the previous sections, several techniques for extracting road centerlines from 

land cover classifications were presented.  The iterative road extraction technique was 

able to produce an accurate but incomplete road network.  In this section, a fully 

automated road network extraction algorithm is presented. The fully automated method 

extracts the roads directly from the imagery and seeks to produce a more complete road  
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a) 
b) 

Figure 4-3.  Road network extracted from land cover classification 
by iterative algorithm.  a) subset of urban test site (Fig. 4-1 a), and 
b) subset of suburban test site (Fig. 4-1 b). 

 

network than the results in the previous sections while maintaining a high level of 

accuracy. 

While the appearance of roads in high-resolution imagery varies widely, they 

display several common characteristics that can be exploited for fully automated 

extraction.  Regardless of their context, all roads have the same general shape, that of a 

long narrow ribbon that may or may not be curved.  In contrast to imagery obtained from 

medium-resolution sensors (e.g. Landsat) where roads have a width of only a single pixel, 

the width of the roads is measurable in high-resolution imagery and can be used to aid 

extraction.  Roads are also made up of non-vegetation pixels, which are easily identified 

when working with multispectral imagery.  In addition, the topology of the road network 

can be used to aid in extraction and reduction of false positive road identification.  Roads 

running parallel to each other in a road network are usually spaced a minimum distance 

apart, i.e. the width of a city block for example.  If two identified roads are nearly parallel 
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and very close together, one of them is likely to be a false positive road identification.  

Another property of road networks is that the angle between two intersecting roads is 

typically close to 90o and very rarely is the intersecting angle less than 45°.  By only 

allowing roads to be added to the network that have near perpendicular intersections, a 

large number of false positive road identifications can be avoided. 

A road is initially identified as a connected group of spectrally similar non-

vegetation pixels oriented in a long narrow rectangular shape.  Therefore, two types of 

information must be extracted from the imagery before the road network identification 

can begin: (1) the 2-D spatial extent of spectrally similar groups of connected pixels, and 

(2) the vegetation status of those pixels.  Length-width contextual features are used to 

quantify the 2-D spatial extent of objects in the imagery, and a vegetation index is used 

for identification of vegetation pixels.  The initial identification only identifies straight 

road segments.  Curvilinear roads are modeled as a group of linear segments connected 

together in piecewise linear fashion.  Although initially only the linear portion of a 

curved road is identified, in subsequent processing the curved portion of the road can also 

be extracted (see Section 4.4-B). 

 

A.  Feature Extraction 

 While many structures in the urban environment are spectrally similar to roads, 

such as buildings and other impervious surface, roads are typically oriented along a long 

narrow ribbon while other urban land cover types tend to have a more compact shape.  In 

Chapter 2, a spatial contextual measure was used to increase discrimination between 

urban land cover types with significant spectral confusion/overlap in a fuzzy 
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classification scheme.  The spatial measure examines the context of each pixel and 

provides quantitative estimates for the 2-D spatial extent and directionality of groups of 

spectrally similar connected pixels.  These quantitative measures are computed for each 

pixel and they form the basis for the road network extraction algorithm presented in 

Section 4.4-B.  The extraction of the 2-D spatial contextual features is described in detail 

in Section 2.3-B. 

 An advantage of working with multispectral imagery, as opposed to data with 

only a panchromatic channel, is the ease with which vegetation can be identified.  

Vegetation in the image is identified and masked out using the normalized difference 

vegetation index (NDVI) [Jenson, 1996].  The NDVI is calculated for each pixel using 

 
RNIR
RNIRNDVI

+
−

=   (4-4) 

where NIR and R are the near-infrared and red band channel data, respectively.  After the 

NDVI is calculated, vegetation pixels are identified as those pixels that exceed a 

threshold of 0.2. 

 

B.  Road Network Extraction 

 The road network extraction algorithm presented here is an iterative process that 

first identifies and then grows road segments using the features discussed in the previous 

section and knowledge of the general characteristics and topology of a road network.  

Roads are initially identified as long linear segments of non-vegetation pixels, with 

longer segments having higher confidence of being part of the road network than 

segments with short length.  The algorithm begins by examining the longest length line 

segment, e.g. LP

max
PBj B, present in the imagery, progressing to smaller length line segments as 
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it iterates.  Once a potential road segment has been identified, the algorithm examines the 

endpoints of the line segment, and using parameters set by the user, attempts to track the 

segment through small gaps and around curves in the road network.  As road segments 

are iteratively added to the road network, a buffer is set up around them to exclude any 

line segments that are similar in angle and close to previously identified road network 

segments.  This helps avoid overestimation of the road network and also eliminates 

multiple responses originating from a single road.  The algorithm continues to iterate, 

adding new line segments to the road network until no line segments larger than the 

minimum length set by the user are available.  These steps are described in more detail in 

the following subsections.  Figure 4-4 presents a processing flow chart summarizing the 

steps of the road extraction algorithm. 

 

1. Identification of Road Line Segments  

At the beginning of each iteration, the longest line segment still available in the 

image is identified and then examined to determine if it matches the criteria for a road.  

(In the first iteration, this is the longest line segment present in the imagery.)  The pixel j 

(non-vegetation) with the maximum line segment length value, LP

max
PBj B, is located and the 

corresponding line segment is identified using θBj B and the endpoints, EPP

1
PBj B and EPP

2
PBj B.  The 

criteria a line segment must meet to be identified as a potential road segment are: 1) the 

average of the minimum length values, LP

min
P, for all pixels in the line segment must be less 

than the road width threshold, LBwdhB; 2) the majority of the angle values, θ, of the pixels 

along the line segment must be in agreement with θBj B; and 3) the line segment must be 

comprised of non-vegetation pixels.  If the line segment does not meet these road criteria,  
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2
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Figure 4-4.  Processing flow chart summarizing the steps of the road extraction algorithm. 
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then LP

max
P for the pixels in the line segment are set to zero so these pixels will not be 

identified again as a potential road segment. This step is repeated until a line segment 

matching the road criteria is found. 

 

2.  Line Segment Growth 

Once a line segment satisfying all road criteria has been identified, the algorithm 

attempts to grow the ends of the line segment so roads can be tracked around curves and 

through areas partially occluded by trees and/or shadows.  Two techniques are employed 

to grow the line segment ends.  First, the 2-D spatial features in the areas around the 

endpoints of the line segment, EPP

1
PBj B and EPP

2
PBj B, are examined and new line segments in 

those areas that meet the road criteria and extend in the same general direction as θBj B are 

identified.  If no such line segment can be found, the length feature is re-extracted from 

the points around the endpoints of the line segment.  Unlike the feature extraction phase 

where the search directions are evenly spaced in all directions, here the length extraction 

is constrained to only search along lines in the same general direction of θBj B.  The longest 

line segment identified by the constrained re-extraction of length values is then subjected 

to the road criteria to make sure a valid segment has been identified.  The two growth 

techniques are repeated for both endpoints until no line segments can be identified and 

added to the road segment.  The growth phase of the algorithm is controlled by the 

parameter θBgrwB, the maximum angle threshold between the line segment and new 

segments added during the growth phase.  θBgrw B should be set large enough such that 

curved roads are tracked but not so large that the extracted roads are tracked around 

corners and onto different roads.  The extracted road segment with extended endpoints is 
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identified as RSBj B.  The line segment length values, LBmaxB, for all pixels in RSBj B are set to zero 

so no portion of RSBj B will be analyzed in subsequent iterations of the algorithm. 

 

3.  Road Buffer Examination 

As road segments are iteratively identified and added to the road network, a buffer 

is defined around each road segment.  This buffer enforces the topology of road networks 

discussed above, restricting roads to intersecting each other at near perpendicular angles 

and specifying a minimum separation between near parallel roads.  An additional effect 

of the buffer is to give preference to longer length line segments being added to the road 

network.  Road segments with large length values are identified and buffered early in the 

iteration of the algorithm, preventing shorter line segments, which have a greater chance 

of being in error, from being added to the network near longer length segments in ways 

that violate the structure of the road network.  The effects of the buffer are controlled by 

the width of the buffer, LBbuffB, and the minimum angle between road segments threshold, 

θBbuffB.  Before the road segment RSBj B can be added to the extracted road network, it must be 

compared with the buffer surrounding the previously extracted road network to determine 

if RSBj B is in conflict with any of the previously extracted roads.  If RSBj B falls inside the 

buffer of a previously extracted road segment, the angle of RSBj B, i.e. θBj B, is compared to the 

angle of the buffered road segment.  If the angle between RSBj B and the previously extracted 

road network segment is less than θBbuffB, then the portion of RSBj B falling within the buffer 

will not be added to the road network.  The sections of RSBj B that are not in conflict with the 

buffer are added to the extracted road network, and the buffer is modified to reflect the 

newly added road segment.  The algorithm now cycles to a new iteration, going through 



the steps described above until no line segment length values, Lmax, are found larger than 

the minimum line segment length, Lstop. 

If the buffer size, Lbuff, and the minimum allowable length, Lstop, are set properly, 

false positive road identification in dense urban areas can be avoided.  Generally 

speaking, Lbuff should be chosen to be slightly less than the typical size of city blocks in 

the road network and Lstop should be larger than most city blocks in the road network.  

This allows only line segments at least as long as a city block to be examined for addition 

to the road network and keeps linear features in large commercial structures from being 

identified as part of the road network.  An example illustrating the extraction of a curved 

road segment is shown in Figure 4-5. 

 

C.   Test Results 

1.  IKONOS Imagery 

 The road extraction algorithm described in this section was first tested on two 

sites within the IKONOS Columbia imagery, one with urban land cover and one with 

suburban land cover.  The urban test site (Fig. 3-4) measures 2000 x 3000 m and the 

suburban test site (Fig. 3-9) measures 1000 x 2428 m.  Subsets of the extracted road 

network from these two test sites are shown in Fig. 4-6.  The road extraction performance 

measures obtained after applying the algorithm to the two test sites are shown in Table 4-

3.  The algorithm parameters are shown in Table 4-4.  The minimum line segment length, 

Lstop, was the only parameter changed between the urban and suburban test sites. A 

smaller value was used for the suburban test site to better track curvilinear roads.  Almost 

all roads are at least partially extracted, however there are some gaps in the road network.   
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a) b) 

c) d) 

Figure 4-5.  Illustration of road segment growth: a) identification of initial road 
segment, b) examination of length-width values around endpoint 1, c) resulting line 
segment, d) examination of length-width values around endpoint 2 (no valid line 
segment identified). 
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e) f) 

g) h) 

Figure 4-5 cont.  Illustration of road segment growth: e) re-extraction of length value, 
constrained to direction of line segment, f) resulting line segment, g) final result of road 
segment growth, and h) new road segment compared to buffer of previously extracted 
road segments. 
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The suburban test site has a completeness measure that is 8% smaller compared to the 

urban test site, and this is due to the presence of a large number of curvilinear roads in the 

suburban test site.  However, the correctness measure for the urban test site is 17% 

smaller than that of the suburban test site.  This decrease in accuracy in the dense urban 

area is expected since there are many more opportunities for error in these types of areas 

due to the large numbers of non-road linear features.  There is an increase of 17% in 

completeness and a decrease of 16% in correctness for the urban test site when the fully 

automated technique is compared to the iterative technique for extracting roads from a 

classification.  The suburban test site shows an increase of 8% in completeness and a 

decrease of 6% in correctness when the two techniques are compared.  In both test sites, 

the increase in completeness is slightly greater than the decrease in correctness.  When 

comparing the quality measure for the two techniques, there is a small increase for the 

a) 

b) 
Figure 4-6.  Road network extracted from IKONOS imagery by 
fully automated algorithm.  a) subset of urban test site (Fig. 4-1 a), 
and b) subset of suburban test site (Fig. 4-1 b). 
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suburban test site, while this measure is essentially the same for the urban test site.  It 

should be noted that while both techniques yield approximately the same value of quality, 

the first technique operates on a classification image, requiring training data, while the 

second road extraction technique is fully automated. 

 

Table 4-3 
Road Extraction Performance Measures for IKONOS Test Sites 

 
 Completeness Correctness Quality 

Urban 0.872 0.704 0.642 
Suburban 0.791 0.873 0.730 

 
 
 

Table 4-4 
Road Network Extraction Algorithm Parameters used for IKONOS Test Sites  

 
 LBwdhB θBgrw B 

LBbuffB θBbuffB 

LBstopB 

Urban 20 m 30° 121 m 60° 100 m 
Suburban 20 m 30° 121 m 60° 80 m 

 
 

2.  Digital Aerial Orthophotos 

  The road network extraction algorithm was also tested on multispectral digital 

aerial orthophotos of St. Charles, MO acquired in February 2002.  The digital 

orthophotos are part of a joint program between NIMA/NGA and the USGS to acquire 

high-resolution digital imagery for 133 urban cities in the U.S (see Section 1.2-A).  The 

digital orthophotos of St. Charles were originally acquired at 8.3-inch resolution, but 

these were resampled to 1 m so the results could be compared to those from the IKONOS 

imagery.  Because the digital orthophotos do not have a near infrared band, the NDVI 

cannot be used for vegetation identification.  To identify the vegetation in this imagery, 
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the data were classified using an unsupervised clustering technique [Theodoridis and 

Koutroumbas, 1998], and the vegetation classes were manually identified.  While this 

step does require more interaction from the user, it is a fast and simple process and can be 

done using many commercial image processing software packages. 

Two test sites within the St. Charles dataset were selected for road network 

extraction, a site with commercial/industrial landcover and a site with suburban 

landcover.  The commercial/industrial test site measures 1200 x 1800 m and the suburban 

test site measures 1000 x 1000 m.  These two test sites and the extracted roads are shown 

in Figs. 4-7 and 4-8.  The road extraction quality measures obtained after applying the 

algorithm to the two test sites are shown in Table 4-5.  The algorithm parameters are 

shown in Table 4-6.  The parameters controlling the buffer, LBbuffB and θBbuffB, for the 

commercial/industrial test sight have been greatly relaxed to better extract the multi-lane 

highway passing through the center of the test area.  When the accuracy measures for the 

commercial/industrial test site are compared to those obtained from the suburban test site, 

they show the same trends as those obtained from the IKONOS imagery, although the 

variation is somewhat reduced.  The road extraction accuracy measures are reduced from 

those obtained from the IKONOS imagery, possibly due to the lack of a near infrared 

band in the data set. 

 

Table 4-5 
Road Extraction Performance Measures for Digital Aerial Orthophotos 

 
 Completeness Correctness Quality 

Commercial / 
Industrial 0.804 0.705 0.617 

Suburban 0.791 0.843 0.712 
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Table 4-6 
Road Network Extraction Algorithm Parameters used for Digital Aerial 

Orthophotos 
 

 LBwdhB θBgrw B 

LBbuffB θBbuffB 

LBstopB 

Industrial 20 m 30° 31 m 45° 100 m 
Suburban 20 m 30°  101 m 60° 100 m 

 

 

 

4.5  Summary 

 The problem of automated extraction of the road network from high-resolution 

imagery over urban areas was examined in this chapter.  The techniques presented here 

seek to extract a single pixel wide response for each road, providing an estimate of the  

Figure 4-7.  Road network extracted from digital orthophoto by fully automated 
algorithm.  a) commercial/industrial test site, b) extracted road network. 

a) b) 



a) b) 

Figure 4-8.  Road network extracted from digital orthophoto by fully 
automated algorithm.  a) suburban test site, b) extracted road network. 

 

road centerline.  Two techniques for extracting roads from land cover classification maps 

were presented: skeletonization and an iterative line segment identification and growth 

algorithm.  Skeletonization was found to produce large numbers of false positive road 

identifications.  The road network extracted by the iterative algorithm was accurate (87-

93% correctness), however it was only able to produce a partial extraction resulting in 

completeness values of 70%.  

Following the techniques for road extraction from land cover classifications, a 

fully automated road network extraction algorithm for high-resolution multispectral data 

over urban areas was presented.  Roads were extracted using 2-D spatial feature 

information after masking out vegetation pixels using the NDVI statistic.  An iterative 

road segment identification and growth algorithm was then introduced.  This algorithm 

iteratively adds road segments to the road network, beginning with the longest length line 
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segments in the imagery and progressing to segments of shorter length.  The endpoints of 

the road segments are grown so curvilinear roads can be extracted.  A buffer around the 

road network is utilized to keep spurious line segments from being added to the existing 

road network.  The extraction algorithm was tested on several sites from an IKONOS 

high-resolution satellite image and digital aerial orthophotographs.  The results from both 

datasets show that the algorithm is more accurate in suburban areas, where there is a 

reduced chance for error.  However, the algorithm produces a more complete road 

network in urban areas where the presence of curved roads is minimal.   

The material presented in this chapter was presented at the 2003 GRSS/ISPRS 

Joint Workshop on Remote Sensing and Data Fusion over Urban Areas [Shackelford and 

Davis, 2003a], and the 2003 International Geoscience and Remote Sensing Symposium 

[Shackelford and Davis, 2003b].  The main contribution of this work to the body of 

literature on road extraction from high-resolution multispectral imagery of urban areas is 

the development of a fully automated road network extraction technique with the ability 

to produce an accurate and complete road network.  The algorithm was shown to produce 

road networks that were 79−87% complete and 70−87% correct.  This compares 

favorably with results reported for other techniques where road network completeness 

values of 49%−87% with correctness values of 80%−95% have been reported 

[Haverkamp, 2002], [Hinz and Baumgartner, 2003], [Shi and Zhu, 2001], [Dell’Acqua 

and Gamba, 2001].  In particular, the 79%−87% road completeness measures from this 

work are significantly better than the 49%−67% completeness results reported thus far for 

other road extraction techniques applied to high-resolution commercial satellite imagery 



[Haverkamp, 2002], [Shi and Zhu, 2001].  A comparison between the results presented 

here and those reported in the literature is shown in Table 4-7. 

 

Author(s) Year Data 
Source 

Pixel 
Size Automated Completeness 

(%) 
Correctness 

(%) 
Quality 

(%) Comments 

Shackelford 
& Davis 2003 Satellite 1 m Semi 71 97-93 64-70 Urban + Suburban 

Shackelford 
& Davis 2003 Satellite 1 m Full 79-87 70-87 62-73 Urban + Suburban 

Shi & Zhu 2002 Satellite 1 m Full 92 - - Urban - Straight line 
only 

Soille & 
Pesaresi 2002 Satellite 5 m Full - - - Urban 

Haverkamp 2002 Satellite 1 m Full 49-66 - - Urban + Suburban 
Couloigner 
& Ranchin 2000 Satellite 2 m Semi - - - Urban 

Doucette 
et al. 2001 Satellite / 

Aerial 1 m Semi - - - Urban + Suburban 

Agouris 
et al. 2001 Satellite / 

Aerial 1 m Full - - - Urban + Suburban 

Hinz & 
Baumgartner 2003 Aerial 

DSM 
15 cm 
1 m Semi 75-85 95  Urban 

Baumgartner 
et al. 1999 Aerial 0.2-

0.5 m Semi 80-90 90-95 - Rural 

Stegar 1998 Aerial 1 m Full - - - Rural 

Mayer et al. 1997 Aerial 0.2 – 
0.5 m Semi - - - Rural 

Dell’Acqua 
& Gamba 2001 SAR 7.5 m Full 72-82 62-86 54-64 Urban 

 
Table 4-7.  Comparison of results reported in automated road extraction literature. 
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Chapter 5 

Automated 2-D Building Footprint Extraction 

  

 

 

5.1  Introduction 

The two most prominent features characterizing the urban environment are the 

presence of a road network and urban buildings.  In the previous chapter, a fully 

automated algorithm for road network extraction from high-resolution multispectral (MS) 

imagery was presented.  Here, we present a fully automated algorithm for two-

dimensional building footprint extraction.  As discussed in Chapter 1, there are many 

applications for these features, such as urban growth assessment, infrastructure planning, 

emergency management and homeland security applications.  Although there are a 

number of algorithms for automated extraction of three-dimensional building structures 

from high-resolution digital elevation data, the extraction of 2-D building footprints from 

high-resolution imagery is done mostly by manual digitization, and this is both time 

consuming and expensive. 

Buildings in urban areas normally have significant variations in shape, size, and 

spectral response, thereby making it difficult for any single technique to detect all 

building types in an image.  For this reason, a multi-detector fusion strategy is adopted 

for automated building extraction.  Two distinct building detectors are developed, each 

with complementary strengths and weaknesses, to produce estimates of 2-D building 

shape, size, and position.  While spatial and spectral building appearance in high-



resolution imagery can vary significantly, there are several characteristics common to 

most buildings, such as rectilinear shape and cast shadows, which can be exploited for 

automated detection.  Both rectilinear shape and proximity to shadows were used by the 

object-based fuzzy logic classifier for discrimination between buildings and impervious 

surface (see Chapter 3).  However that approach was supervised and therefore required 

human-generated input training data.  Here, our goal is to develop a fully automated 

building extraction technique.  Thus, only processing techniques that require no training 

data are applicable.  Several of the techniques used in the object-based classifier, such as 

segmentation and fuzzy shape characterization, are unsupervised and are used here for 

automated building extraction.  In addition to segmentation and fuzzy shape analysis, 

buildings and shadows are also identified through the use of a multi-scale morphological 

image analysis technique.  Two building detectors are utilized: direct detection through 

shape analysis and indirect detection through identification of cast shadows.  The shadow 

identification is followed by a shape analysis of objects generated from the segmented 

pan-sharpened MS (PS-MS) imagery.   

  

5.2  Differential Morphological Profile 

The building detectors developed here attempt to identify buildings and their 

shadows from a differential morphological profile (DMP) of the high-resolution 

panchromatic (PAN) image data.  Mathematical morphology employs a set of image 

operators to extract and analyze image components based on the shape and size of quasi-

homogeneous regions in the image.  Mathematical morphology has been applied to a 

wide variety of practical problems such as image pre-processing, noise filtering, shape 
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detection and decomposition, and pattern association.  The DMP is a relatively new 

technique, introduced by Pesaresi and Benediktsson [2001] where it was used to segment 

high-resolution satellite imagery.  The DMP was also used for urban land cover 

classification by Benediktsson et al. [2003].  The DMP is a multi-scale image analysis 

technique where a morphological profile of the image is constructed through the use of 

morphological opening and closing by reconstruction operations while varying the size of 

the structuring element (SE). 

 

A.  Morphological Opening and Closing by Reconstruction 

The DMP is constructed using morphological opening and closing by 

reconstruction operators, which differ significantly from the traditional morphological 

opening and closing operators.  Traditionally, the opening γ of an image I with SE=λ is 

defined as an erosion εBλ B followed by a dilation δBλ B using the same SE.  The closing ϕ of I 

with SE=λ is defined as a dilation δBλ B followed by an erosion εBλ B. 

The opening by reconstruction γ* of an image I with SE=λ is defined as the 

erosion of I with SE=λ followed by grayscale geodesic dilation iterated until stability is 

reached.  γP

*
PBλ B(I) can be calculated using the following steps: 

 J(0) = ε Bλ B (I) 
 n = 0 
 Repeat 
  J(n+1) = δB1 B(J(n)) ∧ I 
  n = n+1 
 Until J(n+1) = J(n) 
 γP

*
PBλ B(I) = J(n+1) 

 
where δB1 Bis dilation with SE of size one, and ∧ is the pointwise minimum.  The effect of 

morphological opening by reconstruction is to remove all structures in the image that are 
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both smaller than the SE and brighter than their surroundings.  Similarly, the closing by 

reconstruction ϕP

* 
Pof an image I with SE=λ is defined as the dilation of I with SE=λ 

followed by grayscale geodesic erosion iterated until stability is reached.  ϕP

* 
PBλ B (I) can be 

calculated using the following steps: 

J(0) = δBλ B (I) 
 n = 0 
 Repeat 
  J(n+1) = ε B1 B(J(n)) ∨ I 
  n = n+1 
 Until J(n+1) = J(n) 
ϕP

*
PBλ B(I) = J(n+1) 

 
where εB1 Bis erosion with SE of size one, and ∨ is the pointwise maximum.  The 

morphological closing by reconstruction operator removes all structures in the image that 

are both smaller than the SE and darker than their surroundings.  For a more detailed 

description see Pesaresi and Benediktsson [2001] and Vincent [1993]. 

 

 B.  Differential Morphological Profile 

Here we present a review of the basic concept.  Let γP

*
PBλ B be a morphological 

opening by reconstruction operator with SE=λ.  The opening profile at pixel x of image I 

is defined as a vector 

 ( ) ( ) [ ]{ }nxx ,0,: * ∈∀=ΠΠ=Π λγγγγ λλλ  (5-1) 

Let ϕP

*
PBλ B be a morphological closing by reconstruction with operator SE = λ.  Then, the 

closing profile at pixel x of the image I is defined as a vector 

 ( ) ( ) [ ]{ }nxx ,0,: * ∈∀=ΠΠ=Π λϕϕϕϕ λλλ  (5-2) 

In (5-1) and (5-2), ΠγB0 B(x) = ΠϕB0B(x) = I(x) for λ = 0 by the definition of opening and 

closing by reconstruction.  The derivative of the morphological profile is defined as a 
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vector storing the slope of the opening/closing profile for each step of increasing SE size.  

The derivative of the opening profile is defined as the vector 

 ( ) [ ]{ }nx ,1,: 1 ∈∀Π−Π=∆∆=∆ − λγγγγγ λλλλ  (5-3) 

By duality, the derivative of the closing profile is defined as the vector 

 ( ) [ ]{ }nx ,1,: 1 ∈∀Π−Π=∆∆=∆ − λϕϕϕϕϕ λλλλ  (5-4) 

In general, the derivative of the morphological profile (DMP) can be written as the vector 

 ( ) [ ]
[ ]⎭

⎬
⎫

⎩
⎨
⎧

+∈∀∆=∆
∈∀∆=∆

∆=∆
−=

+−=

nnc
nc

x
ncc

cnc
c 2,1,

,1,
: 1

λ

λ

γ
ϕ

 (5-5) 

where n is the total number of iterations (SE sizes), and c = 1, …, 2n.  The responses of 

the derivative calculated using small SEs are near the central position of the DMP vector, 

while the responses for the largest SEs in the closing and opening profile are recorded at 

the beginning (c=1) and the end (c=2n), respectively. 

The signal recorded in the DMP provides information about the size and contrast 

of multi-scale structures in the image.  Small structures will have strong response for 

small SE sizes, yielding a large response near the center of the DMP, while large 

structures will have strong response for large SE sizes, yielding a large response near the 

beginning or end of the DMP.  Structures darker than the surrounding background will 

have high response in the closing portion of the DMP (c = 1, …, n), while brighter 

structures will have high response in the opening portion of the DMP (c = n+1, …2n).  

An example of the DMP for a 1-m PAN image of an urban area is shown in Figs. 5-1 and 

5-2 for the opening and closing operators, respectively.  Disk shaped SEs are used, with 

radii, r, varying from 5 to 21 pixels, with a step size of 4 pixels.  Note that many of the 

buildings present in the image are easily discriminated in the opening differential profile,  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 a) b) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 c) d) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
e) f) 

 
Figure 5-1.  a) 1-m PAN image of dense urban area.  Opening differential 
profile for radius b) r = 5 m, c) r = 9 m, d) r = 13 m, e) r = 17 m, and f) r = 21 m. 
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e) f) 

Figure 5-2.  a) 1-m PAN image of dense urban area.  Closing differential profile for 
radius b) r = 5 m, c) r = 9 m, d) r = 13 m, e) r = 17 m, and f) r = 21 m. 
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especially for SEs with r = 9 and r = 13, while building shadows, which often appear as 

an “L-shape”, are easily seen in the closing differential profile. 

 

5.3  Building Extraction 

 Due to the varying size of urban buildings, a multi-scale approach such as the 

DMP must be utilized for their extraction.  In the DMP, structures with a similar scale 

(width) to that of the SE diameter will have a high response for that SE in the DMP, with 

bright structures in the opening portion of the profile and dark structures in the closing 

portion of the profile.  As was shown in Figs. 5-1 and 5-2, many of the buildings and 

their shadows are readily visible in the DMP.  For each pixel in the image, the position of 

the maximum response within the DMP vector, ∆(x), indicates both the SE size that best 

characterizes the structure that the pixel resides within and whether the pixel is part of a 

structure that is brighter or darker than the surrounding region.  The actual value of the 

maximum DMP response indicates the magnitude of the contrast between the structure 

and its surrounding area.  Regions with similar SE size, response, and contrast are 

delineated by segmenting each level of the DMP.  Segments with dimensions 

significantly larger or smaller than the SE size of their level are rejected.  After 

segmentation and removal of invalid objects, the redundancy between adjacent levels in 

the DMP is removed by merging overlapping objects, keeping objects from the opening 

portion of the DMP separate from those identified in the closing levels.  This results in 

two sets of image objects: one for the opening portion of the differential profile and one 

for the closing portion.  While all levels of the opening differential profile (r = 5 m 

through r = 21 m, step size of 4 m) are utilized for building extraction, only the r = 5 m 



and r = 9 m levels of the closing differential profile are utilized as they are the only levels 

that provide useful shadow information.  After delineation of image objects in the DMP it 

is possible to hypothesize candidate building and shadow objects.  Buildings are 

identified from objects extracted from the opening differential profile, whereas building 

shadows are extracted from objects identified in the closing differential profile.  The 

building shadows are used to hypothesize the presence of a building, which is then 

identified through shape analysis of objects extracted from a segmentation of the PS-MS 

imagery.  Figure 5-3 presents a processing flow chart summarizing the steps of multi-

detector building extraction algorithm. 

 

A.  Building Extraction from the Opening Profile 

Several shape-based features, object dimensions and compactness, are utilized to 

identify buildings from among the objects extracted in the opening differential profile.  

Here, compactness is calculated as the ratio of the area of the object to the area of an 

approximating polygon.  The shape of the approximating polygon is constrained to 

having six perpendicular sides.  This type of polygon was chosen so that it could provide 

a reasonable approximation for a wide variety of building shapes, including both 

rectangular and “L-shaped” buildings.  The first step in approximating the object with a 

polygon is to find the minimum area rectangle enclosing the object using the rotating 

calipers method [Toussaint, 1983].  A better approximation of the shape of the object is 

then found by identifying the corner of the minimum area rectangle furthest from the 

object and moving it as close as possible to the object while maintaining right angles 

between the edges of the approximating polygon, resulting in a six-sided polygon with  
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Figure 5-3.  Processing flow chart summarizing the steps of the multi-detector 
building extraction algorithm. 
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right-angled corners.  The ratio of the area of the object to the area of approximating 

polygon, a measure of rectilinear compactness, can then be calculated and used as a 

feature to identify building objects.  Non-building objects with an amorphous shape have 

low compactness values, whereas buildings with quasi-rectangular shape have high 

compactness values.  To avoid identifying objects that are either too large or too small to 

be buildings, the minimum length side of the enclosing rectangle and the area of the 

approximating polygon are also used as features.  Finally, the percentage vegetation 

pixels present in the object, as determined from the NDVI, is utilized to keep from 

identifying rectilinear objects with primarily vegetative land cover (e.g. fields) as 

buildings. 

 

B.  Shadow Extraction from the Closing Profile 

In addition to detecting buildings directly in the opening portion of the DMP, 

buildings are also indirectly identified by extracting their shadows from the closing 

differential profile.  The extracted building shadows are used to define a search area 

where the presence of a building is likely.  Buildings are then identified by examining 

image objects that fall within the search area defined by the extracted shadows.  The 

image objects examined at this processing stage are generated via segmentation of the 

PS-MS imagery, not from the DMP.  MS segmentation is utilized for generation of the 

image objects for two reasons.  First, only buildings with a bright PAN response are 

visible in the DMP (see Figs. 5-1, 5-2), and these are extracted using the techniques 

described in the previous section.  Buildings with dark PAN response are not visible in 

the DMP because they do not have significant contrast from the background (roads, 
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impervious surface) to be visible in the DMP.  Second, MS segmentation provides an 

independent source of image objects that are complementary to those generated from the 

DMP.  The region merging MS segmentation algorithm described in Section 3.2 is also 

used here. 

The amount of shadows present in a high-resolution image will vary depending on 

the sun azimuth and elevation angles and the satellite sensor acquisition azimuth angle.  

As the sun elevation angle decreases from 90o, the length of the shadow buildings cast 

along the ground grows, and as the sun and sensor azimuth angles get further apart, the 

amount of shadows visible to the sensor will increase.  The IKONOS test image has a sun 

elevation angle of 610, a sun azimuth angle of 1390, and a sensor azimuth angle of 3520.  

As is seen in Fig. 5-2, building shadows are quite prominent in the imagery.  Shadows are 

modeled as consisting of two line segments with approximately 900 separation, opening 

in the direction of the sun azimuth angle.  This matches the shape of a shadow cast by the 

corner of a rectangular building, i.e. the “L-shaped” shadows seen in Fig. 5-2. 

The process for identifying buildings from the objects extracted from the closing 

differential profile is as follows.  First, the edges of the closing profile objects in the 

direction of the sun azimuth angle are extracted with morphological operators.  The 

extracted edge is then approximated by two linear segments.  The approximating line 

segments are constrained such that they must be close to perpendicular and concave in 

the direction of the sun azimuth angle.  A parallelogram is then formed from the 

piecewise linear edge approximation.  This parallelogram, formed from the piecewise 

linear edge approximation, defines a search area within which there is a high chance of 

finding a building.  All MS segmentation image objects intersecting with the search area 
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are identified and analyzed to determine if they are buildings.  Four shape-based object 

features are utilized to identify building objects.  The MS segmentation image objects are 

first analyzed using the morphological shape analysis techniques described in Section 

3.3-B.  The compactness of the object, the percentage overlap between the object and the 

search area parallelogram, and the percentage of vegetation pixels present in the object, 

as determined from the NDVI, are also utilized to identify building objects.  If none of 

the MS segmentation objects are identified as buildings, but the dimensions of the 

parallelogram formed from the shadow edge approximation are similar to that of 

buildings in the imagery, then the parallelogram is identified as a building, provided it 

has a low percentage of vegetation pixels.  This is done so that if a building has been 

incorrectly delineated by the MS segmentation, it can still be identified from its shadow.  

If multiple buildings are detected in the same location, preference is given to buildings 

identified from the opening differential profile.  Figure 5-4 presents a graphical depiction 

of the process of indirect building detection via shadow identification. 

 

5.4 Test Results 

The building extraction algorithm described in this chapter was tested on a subset 

of the Columbia IKONOS imagery containing the downtown area.  This smaller subset 

was chosen both because it contained only urban buildings, and due to the length of time 

it takes to manually generate reference data for an accuracy assessment.  Objects in the 

opening differential profile are identified as buildings if the ratio of the object’s area to 

the approximating polygon is greater than 0.6, the minimum length edge of the bounding 

rectangle is greater than 5 m, and if the area of the approximating polygon is greater than  
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 Figure 5-4.  Graphical depiction of indirect building detection via shadow 
identification.  a) PAN imagery, b) closing differential profile (r = 5 m), c) shadow 
edge approximation, d) parallelogram search areas superimposed over PS-MS 
imagery, e) segmentation of PS-MS imagery, f) MS segments intersecting with search 
areas, and g) extracted building objects. 
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45 m2.  Objects in the closing differential profile are identified as potential building 

shadows if the minimum length of the approximating edges is greater than 5 m.  MS 

segmentation objects intersecting the search areas are identified as buildings if they have 

a fuzzy shape membership greater than 0.5, compactness greater than 0.5, and the 

percentage of intersection between the object and the search area is at least 10%.  

Parallelograms formed from shadow edge approximations with no buildings extracted 

within them are identified as buildings if they have an area of at least 200 m2, and if the 

minimum length edge of the parallelogram is at least 6 m.  The results of the building 

extraction are shown in Fig. 5-5. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5-5.  Results of automated building footprint extraction algorithm for 
Columbia IKONOS PAN image of dense urban area. 
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The accuracy of the building extraction algorithm is quantified using the accuracy 

assessment statistics described in Section 4.2.  The reference building footprints were 

manually digitized in the imagery and contain all buildings present in the test site.  The 

accuracy assessment was performed at both the object and pixel levels.  For the object 

level accuracy assessment, all reference building footprints that intersect with objects 

extracted by the algorithm are counted as being correctly identified.  Conversely, all 

objects extracted by the algorithm that intersect with the reference building footprints are 

counted as correctly extracted objects.  The number of correct objects generated by the 

extraction algorithm, and the number of correctly extracted reference buildings is not 

necessarily the same.  The pixel level accuracy assessment is performed by simply 

counting the total number of pixels present after finding the intersection of the output of 

the extraction algorithm and the reference data.  The object and pixel level accuracy 

assessments represent a best and worst case assessment, respectively, of the quality of the 

building extraction algorithm.  The object level accuracy assessment is displayed in Table 

5-1 and the pixel level accuracy assessment is displayed in Table 5-2.  The high 

correctness value of the object-level extraction indicates that most of the extracted 

building objects are at least partially overlapping with the actual buildings present in the 

image.  However, the lower completeness value indicates that almost one third of the 

buildings present in the image are not being identified at all.  The accuracy of the 

algorithm is significantly lower when assessed at the pixel level.  The low completeness 

value in the pixel level accuracy assessment is caused by discrepancies between the shape 

of the buildings extracted by the algorithm and the reference building footprints. 
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Table 5-1 
Object Level Building Extraction Performance Measures 

 
 Building Extraction 

Algorithm 
Reference Building 

Footprints 
Correctly Extracted Objects: 97 82 

Total Objects: 111 116 
 Correctness  =  87.4% Completeness  =  70.7% 
 Quality  =  66.9% 

 

Table 5-2 
Pixel Level Building Extraction Performance Measures 

 
 Building Extraction 

Algorithm 
Reference Building 

Footprints 
Correctly Extracted Pixels: 55131 55131 

Total Pixels: 71354 110035 
 Correctness  =  77.3% Completeness  =  50.1% 
 Quality  =  43.7% 

 

 

5.5 Summary 

In this chapter a fully automated algorithm for 2-D building footprint extraction 

from high-resolution MS satellite imagery was presented.  The algorithm is based on a 

multi-detector fusion strategy where buildings and their shadows are extracted from the 

Differential Morphological Profile (DMP) of panchromatic imagery and a segmentation 

of the pan-sharpened multispectral imagery.  The DMP is a multi-scale image analysis 

technique that provides information about both the size and contrast of multi-scale 

structures in the image.  Buildings with a bright spectral response are extracted from the 

opening portion of the differential profile, while shadows are extracted from the closing 

portion of the differential profile.  The extracted shadows define a search area where the 

presence of a building is likely, which is then utilized to identify building objects from 
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the segmented PS-MS image.  The algorithm was tested on a subset of the Columbia 

IKONOS imagery containing dense urban land cover and was found to produce an 

accurate (correctness values of 87% and 77% for the object and pixel assessments, 

respectively) yet somewhat incomplete (completeness values of 71% and 50% for the 

object and pixel assessments, respectively) building footprint extraction. 

 The material presented in this chapter was presented at the 2004 International 

Geoscience and Remote Sensing Symposium [Shackelford and Davis, 2004].  The main 

contribution of this work to the body of literature on automated building footprint 

extraction from high-resolution satellite imagery is the development of an approach that 

makes use of the DMP for the purpose of building extraction.  The accuracy of the 

algorithm compares favorably with results reported for other techniques where 

completeness values of 72%-81% and quality values of 30-51% were reported [Lee et al., 

2003], [Croitoru and Doytsher, 2003]. 
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Chapter 6 

Fully-Automated Urban Land Cover Classification 

 

 

 

6.1  Introduction 

In the previous two chapters, automated techniques for road network and building 

footprint extraction were presented.  Both of these techniques are fully automated and 

require no user interaction beyond the setting of several parameters before the algorithms 

begin.  Pixel-based and object-based fuzzy supervised urban land cover classification 

approaches were presented in Chapters 2 and 3, respectively.  Unlike the fully automated 

feature extraction techniques, both of these classifiers require human generated training 

data and are thus only semi-automated.  However, if the generation of training data is 

automated, these supervised classifiers can be utilized in an unsupervised, or self-

supervised fashion to perform urban land cover classification.  In this chapter, a fully 

automated technique for classification of urban land cover is presented.  Feature 

extraction techniques are utilized to generate training data that are then input into the 

supervised classification algorithms, thereby producing a self-supervised urban land 

cover classifier.  These feature extraction techniques do not seek to extract all features 

present in the imagery.  Instead, they are used to identify very high confidence instances 

of the different urban land cover classes, so as not to input incorrect training data into the 

classifier.  This self-supervised classifier is based on the classification and feature 

extraction techniques developed in this research, as well as several additional fully 
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automated techniques for the identification of training data from other classes of interest 

in the urban environment. 

The development of a fully automated urban land cover classification technique 

would be a significant contribution to the area of satellite image analysis, as there are 

currently no published results in the literature on this topic.  Section 1.1 highlighted many 

of the civilian, intelligence, and defense applications for which a fully automated 

classification technique would be very useful.  One area where a technique such as this is 

greatly needed is automated image archival and retrieval.  Such a technique would 

significantly enhance the automated exploitation of the rapidly increasing volumes of 

satellite image data.  

 

6.2  Fully Automated Training Data Generation 

In order to utilize the urban land cover classification algorithms described in 

Chapters 2 and 3 in an unsupervised or self-supervised fashion, the training data must be 

generated automatically.  Fully automated feature extraction techniques, such as those 

described in Chapters 4 and 5, are utilized for this purpose.  Because our goal here is to 

generate training data, not produce a complete extraction of the features of interest, the 

correctness of the extracted features is much more important than the completeness of the 

features.  If incorrectly extracted features are used as training data, the errors will 

propagate through the classification process and lead to poor classification accuracies.  

The only concern in terms of the completeness of the extracted features is that a 

representative sample of the different spectral responses and shapes of the feature classes 

are obtained from the extraction.  The strategy adopted here for the training data 
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generation for each of the urban land cover classes is to output a fuzzy membership value 

for each extracted feature, representing a confidence level that the extracted feature is a 

valid member of the particular land cover class.  Using these membership values, features 

with high confidence can be selected and used as training data for each land cover class. 

The same urban land cover classes used for the fuzzy-pixel based classification in 

Chapter 2 (Road, Building, Grass, Tree, Bare Soil, Water, and Shadow) are also used 

here.  To generate training data for the Road, Building, and Shadow classes, the 

automated feature extraction algorithms described in Chapters 4 and 5 have been 

modified to output confidence values for each of the extracted features.  The training data 

for the vegetation classes is generated by first identifying vegetation areas in the image 

with the NDVI, followed by texture analysis to discriminate between Grass and Tree land 

cover classes.  Confidence values are then assigned to the identified vegetation pixels.  

Training data for the Water class is generated through analysis of the DMP and the 

NDVI.  The Bare Soil training data is generated through identification of the unique 

spectral signature of bare soil.  Previous results indicate that none of the spatial measures 

examined thus far have significant effect on the classification accuracy of the Bare Soil 

class (see Section 2.5), so shape or texture based identification of this class is not 

possible.  The training data generation for each of the urban land cover classes is 

discussed in greater detail in the following subsections. 

 

A.  Road Training Data Generation 

 The road network extraction algorithm presented in Chapter 4 was modified to 

output a fuzzy membership value for each extracted road, indicating the confidence level 
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that the extracted road is valid.  The fuzzy membership confidence values are based on 

the length of the initial line segment detected for each road and the percentage of non-

vegetative pixels present in the extracted road, as measured by the NDVI.  Roads 

consisting of long line segments and low percentages of vegetation receive high 

confidence values of being correct.  The membership values for large length and low 

percentage of non-vegetated pixels are computed using S-functions (see Section 3.3-A) as 

follows: 

 fL(L) = S(L ; 0 , 80 , 300) (6-1) 

 fnv(pnv) = S(pnv ; 0.5 , 0.75 , 1.0), (6-2) 

where L is the length of the initially identified line segment and pnv is the percentage of 

non-vegetated pixels present in the extracted road.  These values are combined using the 

standard fuzzy intersection operator, 

 froad = min[fL , fnv]. (6-3) 

froad is the confidence that the extracted road is valid and is used to identify high 

confidence extracted roads for use as training data. 

 

B.  Building and Shadow Training Data Generation 

 The fully automated 2-D building footprint extraction algorithm presented in 

Chapter 5 has also been modified to output confidence values for the extracted building 

footprints and shadows.  The crisp decision thresholds for building identification have 

been fuzzified to compute a membership value for each potential building and shadow.  

Membership values for buildings detected in the opening differential profile are 

computed using S-functions as follows: 
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 fr(rA)  = S(rA ; 0.2 , 0.6 , 1.0) (6-4) 

 fA(Ap) = S(Ap ; 30 , 45 , 60) (6-5) 

 fmin(Lmin) = S(Lmin ; 2 , 5 , 8) (6-6) 

 fmax(Lmax) = 1 - S(Lmax ; 125 , 150 , 175) (6-7) 

where rA is the ratio between the object’s area and the area of the approximating polygon, 

Ap is the area of the approximating polygon, and Lmin and Lmax are the magnitude of the 

minimum and maximum length sides of the minimum area bounding rectangle of the 

object, respectively.  The fuzzy membership values are combined using the standard 

fuzzy intersection operator to calculate  

 f 1building = min[fr , fA , fmin , fmax] , (6-8) 

which is the confidence of the building object extracted from the opening differential 

profile.  Objects detected in the opening profile receive high membership values if the 

ratio between the area of the object and the approximating polygon is near 1.0, and the 

dimensions of the minimum area bounding rectangle are greater than about 8 m and less 

than about 125 m. 

 As described in Section 5.3-B, there are two methods for extracting building 

objects indirectly through identification of their cast shadows.  First, all MS segments 

within the search area parallelogram defined by the shadow edge are examined.  If no MS 

segments meeting the building criteria are identified and the search area parallelogram 

has the dimensions of a building, then the parallelogram is identified as a building object.  

The process of identifying MS segments within the search area is fuzzified as follows: 

 fSA = S(PSA ; 0.0 , 0.1 , 0.3) (6-9) 

 fC = S(C ; 0.2 , 0.5 , 0.8) (6-10) 
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 f 2building = min[fSA , fC , frct]  (6-11) 

where PSA is the percentage of the MS segment within the search area, C is the 

compactness of the MS segment, and frct is the fuzzy shape membership of the segment 

being ‘approximately rectangular’,  as defined in Section 3.3-B.  MS segmentation 

objects receive high membership values if greater than about 30% of the object is within 

the search area, the compactness is high, and the fuzzy shape membership of being 

‘approximately rectangular’ is high. 

The process of identifying the search area parallelogram as a building object in 

absence of an MS segment building object is fuzzified as follows: 

 fA = S(ASA ; 100 , 200 , 300) (6-12) 

 fmin = S(Lmin ; 3 , 7 , 9) (6-13) 

 ftotal = S(Ltotal ; 15 , 25 , 35) (6-14) 

 f 3building = max[ftotal , min[fA , fmin] ] (6-15) 

where ASA is the area of the search area parallelogram, Lmin is the minimum length of the 

shadow edge, and ftotal is the sum of the lengths of the shadow edge.  Expressed logically, 

Eq. 6-15 is ftotal OR fA AND fmin.  The search area parallelogram receives a high 

confidence value if the area of the parallelogram is greater than about 300 m2, and the 

minimum length of the shadow edge is greater than about 9 m, or the total length of the 

shadow edge is greater than about 35 m.  Because three techniques for building 

identification are utilized, it is possible for multiple building objects to be identified in a 

single location.  If multiple overlapping objects are detected, the object with the largest 

membership value is retained.  
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The fuzzy confidence values for the extracted shadows, from which the search area 

parallelograms are formed, are calculated using Eqs. 6-12 through 6-15 with an additional 

requirement that the average PAN response of the shadow object be spectrally dark: 

 fPAN(PAN) = 1 – S(PAN ; 285 , 350 , 400) (6-16) 

 fshadow = min[f 3builidng , fPAN] (6-17) 

Extracted shadow edges receive high confidence values if they have an average PAN 

response less than about 285 and the search area parallelograms formed from them have 

high membership. 

 

C.  Grass and Tree Training Data Generation 

 It was demonstrated in Chapter 2 that the entropy texture measure is able to 

increase discrimination between the spectrally similar Grass and Tree classes.  Here, 

entropy is used in conjunction with the NDVI to identify training data for the vegetative 

classes.  First, the NDVI is used to identify pixels with vegetative land cover.  Then, the 

entropy texture measure is utilized to identify high confidence instances of Grass and 

Tree from within the pixels identified as containing vegetative land cover.  The first order 

entropy texture measure is calculated using an 11x11 pixel window.  The fuzzy 

membership values are calculated as follows: 

 fveg = S(NDVI ; 0.2 , 0.26 , 0.35) (6-18) 

 fhigh ent = S(Entropy ; 3.9 , 4.1 , 4.3) (6-19) 

 flow ent = 1 - S(Entropy ; 3.6 , 3.9 , 4.2) (6-20) 

 ftree = min[fveg , fhigh ent] (6-21) 

 fgrass = min[fveg , flow ent]. (6-22) 
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Pixels with both high NDVI values and high entropy values receive large membership 

values in the Tree class, whereas pixels with high NDVI values and low entropy values 

receive large membership values in the Grass class. 

 

D.  Bare Soil Training Data Generation 

 As was demonstrated in Chapter 2, it is possible to accurately identify the Bare 

Soil class utilizing only its spectral characteristics.  It was also shown that none of the 

spatial measures investigated improved the ability to identify this class.  Several 

additional spatial measures have been investigated, including the DMP and additional 

texture measures, but no spatial measures have been found with the ability to accurately 

identify Bare Soil pixels independent of the spectral signature.  The difficulty of utilizing 

spatial features for the identification of this class is that the spatial characteristics of bare 

soil vary widely, with no regularity.  Even within a single image, the size, shape, and 

amount of texture present in this land cover class can vary significantly.  It is therefore 

not possible to produce a spatial model for bare soil.  To generate training data for the 

Bare Soil class, the unique spectral signature of this land cover class is utilized to form 

fuzzy membership functions as follows: 
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1
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300, and σ = 25.  Two membership functions are utilized, fP

1
PBbare soilB and fP

2
PBbare soilB, because it 

was found that two distinct spectral signatures of Bare Soil were present in the imagery.  

These values were determined through examination of several sites in the imagery 

containing bare soil land cover. 

 

E.  Water Training Data Generation 

 While the appearance of different bodies of water such as rivers, streams, lakes, 

and ponds varies significantly in high-resolution imagery, if one of these types of water 

bodies can be automatically identified, the extracted pixels can be used to train the 

classifier.  Of the above-mentioned water body types, small lakes and ponds have the 

least variability in appearance, typically appearing as large, dark compact objects with no 

vegetation present.  Objects fitting this profile are easily identified in the closing 

differential profile.  Because only large objects are of interest, the closing differential 

profile computed using a structuring element with radius r = 26 m is selected for analysis.  

This approach presupposes the existence of water bodies at this scale.  However, this 

limitation can be avoided by using a very large radius SE to compute the DMP at this 

level, thus identifying all large dark objects in the imagery.  Confidence values are 



computed based on the strength of the DMP response, the amount of vegetation present 

in the object, and the area of the object as follows: 

 fDMP(CL26) = S(CL26 ; 5 , 6 , 7) (6-34) 

 fveg(Pveg) = 1 - S(Pveg ; 0.20 , 0.35 , 0.45) (6-35) 

 farea(A) = S(A ; 1000 , 2000 , 3000) (6-36) 

where CL26 is the response of closing differential profile level computed with a 

structuring element of r = 26 m, Pveg is the percentage of vegetation present in the object, 

and A is the area of the object. 

 

F.  Training Data Generation 

 The fully automated feature extraction algorithms described above output a fuzzy 

confidence value for each extracted feature.  Extracted features with high confidence 

values, indicating valid features, are utilized as training data, and the rest of the extracted 

features are discarded.  This is accomplished by thresholding the fuzzy confidence value 

of each extracted feature.  A value of 0.95 is used to threshold the Building, Shadow, 

Grass, Tree, and Water classes.  A value of 0.85 is used to threshold the Road class, and 

0.99 is used for the Bare Soil class.  These values have been chosen because they produce 

training data that is both accurate and representative of the variability within each land 

cover class.  The training data generated for the Road and Building classes in a dense 

urban area, as well as the fuzzy confidence values for the extracted features, are shown in 

Fig. 6-1.  The training data generated for the Grass and Tree classes for an area with 

suburban land cover, as well as the fuzzy confidence values for the extracted features, are 

shown in Fig. 6-2. 
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Figure 6-1.  Automatically generated 
training data from dense urban area for b) 
Road class, and c) Building class.  Training 
data shown in red, high confidence features 
shown in dark gray, and low confidence 
features shown in light gray. 

c) 

 

6.3  Self-Supervised Urban Land Cover Classification 

 Once high confidence instances of each of the urban land cover classes have been 

identified, this data can then be utilized to train a supervised classification system.  

Because labeled training data is generated internally by the system, systems of this type 

can be referred to as self-supervised.  Self-supervised classification systems differ from 

unsupervised classifiers in that unsupervised classifiers output an unlabeled classification, 

requiring further analysis to determine the class labels, whereas self-supervised classifiers 

output a labeled classification.  The supervised classification scheme utilized here follows  
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Figure 6-2.  Automatically generated 
training data from residential area for b) 
Grass class, and c) Tree class.  Training 
data shown in red, high confidence features 
shown in dark gray, and low confidence 
features shown in light gray. 

c) 

 

that described in Chapters 2 and 3.  The automatically generated training data is first used 

to train a maximum likelihood classifier, followed by the hierarchical pixel-based fuzzy 

classifier, and finally the object-based fuzzy logic classifier. 

Because of spectral variation within individual land cover classes, it is necessary 

to train the supervised classifier on multiple sub-classes within each urban land cover 
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class (see Section 2.2).  Following classification, the sub-classes from each land cover 

class are combined.  To accommodate within class spectral variation, the automatically 

generated training data from each class is divided into sub-classes via unsupervised 

clustering before maximum likelihood classification is performed.  After maximum 

likelihood classification, the sub-classes are combined into the urban land cover classes 

of interest and the classification process continues through the fuzzy pixel-based and 

object-based approaches, as described in Chapters 2 and 3.  A flow chart summarizing the 

self-supervised classification approach is presented in Fig. 6-3. 

 Unsupervised clustering is performed utilizing the standard k-means clustering 

algorithm to divide the extracted training data into spectrally coherent sub-classes.  The 

Road and Building classes are each divided into 10 sub-classes; the Grass and Tree 

classes are each divided into 5 sub-classes; the Bare Soil class is divided into 2 sub-

classes; the Water and Shadow classes are not subdivided. 

 

6.4  Test Results 

The fully automated self-supervised classification scheme was applied to a subset 

of the IKONOS image of Columbia, Missouri (Fig. 2-1).  The test site is shown in Fig. 3-

4 and consists primarily of dense urban land cover.  An accuracy assessment of the 

resulting classifications was performed making use of the same reference pixel datasets 

utilized in Chapter 3 to asses the accuracy of the supervised fuzzy object-based classifier.  

See Section 3.4 for a detailed description of the reference pixel datasets.  Accuracy 

assessments were performed for each of the classification outputs (maximum likelihood, 

fuzzy pixel, and fuzzy object) produced by the self-supervised classification scheme.  The  
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Figure 6-3.  Processing flow chart summarizing the steps of the self-supervised 
classification scheme. 
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individual class accuracies and the overall classification accuracy for each output, as well 

as the corresponding results from the manually supervised classifiers, are displayed in 

Tables 6-1 through 6-3.  The confusion matrices for the self-supervised classification 

outputs are displayed in Tables 6-4 through 6-6.  For comparison purposes, the confusion 

matrices for the manually supervised classifications are displayed in Tables 6-7 through 

6-9. 

 

Table 6-1 
Accuracies of Maximum Likelihood Classifications 

 
 Supervised 

(%) 
Self-Supervised 

(%) 
Road 84.4 80.2 

Building 83.1 63.7 
Grass 92.8 93.8 
Tree 83.5 91.9 

Overall 
Accuracy 85.9 82.4 

 
 
 

Table 6-2 
Accuracies for Fuzzy Pixel-Based Classifications 

 
 Supervised 

(%) 
Self-Supervised 

(%) 
Road 97.9 97.2 

Building 90.7 93.2 
Grass 94.5 100.0 
Tree 96.2 79.6 

Overall 
Accuracy 94.8 92.5 
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Table 6-3 
Accuracies for Fuzzy Object-Based Classifications 

 Supervised 
(%) 

Self-Supervised 
(%) 

Road 99.2 95.0 
Building 76.1 70.1 

Imp. Surf. 81.0 72.2 
Grass 91.3 100.0 
Tree 99.9 99.1 

Overall 
Accuracy 89.5 87.4 

 

For each of the classifier outputs, the overall accuracy of the self-supervised 

classification is only 2-3% lower than that of the manually supervised classification.  

There is a significant decrease in the Building class accuracy of approximately 20% 

between the self-supervised and manually supervised maximum likelihood classification, 

as can be seen in Table 6-1.  This is due to overclassification of the Road class.  

However, the problem is solved by the hierarchical fuzzy pixel-based classification stage, 

where the average accuracies of the Road and Building classes exceed that of the 

manually supervised classification.  There is a 17% decrease in the Tree class between 

the manual and self-supervised fuzzy pixel-based classification due to over classification 

of the Grass class.  This error is unexpected and believed to be due to the fact that all of 

the automatically generated training data for the Tree class is extracted from highly 

textured areas.  While appropriate for the majority of this class, there are areas within the 

Tree land cover class that are not highly textured, possibly due to trees with very large 

and homogeneous crowns.  Because the texture of these instances of Tree land cover 

matches that of Grass, they are misclassified.  The problem of misclassification of Tree 

reference pixels as Grass is solved in the object-based stage of the self-supervised 
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classification. As seen in Table 6-3, the self-supervised classifier produces a 

classification with virtually no errors in the reference data of the vegetative classes.  The 

object-based classifier is able to correct this problem because the proportions of each 

class present in the object are used as features, resulting in a majority filtering type 

operation within the object.  The regions where Tree land cover are incorrectly identified 

as Grass in the self-supervised pixel-based classification are all quite small and are 

removed by the majority filtering effect of the object-based classifier.  

 
 

Table 6-4 
Confusion Matrix for Self-Supervised Maximum Likelihood Classification 

 
 Road 

Ref. 
Building 

Ref. 
Grass 
Ref. 

Tree 
Ref. Total % 

Road 8227 3601 0 0 11828 84.4 
Building 2025 6563 0 7 8596 82.1 

Grass 0 0 9588 827 10415 86.7 
Tree 0 0 629 9458 10087 92.2 

Shadow 0 135 0 0 135 - 
Total 10252 10257 10217 10292 41060  

% 80.3 63.7 93.8 91.9  82.4 
 

 

 
Table 6-5 

Confusion Matrix for Self-Supervised Pixel-Based Fuzzy Classification 
 

 Road 
Ref. 

Building 
Ref. 

Grass 
Ref. 

Tree 
Ref. Total % 

Road 9974 564 0 0 10538 94.7 
Building 278 9600 0 7 9885 97.1 

Grass 0 0 10217 2095 12312 83.0 
Tree 0 0 0 8190 8190 100.0 

Shadow 0 135 0 0 135 - 
Total 10252 10299 10217 10292 41060  

% 97.3 93.2 100.0 79.6  92.5 
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Table 6-6 
Confusion Matrix for Self-Supervised Object-Based Fuzzy Classification 

 
 Road 

Ref. 
Building 

Ref. 
Imp. Surf. 

Ref. 
Grass 
Ref. 

Tree 
Ref. Total % 

Road 9737 499 412 0 0 10648 91.4 
Building 9 7290 2457 0 0 9756 74.7 

Imp. Surf. 475 2487 7437 0 0 10399 71.5 
Grass 0 0 0 10217 89 10306 99.1 

Tree 31 0 0 0 10203 10234 99.7 
Shadow 0 27 0 0 0 27 - 

Total 10252 10303 10306 10217 10292 51370  
% 95.0 70.8 72.2 100.0 99.1  87.4 

 

 

Table 6-7 
Confusion Matrix for Supervised Maximum Likelihood Classification 

 
 Road 

Ref. 
Building 

Ref. 
Grass 
Ref. 

Tree 
Ref. Total % 

Road 8646 1594 0 0 10240 84.4 
Building 1577 8523 0 279 10379 82.1 

Grass 19 1 9378 1420 10818 86.7 
Tree 0 0 723 8593 9316 92.2 

Shadow 4 139 0 0 143 - 
Total 10246 10257 10101 10292 40896  

% 84.4 83.1 92.8 83.5  85.9 
 

 

Table 6-8 
Confusion Matrix for Supervised Pixel-Based Fuzzy Classification 

 
 Road 

Ref. 
Building 

Ref. 
Grass 
Ref. 

Tree 
Ref. Total % 

Road 10029 808 0 31 10868 92.3 
Building 194 9309 0 248 9751 95.5 

Grass 19 1 9540 112 9671 98.7 
Tree 0 0 561 9901 10462 94.6 

Shadow 1 146 0 0 147 - 
Total 10243 10264 10101 10292 40900  

% 97.9 90.7 94.5 96.2  94.8 
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Table 6-9 
Confusion Matrix for Supervised Object-Based Fuzzy Classification 

 
 Road 

Ref. 
Building 

Ref. 
Imp. Surf. 

Ref. 
Grass 
Ref. 

Tree 
Ref. Total % 

Road 10164 499 826 0 0 11489 88.5 
Building 0 7845 1137 0 0 8982 87.3 

Imp. Surf. 86 1959 8343 0 13 10401 80.2 
Grass 0 0 0 9330 0 9330 100.0 

Tree 0 0 0 887 10279 11166 92.1 
Shadow 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 

Total 10250 10303 10306 10217 10292 51368  
% 99.2 76.1 81.0 91.3 99.9  89.5 

 

There are 4%, 6%, and 9% decreases in the accuracies of the Road, Building, and 

Impervious Surface class accuracies, respectively, between the manual and self-

supervised object-based classifiers.  It is believed that the decrease in the accuracy of the 

Building and Impervious Surface classes is partially due to errors in the classification of 

the Shadow class, which is used in the identification of the Building class.  The self-

supervised fuzzy pixel-based and object-based classifications of a dense urban land cover 

subset image (Fig. 3-1) are shown in Figs. 6-4 and 6-5, respectively.  The land cover 

classification maps of the entire urban test site (Fig. 3-4) for the self-supervised fuzzy 

pixel-based and object-based classifiers are shown in Figs. 6-6 and 6-7, respectively.   

As was discussed in Chapter 3, the object-based classification scheme was 

originally developed to discriminate between buildings and non-road impervious surface 

in areas of dense urban land cover, and, accordingly, is not suitable for classification of 

areas with suburban land cover.  To address this issue, the Building class was subdivided 

into Urban Building and Suburban Building.  Training data for the Suburban Building 

class is automatically generated by simply identifying small, dark, non-vegetative objects 

in the closing differential profile.  The Suburban Building class is then identified in the 

object-based classifier as image objects labeled as Impervious Surface with dimensions  
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Figure 6-4.  Self-supervised hierarchical pixel-based fuzzy classification 
of dense urban area shown in Fig. 3-1.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6-5.  Self-supervised object-based fuzzy logic classification of 
dense urban area shown in Fig. 3-1. 
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between 5 m and 40 m, surrounded by land cover comprised of at least 15% vegetation.  

The self-supervised land cover classification map of the urban test site (Fig. 3-4) with 

discrimination between the two building classes is shown in Fig. 6-8, and the object-

based self supervised classification of a test site with suburban land cover (Fig. 3-9) is 

shown in Fig. 6-9. 

 

6.5  Summary 

 A fully automated self-supervised classification approach for urban land cover 

classification of high-resolution MS satellite imagery is presented in this chapter.  The 

classifier is based on the supervised classification approaches presented in Chapters 2 and 

3, however the training data is automatically generated using feature extraction 

techniques that identify high confidence instances of the urban land cover features.  The 

automated road network and 2-D building footprint extraction algorithms presented in 

Chapters 4 and 5 have been modified to output a fuzzy confidence value for each 

extracted feature.  Other spatially and spectrally based feature extraction algorithms have 

been developed to identify training data for the other urban land cover classes.  After 

feature extraction and selection of high accuracy training data, the extracted features are 

subdivided into spectrally coherent sub-classes by unsupervised spectral clustering.  The 

training data are then used to train a maximum likelihood classifier, followed by the 

hierarchical fuzzy pixel-based classifier, and finally the object-based classifier.  Test 

results indicate that the self-supervised classification approach is able to produce urban 

land cover maps with overall accuracies that are only 2-3% less than that of the manually 

trained supervised classifiers. 
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 Figure 6-6.  Self-supervised hierarchical pixel-based fuzzy classification 
of urban area shown in Fig. 3-4.
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 Figure 6-7.  Self-supervised fuzzy logic object-based classification of 
urban area shown in Fig. 3-4. 
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Figure 6-8.  Self-supervised fuzzy logic object-based classification of 
urban area shown in Fig. 3-4 with differentiation between urban and 
suburban buildings. 
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Figure 6-7.  Self-supervised fuzzy logic object-based classification of suburban 
area shown in Fig. 3-9 with differentiation between urban and suburban 
buildings. 
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 The material presented in this chapter will be submitted to the IEEE Transactions 

on Geoscience and Remote Sensing for publication.  The major contribution of this work 

is the development of a fully automated self-supervised classification approach for high-

resolution imagery of urban areas.  The development of a fully automated urban land 

cover classification technique is a significant contribution to the area of satellite image 

analysis, as there are currently no published results in the literature on this topic.  Section 

1.1 highlighted many of the civilian, intelligence, and defense applications for which a 

fully automated classification technique would be very useful.  One area where a 

technique such as this is greatly needed is automated image archival and retrieval.  A 

fully automated urban land cover classification technique can significantly enhance the 

exploitation of the rapidly increasing volumes of satellite image data. 
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Chapter 7 

Summary and Future Work 

 

 

 

7.1  Research Summary 

The goal of this doctoral research was to develop advanced automated and semi-

automated image analysis and classification techniques for the extraction of urban area 

geospatial information products from commercially available high-resolution satellite 

imagery.  Specifically, the problems of both semi and fully automated urban land cover 

classification and automated extraction of urban infrastructure features, e.g. road 

networks and 2-D building footprints, were examined.  The urban area geospatial 

information products extracted utilizing the fully automated techniques developed in this 

doctoral research are shown in Fig. 7-1.  The development of automated and semi-

automated techniques for generation of urban geospatial information products is of high 

importance not only because of the many applications for which they can be used, but 

also because the large volume of data collected by satellite sensors exceeds the human 

capacity of trained image specialists to analyze.  Many applications, especially military 

and intelligence related activities, require near real time exploitation of image data.  Both 

the quantity of data and the speed with which that data must be analyzed illustrate the 

need for automated geospatial information extraction.  The spatial resolution of 

commercially available satellite imagery did not increase to the level of detail required 

for most urban area applications until recent years (2000).  As such, relatively little work 
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has been reported in the literature on the exploitation of this type of data for urban area 

applications. 
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Figure 7-1.  Urban area geospatial information 
products extracted by fully automated 
techniques developed in this research.  a) False 
color infrared IKONOS of dense urban area, b) 
self-supervised fuzzy logic object-based 
classification, and c) road network and 2-D 
building footprints. 

c) 

In Chapter 1, a variety of background material was presented on geospatial 

information products, high-resolution satellite imagery, and image processing techniques 

and methods.  The utility of these products for urban area applications at both the local 

and federal government levels, as well as with the intelligence and military communities, 

was discussed.  Several earth image collection methods were discussed, including both 
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aerial photography and satellite based digital sensors.  In particular, high-resolution 

imagery from commercial satellites such as IKONOS and QuickBird were shown to be 

well suited for use in many urban area applications.  Following the discussion of the 

image sensor systems, a number of relevant image analysis techniques were reviewed.  

Both supervised and unsupervised classification techniques were reviewed, and several 

techniques, such as maximum likelihood, were discussed in detail.  This was followed by 

an introduction to fuzzy set theory, fuzzy logic, and their application to remote sensing 

image analysis.  Finally, a summary of related work in the areas of classification 

techniques, segmentation techniques, analysis of urban areas, automated road extraction, 

and automated building extraction was presented. 

The problem of per-pixel supervised classification of high-resolution satellite 

multispectral (MS) imagery of urban areas was addressed in Chapter 2.  The results 

presented in this chapter demonstrated the usefulness of high-resolution satellite imagery 

for urban land cover mapping and some of the shortcomings of conventional 

classification techniques such as maximum likelihood.  The urban land cover classes used 

were Road, Building, Grass, Tree, Bare Soil, Water, and Shadow.  It was found that 

maximum likelihood classification of high-resolution MS imagery over urban areas 

produced significant misclassification errors between spectrally similar classes.  Different 

spatial measures such as texture and contextual methods were investigated and found to 

increase the discrimination between certain spectrally similar classes.  A hierarchical 

fuzzy classification method was developed that utilized both the spectral and spatial 

information to classify the data.  The fuzzy classification approach is based on a 

framework that allows for different groups of classes to be classified using the features 
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best suited for discrimination between those classes.  This alleviates the problem of 

features simultaneously decreasing the confusion between one set of classes and 

increasing it for another set.  The classification accuracies of the fuzzy classifier were 

approximately 10% greater than the maximum likelihood classification results.  

Accordingly, there were significant decreases in the number of misclassifications 

between spectrally similar classes. 

 A combined fuzzy pixel-based and object-based approach for urban land cover 

classification of high-resolution MS image data was presented in Chapter 3.  In addition 

to the urban land cover classes identified by the fuzzy pixel-based classifier, a non-road, 

non-building Impervious Surface class was added to further refine the land cover 

classification in dense urban areas.  To distinguish between these urban land cover 

classes, an object-based classification approach was introduced to examine features such 

as object shape and neighborhood and then classify the image objects using a fuzzy logic 

rule base.  To facilitate object classification, the imagery was first segmented with a 

region merging segmentation technique.  Object level features were extracted from the 

image objects and used by the object-based classifier along with the fuzzy pixel-based 

classification.  These features are the class labels of each segment’s constituent pixels, 

shape information from the image objects, neighborhood analysis, and spectral statistics 

of the object.  The image objects were then classified with a fuzzy logic rule base.  This 

classification approach produced an urban land cover map with a 76% accurate Building 

class and an 81% accurate Impervious Surface class. 

 The problem of automated extraction of the road network from high-resolution 

imagery over urban areas was examined in Chapter 4.  Two techniques for extracting 
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roads from land cover classification maps were presented: 1) skeletonization and 2) 

iterative line segment identification and growth algorithm.  Skeletonization was found to 

produce large numbers of false positive road identifications.  The road network extracted 

by the iterative algorithm was accurate (87-93% correctness), however it was only able to 

produce a partial extraction resulting in completeness values of 70%.  Following the 

techniques for road extraction from land cover classifications, a fully automated road 

network extraction algorithm for high-resolution multispectral data over urban areas was 

presented.  Roads were extracted using 2-D spatial feature information after masking out 

vegetation pixels using the NDVI statistic.  An iterative road segment identification and 

growth algorithm was then introduced.  This algorithm iteratively added road segments to 

the road network, beginning with the longest length line segments in the imagery and 

progressing to segments of shorter length.  The endpoints of the road segments were 

grown so curvilinear roads could be extracted.  A buffer around the road network was 

utilized to keep spurious line segments from being added to the existing road network.  

The extraction algorithm was tested on several sites from an IKONOS high-resolution 

satellite image and digital aerial orthophotographs.  The algorithm was shown to produce 

road networks that were 79−87% complete and 70−87% correct. 

 A fully automated algorithm for 2-D building footprint extraction from high-

resolution MS satellite imagery was presented in Chapter 5.  The algorithm was based on 

a multi-detector fusion strategy where buildings and their shadows were extracted from 

the Differential Morphological Profile (DMP) of panchromatic imagery and a 

segmentation of the pan-sharpened multispectral imagery.  The DMP is a multi-scale 

image analysis technique that provides information about both the size and contrast of 



multi-scale structures in the image.  Buildings with a bright spectral response were 

extracted from the opening portion of the differential profile, while shadows were 

extracted from the closing portion of the differential profile.  The extracted shadows 

define a search area where the presence of a building is likely, which is then utilized to 

identify building objects from the segmented PS-MS image.  The algorithm was tested on 

a subset of the Columbia IKONOS imagery containing dense urban land cover and was 

found to produce an accurate (correctness values of 87% and 77% for the object and pixel 

assessments, respectively) yet somewhat incomplete (completeness values of 71% and 

50% for the object and pixel assessments, respectively) building footprint extraction. 

 A fully automated self-supervised approach for urban land cover classification of 

high-resolution MS satellite imagery was presented in Chapter 6.  The classifier was 

based on the supervised classification approaches developed previously in this research 

(Chapters 2 and 3).  However, the classifier does not require manually identified training 

data.  Instead, the training data is automatically generated internally using feature 

extraction techniques that identify high confidence instances of the urban land cover 

classes.  The automated road network and 2-D building footprint extraction algorithms 

presented in Chapters 4 and 5 were modified to output fuzzy confidence values for each 

extracted feature.  Additional spatially and spectrally based feature extraction algorithms 

were developed to identify training data for the other urban land cover classes.  After 

feature extraction and selection of high accuracy training data, the extracted features are 

subdivided into spectrally coherent sub-classes by unsupervised spectral clustering.  This 

internally generated training data was then used to train a maximum likelihood classifier, 

followed by the hierarchical fuzzy pixel-based classifier, and finally the object-based 
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classifier.  Test results indicate that the fully automated self-supervised classification 

approach is able to produce urban land cover maps with overall accuracies that are only 

2-3% less than that of the manually trained supervised classifiers. 

 The classification techniques discussed in Chapter 2 were presented at the 2002 

International Geoscience and Remote Sensing Symposium [Shackelford and Davis, 2002] 

and were published in the IEEE Transactions on Geoscience and Remote Sensing - 

Special Issue on Urban Satellite Remote Sensing [Shackelford and Davis, 2003c].  The 

object-based classification approach presented in Chapter 3 was published in the IEEE 

Transactions on Geoscience and Remote Sensing [Shackelford and Davis, 2003d].  The 

material presented in Chapter 4 on automated road network extraction was presented at 

the 2003 GRSS/ISPRS Joint Workshop on Remote Sensing and Data Fusion over Urban 

Areas [Shackelford and Davis, 2003a] and the 2003 International Geoscience and 

Remote Sensing Symposium [Shackelford and Davis, 2003b].  The material presented in 

Chapter 5 on automated 2-D building footprint extraction was presented at the 2004 

International Geoscience and Remote Sensing Symposium [Shackelford and Davis, 

2004].  The material presented in Chapter 6 on fully automated self-supervised urban 

land cover classification will be submitted to the IEEE Transactions on Geoscience and 

Remote Sensing for publication.  

 

7.2  Future Work 

 A variety of techniques for automated extraction of urban area geospatial 

information products from high-resolution satellite imagery have been developed in this 

doctoral research.  There are a number of areas in which future research, building on the 
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results presented here, can be explored.  For example, many of the developed techniques 

make use of fuzzy membership functions to model the uncertainty and ambiguity 

associated with the shape and spectral responses of different urban land cover classes and 

features.  In a number of cases, the parameters governing the shape of these membership 

functions have been manually set.  Similarly, the operation of the road network and 

building footprint extraction algorithms are controlled by a number of manually set 

parameters.  While these parameters are intuitively chosen based on characteristics of the 

imagery and the type of feature they are to represent, it would be beneficial to develop 

techniques for learning them directly from the data.  One possible approach would be to 

utilize neural network type techniques, as was done in Chapter 2 to learn the shape of the 

membership functions for the Road and Building classes from the 2-D spatial contextual 

features. 

 The use of more advanced data fusion and fuzzy membership combination 

techniques, such as the fuzzy integral, should be explored.  Currently, fuzzy membership 

values are combined using the standard fuzzy union and intersection operators, min and 

max.  The fuzzy integral is an important technique for combining information from 

multiple data sources.  Information is fused by combining objective evidence from each 

information source with subjective evaluation of the importance or worth of the sources 

[Bezdek et al., 1999].  The subjective assessment of “worth” can be based on known 

confidences in a given source/method, human intuition, or on empirical data.  By utilizing 

techniques such as the fuzzy integral, multiple features can be combined in a more 

intuitive manner.  For example, if during the extraction of a building each of the multiple 

sources of evidence indicates only a medium level of confidence in the presence of a 
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building, the fuzzy integral can be used to combine the evidence in a meaningful way 

increasing the confidence in the presence of a building. 

 The use of the DMP for the purpose of image segmentation, as proposed by 

Pesaresi and Benediktsson [2001], should be explored.  As with image objects generated 

by MS segmentation, spectral, spatial, and contextual features can be calculated for each 

DMP image object.  Multiple sets of image objects can be generated using different 

segmentation techniques, and features extracted from the image objects can be combined 

using approaches such as the fuzzy integral.  The fusion of multiple sets of independent 

image objects could help mitigate problems of over and under segmentation.  The object-

based features can then be used to supplement the pixel-based features as additional data 

bands in a supervised classification system, possibly increasing the ability of the 

classifier to discriminate between spectrally similar classes.  Another source of 

information that could be exploited by a classifier are the fuzzy confidence values of 

extracted urban land cover features.  In addition to object-based features, these fuzzy 

confidence values could be added as additional bands of data, to help decrease the 

number of misclassifications. 

 The pixel-based hierarchical fuzzy classification scheme discussed in Chapter 1 

employs maximum likelihood classification to divide the input data into sets of spectrally 

similar classes for the fuzzy classifier to operate on.  Because maximum likelihood 

classification assumes normally distributed data, features such as the 2-D spatial 

contextual features, which are not normally distributed, cannot be utilized with this type 

of classifier.  Other classification algorithms that require no assumptions about the 

distribution of the data, such as support vector machines, should be investigated for use 
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with features of this type.  Support vector machines perform a nonlinear mapping of the 

input data to high-dimensional feature space, where optimal decision hyperplanes are 

constructed between a subset of the training data from the different classes.  Support 

vector machines are well suited to situations where no assumption about the distribution 

of the input data is made, or the input data is high dimensional.  For a detailed description 

of support vector machines, see Haykin [1999]. 

 Finally, the techniques developed in this research should be adapted for use on the 

next generation satellite imagery data.  Proposed systems, such as DigitalGlobe’s 

WorldView, will have sub-meter spatial resolution and additional MS bands, extending 

into the low end of the infrared spectrum.  These characteristics will allow for finer detail 

mapping of urban structures and possibly the identification of additional land cover 

classes due to the increase in spectral resolution.  The additional spectral information will 

likely have a significant impact on the ability of supervised and self-supervised 

classification systems to accurately classify urban areas. 
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